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Abstract

The S1 genome segment of avian reovirus is functionally tricistronic, encoding three independent protein products (named p10, p17 and σC) from three sequential, partially overlapping open reading frames (ORFs). The dogma of translation initiation, the cap-dependent scanning model, suggests that ribosomes would normally only translate the 5’-proximal ORF. Four alternate mechanisms of translation initiation could account for translation of the downstream σC ORF; an IRES element, reinitiation, ribosome shunting, and leaky scanning. The objective of my doctoral research was to investigate the translation initiation mechanisms that are operative on the S1 mRNA.

Translation of the p10 and p17 ORFs was revealed to be coordinated via standard leaky scanning, while none of the known mechanisms of translation initiation could account for expression of the σC ORF. Further investigation determined that two alternate cap-dependent mechanisms contribute to translation initiation at the σC AUG codon. The first mechanism involves a modified version of enhanced leaky scanning. Although insertion of upstream elements known to impede scanning ribosomal subunits dramatically inhibited translation of the downstream ORF in the context of other mRNAs, the same elements only marginally reduced σC translation. Specific features of the S1 mRNA therefore function to promote leaky scanning and translation of the σC ORF. The inability to eliminate σC expression beyond a threshold retention level of ~20-30%, despite the presence of eight upstream start codons that should eliminate leaky scanning, strongly suggests that ribosomes must also utilize a scanning-independent means to access the internal σC start site. This mechanism for σC translation initiation, which I termed ribosome handoff, allows ribosomes to bypass upstream elements, and requires a sequence-dependent translation enhancer element present within S1 nucleotides 366-392 that may function to mediate handoff via complementarity with 18S ribosomal RNA.

Translation initiation at the σC start site is therefore made possible by two alternative mechanisms, enhanced leaky scanning and ribosome handoff from the 5’-cap. The novelty of these two mechanisms highlights the complexity of the translation initiation process and the potential heterogeneity of cellular ribosomes, which raises the possibility that internal initiation may be far more common than currently appreciated.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Overview

Translation control is an essential aspect of eukaryotic gene expression and as such, it is tightly regulated. The greatest level of regulation occurs at the initiation stage of translation. Recent developments indicate that even modest changes in the function or concentration of translation initiation factors have detrimental effects on protein expression that can ultimately lead to disease. Translation control occurs not only at the level of the factors involved in initiation, but also at the level of the messenger RNA (mRNA) itself. For instance, the presence of upstream open reading frames (ORFs) can help regulate the expression of the functional downstream ORF on the mRNA. Alternate mechanisms of translation initiation can also result in more than one polypeptide being translated from a single species of mRNA, which has major implications on understanding the complexity of cellular proteomes. Despite the wealth of knowledge on the mechanisms of translation control, we still do not have a complete picture of all the factors at play. Appreciating the complexity of the translation initiation process therefore requires continuing analysis of novel translation initiation mechanisms.

The most common method of eukaryotic mRNA translation initiation involves a cap-dependent scanning mechanism of a monocistronic strand of mRNA. Not all mRNAs adhere to the scanning-dependent, monocistronic rule however. It is through the study of such exceptions that a number of alternate translation initiation mechanisms have been discovered. My PhD research has focused on the molecular analysis of translation initiation on the tricistronic avian reovirus (ARV) S1 mRNA, an exception to the monocistronic rule. The ARV S1 mRNA is a rarity in the eukaryotic world and pushes the limit of the coding capacity of a eukaryotic mRNA, encoding three different proteins from three sequential, partially overlapping ORFs. The third ORF on the functionally tricistronic mRNA, which encodes the structural protein σC, initiates 630 nucleotides distal from the 5’-cap and downstream of two functional ORFs encoding the p10 and p17 proteins. The main objective of my PhD research was to determine how ribosomes access the internal σC start site. Before describing the system under investigation, I will first provide an overview of translation initiation and the features of the various mechanisms used to regulate this important process.
1.2 The Scanning Model Of Translation Initiation

Translation control is an important aspect of eukaryotic gene expression, and as such, is highly regulated. The most tightly regulated step is the initiation stage of translation. The scanning mechanism of translation accounts for most initiation events in eukaryotic cells (Kozak, 2002). The scanning model postulates that the small (40S) ribosomal subunit, equipped with eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs) 1, 1A, 3 and 5, binds a ternary complex composed of the specific initiator tRNA, Met-tRNA_i, and eIF2 coupled to GTP, to form the 43S pre-initiation complex (Figure 1; Gebauer and Hentze, 2004). Most eukaryotic mRNAs possess a 5΄-cap (m7GpppN, where N is any nucleotide and m is a methyl group) structure (Furuichi et al., 1975; Muthukrishnan et al., 1975), which is bound by the cap-binding complex eIF4F. The ternary eIF4F complex is composed of eIF4E, an initiation factor with specific affinity for the methylated 5΄-cap, eIF4A, a DEAD family helicase thought to help unwind the mRNA in an ATP-dependent manner, and finally eIF4G, a large modular scaffolding protein that is capable of interacting directly with cap-bound eIF4E, eIF4A, and eIF3. Through the eIF3-eIF4G interaction, eIF4G is also capable of indirect interaction with the 40S ribosomal subunit. The poly(A) binding protein (PABP) is thought to stimulate translation by promoting mRNA circularization through simultaneous interactions with eIF4G and the 3΄ poly(A) tail (Imataka, Gradi, and Sonenberg, 1998; Tarun and Sachs, 1996). The interaction of eIF3 and eIF4E with eIF4G allows the 43S pre-initiation complex to load onto the mRNA, thus forming a 48S initiation complex that is now competent to start scanning the mRNA in a 5΄ to 3΄ direction until it encounters the first AUG start codon. The eIF3 subunit j, one of 13 subunits making up eIF3, is in part responsible for regulating 40S binding to mRNA (Fraser et al., 2007). eIF3j is located near the 40S aminoacyl site (A site) and mRNA entry channel, and interacts with eIF1A, also bound near the A-site, reducing the 40S subunit’s affinity for mRNA until the ternary complex has bound the 40S subunit.

It has been reported that the 40S subunit can scan distances as great as 1700 nucleotides in vivo without losing significant initiation efficiency (Berthelot et al., 2004). Together, eIF1, bound to the 40S subunit near the peptidyl site (P site), and eIF1A, bound near the A-site, promote scanning by maintaining the 40S subunit in an open conformation in the mRNA binding cleft (Passmore et al., 2007). mRNA scanning is also
Figure 1. Linear scanning model of translation initiation. 1. Initiator tRNA (Met-tRNA), in a ternary complex with eIF2 and GTP, is delivered to the 40S ribosomal subunit, which is already bound to eIF1, eIF1A and eIF3. 2. The 43S pre-initiation complex binds the 5′-cap (m7G) structure with the aid of poly(A)-binding protein (PABP) bound to the 3′ poly(A) tail and eIF4F, which consists of the cap-binding protein eIF4E, an RNA helicase, eIF4A, and a large modular scaffolding protein, eIF4G. 3. The 48S complex is capable of scanning the mRNA. 4. Recognition of the start codon commits the complex to initiate translation by hydrolyzing GTP and releasing inorganic phosphate from eIF2. In addition, eIF1, eIF2 and eIF5 are displaced and eIF5B-GTP binds the 40S subunit. 5. The resulting complex binds the 60S subunit and undergoes ribosome-induced GTP hydrolysis by eIF5B, stimulating the dissociation of the remaining initiation factors and 80S ribosome formation. Figure adapted from Rodnina and Wintermeyer (2009) Cur Opin Cell Biol. 21(3), 435-43.
aided by the eIF4G/eIF4A complex bound to the exit site (E site) of the 40S subunit, which implies that eIF4A “pulls” mRNA through the mRNA-binding cleft, rather than unwinding it at the leading edge of the 40S subunit, providing the 5’ to 3’ directionality observed in ribosome scanning (Siridechadilok et al., 2005). Once an AUG triplet reaches the P-site, it is recognized as the start codon by base-pairing with the CAU anticodon in Met-tRNA\textsubscript{i} (Cigan, Feng, and Donahue, 1988). AUG recognition may result in either release or displacement of eIF1 from its original location near the P-site. At this point the 40S subunit stops scanning and eIF5, a GTPase activating protein (GAP), induces the hydrolysis of GTP bound to eIF2 and the subsequent removal of eIF2-GDP from the 48S initiation complex (Das, Ghosh, and Maitra, 2001; Das and Maitra, 2001). This hydrolysis event culminates in 60S ribosomal subunit joining and displacement of initiation factors from the 40S subunit, mediated by eIF5B, a ribosome-dependent GTPase (Pestova et al., 2000), ultimately forming the 80S ribosome.

1.3 Factors Affecting AUG Recognition And Ribosome Scanning

1.3.1 Nucleotide Context

In addition to the important roles of the eukaryotic initiation factors in start site selection, in particular eIF1 and eIF1A (Mitchell and Lorsch, 2008; Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002), the efficiency with which ribosomes recognize the first AUG codon is influenced by the nucleotide context surrounding the start codon. The sequence cc(A/G)ccAUGG (where the initiating AUG is shown in bold), referred to as the Kozak consensus sequence, is considered optimal for eukaryotic (at least in metazoans) ribosome recognition (Kozak, 1986b; Kozak, 1987a; Kozak, 1987b). In plants and animals, a purine at position -3 (preferentially an A), with the adenine of the start codon considered +1, is the most highly conserved and functionally important flanking nucleotide (Kozak, 1984a; Kozak, 1987a). The G at position +4 is also important, especially when position -3 is anything but an A. The initiation efficiency of a start codon with a “poor context” can be improved through the insertion of a hairpin structure 12-15 nucleotides downstream of the start site (Kozak, 1990; Kozak, 1991b). The presence of a stable secondary structure at this position stalls the ribosomal subunit momentarily with its AUG-recognition center right over the AUG codon, thereby facilitating initiation. In
addition, the statistically significant conservation between orthologous mammalian mRNAs in the 30 nucleotides upstream of the initiation site suggests that there may be additional determinants of start site selection yet to be discovered (Shabalina et al., 2004).

1.3.2 Leader Length

The length of the 5′-untranslated region (UTR) also affects translation initiation efficiency. A 5′ leader of less than 8-12 nucleotides results in leaky scanning (mentioned below), while lengthening the leader beyond this progressively increases initiation efficiency (Kozak, 1991a; Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). This limit on leader length likely stems from the fact that the 48S initiation complex bound to a start codon occupies approximately 12 nucleotides upstream and 15 nucleotides downstream of the AUG codon (Lazarowitz and Robertson, 1977), suggesting that an extremely short leader would lack potential stabilizing interactions between the mRNA and the initiation complex, allowing the complex to scan past the first AUG start codon.

1.3.3 Non-AUG Initiation

Initiation of translation can also occur at non-AUG codons (Kozak, 2002; Peabody, 1989). In general, non-AUG codons tend to differ from the canonical start codon by only one nucleotide and are situated in an optimal Kozak consensus sequence. Mechanistically, many of the initiation factors play a role in monitoring the codon/anticodon interaction. For example, mutations in any of the three subunits of eIF2 or in eIF5 that increase the rate of GTP hydrolysis and subsequent eIF2-GDP dissociation from the 43S pre-initiation complex allow significant recognition of non-AUG codons (Huang et al., 1997). These results imply that GTP hydrolysis by the ternary complex is normally suppressed at non-AUG triplets during scanning. Also, omission of eIF1 from 43S complexes results in scanning-competent complexes, but these complexes are no longer able to discriminate between cognate and noncognate initiation codons, nor are they able to sense the context surrounding these codons, thus enabling initiation at non-AUG triplets (Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). The ability to initiate translation at these rare non-AUG codons may confer some advantages to the cell. First, the low level of initiation that occurs at these sites allows for the modulation of expression for a protein
that is normally only required/tolerated in low concentrations. Second, the presence of a non-AUG initiation codon upstream of the main start site allows for the expression of more than one protein from a single mRNA.

1.3.4 Cis- And Trans-Acting Factors

Scanning can be strongly affected by cis- and trans-acting factors that interfere with ribosomal subunit loading or block a scanning ribosome. Cis factors include strong secondary structures (ΔG ~ -60 kcal/mol for complete inhibition) present at the extreme 5’-end or within the 5’-UTR that impede 40S subunit loading (Byrd, Zamora, and Lloyd, 2005) or block scanning subunits on the 5’ side of the secondary structure (Kozak, 1986a; Kozak, 1989a; Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1985). Also, multiple upstream start codons (uAUGs) can decrease initiation efficiency at the main ORF (Kozak, 1989b; Kozak, 1992). Trans-acting factors tend to be mRNA specific, and as such, often result in translational regulation during particular cellular events and/or locations. Trans factors include RNA-binding proteins that can also block ribosome loading or scanning (Paraskeva et al., 1999; Stripecke et al., 1994), and miRNAs (discussed below).

1.4 Translational Enhancement Via mRNA Circularization

1.4.1 Poly(A) Binding Protein

The 3’-UTR and the poly(A) tail present on most eukaryotic mRNAs play important roles in translation initiation. A cellular factor, PABP, is able to interact simultaneously with the 3’ poly(A) tail through its RNA recognition motif 2 (RRM2) and with eIF4G, thus bringing about the circularization of the mRNA (Imataka, Gradi, and Sonenberg, 1998; Tarun and Sachs, 1996). Interaction between the cap and poly(A) tail synergistically enhances translation, most likely resulting from increased eIF4E affinity for the 5’ cap (Borman, Michel, and Kean, 2000; Gallie, 1991; von Der Haar, Ball, and McCarthy, 2000), and stimulation of 60S ribosomal subunit joining (Kahvejian et al., 2005). As mentioned above, eIF5 and eIF5B are thought to bring about 60S subunit joining. In yeast, two putative RNA helicases are thought to inhibit the function of these initiation factors, and therefore inhibit 60S subunit joining. The yeast equivalent of PABP, Pab1p, is thought to bring about 60S subunit joining by inhibiting the action of
these putative RNA helicases, thus derepressing the inhibition of eIF5B (Searfoss, Dever, and Wickner, 2001). It is still unknown whether PABP functions in a similar manner in multi-cellular eukaryotes.

In addition to its role in mRNA circularization, yeast Pab1p is capable of stimulating translation of capped, poly(A) tail-deficient mRNAs by acting in trans (Otero, Ashe, and Sachs, 1999). The Pab1p RRM2 is required for this trans-activation, although the eIF4G-Pab1p interaction induced by RRM2 is not necessary, indicating that the RRM2 domain may interact with an as yet unidentified component of the pre-initiation complex.

1.4.2 Translation Enhancer Elements Located In The 3΄-UTR

Circularization of the mRNA is so important for efficient translation that viral mRNAs that lack a poly(A) tail have evolved various means to bring about this circularization. For example, the 3΄ UTR of the Dengue virus mRNA lacks a poly(A) tail but is highly structured, possessing a terminal stem-loop structure preceded by two dumbbell-like structures. Translation enhancement of the Dengue virus mRNA is postulated to involve PABP interaction with the A-rich sequence flanking the dumbbell structures in an eIF4G-dependent manner (Polacek, Friebe, and Harris, 2009). Similarly, rotavirus, a member of the Reoviridae family, has also evolved a unique mechanism to bring about the circularization of their capped but non-polyadenylated mRNAs (Piron et al., 1998; Poncet, Aponte, and Cohen, 1993). The viral non-structural protein 3 (NSP3) simultaneously binds the sequence UGACC, present at the extreme 3΄-terminus of all 11 mRNA segments, and eIF4G, bringing about the circularization of the mRNA. Not only does the NSP3/eIF4G interaction cause circularization, it also evicts PABP from eIF4G, ultimately resulting in the reduction of host protein synthesis (Piron et al., 1998). However, recent evidence suggests that NSP3 binding to the 3΄-terminus may not be necessary for viral translation, but may be required to prevent these transcripts from being used in viral replication (Montero, Arias, and Lopez, 2006). The latter example highlights some of the unique features associated with macromolecular synthesis mediated by RNA viruses, where plus-strand RNAs can serve as templates for either transcription or translation, both of which need to occur in the cytoplasm. Furthermore, in
plus strand RNA viruses, the same RNA serves as the genome and must be packaged inside progeny virions.

An interesting mechanism of 3′-end induced translational enhancement is seen in many plant viruses that encode uncapped, non-polyadenylated mRNAs. The best-studied example of this cap-independent 3′-end mediated mechanism of translation initiation occurs in the Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV; Guo, Allen, and Miller, 2001; Rakotondrafara et al., 2006; Wang, Browning, and Miller, 1997). The BYDV genome is composed of a single strand of positive sense RNA that is approximately 5.7-kb in length and contains a complex 3′-UTR of 869 nucleotides (Miller, Waterhouse, and Gerlach, 1988). Within this extensive 3′-UTR lies a translational enhancer region, a stem-loop called the BYDV cap-independent translation element (BTE), which is responsible for mediating cap-independent translation initiation at the 5′-proximal AUG through its interaction with a complementary stem-loop present within the 5′-UTR (Rakotondrafara et al., 2006). It was recently demonstrated that the 3′ BTE is capable of binding eIF4F, more specifically, eIF4G, with high affinity (Treder et al., 2008). The current model of translation initiation on the BYDV mRNA posits that the 3′ BTE recruits eIF4F, and possibly other proteins, and delivers them to the 5′-UTR through long-distance base-pairing of the 5′ and 3′ “kissing loops”. Once the eIF4F complex is near the 5′-end, the 40S subunit is recruited and competent to scan the mRNA in the traditional fashion until it encounters the first AUG codon (Guo, Allen, and Miller, 2001; Rakotondrafara et al., 2006; Treder et al., 2008).

The fact that so many viral mRNAs have evolved to be able to form a closed loop, regardless of their terminal structures, highlights the importance of the 3′-termini and mRNA circularization in translation initiation. Continued examination of mRNAs lacking a poly(A) tail may result in the discovery of additional mechanisms that promote mRNA circularization.

1.5 Global And mRNA-Specific Control Of Translation Initiation

Control of translation initiation can occur on a global or mRNA-specific level, with mRNA-specific control usually exerted through regulatory elements in either the 5′- or 3′-UTR, while global control results from changes in the state of phosphorylation of the
translation initiation factors or their regulators. An example of global control occurs with
eIF2. Heterotrimeric eIF2 is covalently modified by phosphorylation in a reversible
manner on Ser-51 of its α subunit in response to environmental and pathological stresses
(Gebauer and Hentze, 2004). Four different eIF2α kinases are found in mammalian cells:
PKR (protein kinase R), induced by double-stranded RNA in virus infection; PERK
(protein kinase R-like endoplasmic reticulum kinase), induced by unfolded proteins in the
ER; HRI (heme-regulated inhibitor), induced by heme deprivation; GCN2 (general
control non-derepressible 2), induced by amino acid starvation (reviewed in, Ron and
Harding, 2007). Phosphorylation of eIF2α makes it a competitive inhibitor of eIF2B, a
guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF), ultimately blocking the exchange of GDP for
GTP during the recycling of the eIF2 complex. This leads to inhibition of functional
ternary complex formation and a global shut down of translation. Paradoxically, eIF2α
phosphorylation induces expression of a gene, GCN4, encoding a transcription factor by
overcoming the inhibitory effects of four upstream ORFs (uORFs) on reinitiation at the
GCN4 ORF (see section on Reinitiation). A similar up-regulation in translation of the
mammalian transcription factor ATF4 is seen upon eIF2α phosphorylation (Vattem and
Wek, 2004).

eIF4F complex formation and activity is also important in global translation
control. A family of translation repressor proteins, eIF4E-binding proteins (4E-BPs), are
key modulators of eIF4F formation. The cap-binding factor eIF4E, normally present in
limited concentrations (Duncan, Milburn, and Hershey, 1987), is bound by the repressor
protein 4E-BP in a phosphorylation-dependent manner, inhibiting the ability of eIF4E to
interact with eIF4G (Haghighat et al., 1995; Pause et al., 1994). Phosphorylation of 4E-
BP on specific serine and threonine residues by the downstream effectors of the
phosphoinositide 3-kinase pathway in response to mitogens, hormones, and growth
factors, reduces the affinity of 4E-BP for eIF4E, ultimately restoring cap-dependent
translation (Gingras et al., 1998; Lin et al., 1994; Mendez et al., 1996). However, there is
some evidence that additional trans-acting factors may be required to promote eIF4F
complex assembly in growth-arrested cells other than the simple release of eIF4E from
4E-BP (Walsh and Mohr, 2006). The level of eIF4E phosphorylation may also mediate
translation regulation. Depending on the virus, eIF4E phosphorylation can either be
beneficial (HSV-1; Walsh and Mohr, 2004) or inhibitory (adenovirus; Cuesta, Xi, and Schneider, 2000), to productive viral infection. eIF4E is partially phosphorylated in exponentially growing cells and the extent of phosphorylation is reduced in response to heat shock (Duncan, Milburn, and Hershey, 1987), although the exact role of eIF4E phosphorylation in protein synthesis, if any, has not been fully resolved.

Translation of specific endogenous mRNAs can also be controlled through small noncoding RNA molecules, approximately 20 nucleotides in length, called microRNAs (miRNAs; for review, see Wehner and Sarnow, 2007). Transcription of miRNA genes by RNA polymerase II results in the production of a precursor miRNA (pri-miRNA) characterized by a large hairpin structure that contains the mature miRNA (Cai, Hagedorn, and Cullen, 2004). The pri-miRNA is processed in the nucleus by the ribonuclease III endonuclease Drosha into an imperfect hairpin called pre-miRNA that is approximately 60-80 nucleotides in length. The pre-miRNA is then transported out of the nucleus by an exportin 5/RanGTP complex (Bohnsack, Czaplinski, and Gorlich, 2004; Lund et al., 2004) into the cytoplasm where it again undergoes cleavage, this time by the enzyme Dicer, into an ~20 nucleotide RNA duplex with a 3΄ two-nucleotide overhang. The duplex is incorporated into a multi-protein complex termed RISC (RNA-induced silencing complex), and is unwound starting at its most thermodynamically unstable end. The strand that has its 5΄ end at the less stable end of the duplex (the guide strand) remains associated with the protein complex and guides it to a target mRNA with miRNA complementarity (Sullivan and Ganem, 2005; Wehner and Sarnow, 2007). The first miRNA discovered, lin-4 found in Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), acts on its target, lin-14, by binding the 3΄-UTR of lin-14 and blocking lin-14 protein synthesis after the initiation of translation (Ambros, 1989; Olsen and Ambros, 1999; Wightman et al., 1991; Wightman, Ha, and Ruvkun, 1993). Most miRNAs function by down-regulating the expression of their target mRNA either by promoting degradation of the mRNA (Wu, Fan, and Belasco, 2006) or translation inhibition (Humphreys et al., 2005; Pillai et al., 2005). More recently, exceptions to this rule have been discovered. For example, the liver-specific miR-122 mediates an up-regulation in hepatitis C virus (HCV) RNA abundance (Jopling et al., 2005) and translation rate (Henke et al., 2008). There is a functional basis for targeting miRNAs to the non-coding regions of an mRNA, usually
the 3’-UTR, as indicated by the modification of a target gene so that the ORF extends into the miRNA target sequence (Gu et al., 2009). Such a modification impedes miRNA-programmed RISC association with the target gene and ultimately results in a loss of translation inhibition.

In summary, global control of translation occurs in response to cell stress or growth stimuli and is affected by the availability of initiation factors, whereas mRNA-specific translation regulation occurs in response to cis-acting sequences (uORFs, secondary structure, miRNA targeting elements) normally found within their non-coding regions.

1.6 Translation Elongation, Termination And Ribosome Recycling

Following the initiation stage of translation, which is the rate-limiting event in protein translation, protein synthesis continues with translation elongation, termination and ribosome recycling. Elongation involves the stepwise attachment of amino acids to the growing peptide chain (Figure 2A). During elongation, a ternary complex composed of aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA), GTP and the elongation factor eEF1, composed of two subunits, eEF1A, a GTPase, and eEF1B, a GEF, is delivered to the A-site of the 80S ribosome. Once bound to the A-site, the ternary complex can interact with the peptidyl-tRNA, triggering the elongation of the nascent peptide chain by one amino acid. Following the peptidyl-transfer reaction, the ribosomal subunits undergo a spontaneous and reversible ratchet-like relative rotation that places the 3’ ends of the P- and A-site tRNAs in the E- and P-sites, respectively. This “hybrid state” is stabilized by elongation factor eEF2, which utilizes the energy of GTP hydrolysis to finalize the translocation of peptidyl-tRNA and deacylated tRNA into the P and E sites, respectively. eEF2 is thought to provide the directionality of tRNA and mRNA movement through the ribosome (Rodnina and Wintermeyer, 2009; Zaher and Green, 2009). When a termination codon is present in the decoding center, a high affinity eRF1/eRF3 complex (release factors) binds to the A-site through the ability of eRF1 to recognize all three termination codons (Figure 2B). GTP hydrolysis by eRF3 facilitates a large conformation change that may place eRF1 in the peptidyl transferase center, thus stimulating peptide hydrolysis and release (Rodnina and Wintermeyer, 2009).
Figure 2. Translation elongation and termination. During the elongation cycle, peptidyl transfer takes place in which a ternary complex composed of the elongation factor eEF1, aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA), and GTP is deposited into the aminoacyl (A) site and reacts with the peptidyl-tRNA, elongating the nascent peptide by one amino acid. Subsequent translocation of the mRNA in the ribosome is mediated by elongation factor eEF2, which couples the energy of GTP hydrolysis to directional movement of the mRNA-tRNA complex. As a result, the peptidyl-tRNA and the deacylated tRNA move from the A and peptidyl (P) sites into the P and exit (E) sites, respectively. Termination of protein synthesis occurs when a stop codon enters the A-site. Stop codons are recognized by release factors, which trigger a hydrolytic reaction that results in the release of the growing polypeptide chain from the tRNA. Figure adapted from Zaher and Green *Cell* (2009).
The factors involved in eukaryotic ribosome recycling have only recently been discovered (Pisarev, Hellen, and Pestova, 2007). Post-termination complexes consist of deacylated tRNA present in the P-site of the 80S ribosome, still bound to mRNA. The initiation factor eIF3 catalyzes the dissociation of the 60S subunit from the 40S-tRNA-mRNA complex. This action is enhanced by additional initiation factors, namely eIF1, eIF1A and the loosely associated eIF3j subunit. Release of tRNA is mediated by eIF1, while eIF3j ensures subsequent mRNA dissociation. Pisarev and co-workers (2007) hypothesize that the translational enhancement stimulated by PABP through mRNA circularization most likely results from the interaction of eIF3 on post-termination 40S subunits with eIF4G bound to the 5΄ end.

1.7 Alternate Mechanisms Of Translation Initiation

Although the scanning model of translation initiation accounts for the majority of protein expression, a significant portion of eukaryotic mRNAs (approximately 10%) may not utilize 5΄ cap-dependent linear scanning to initiate translation (Futterer, Kiss-Laszlo, and Hohn, 1993; Hinnebusch, 1997; Morris and Geballe, 2000; Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1988; Yueh and Schneider, 1996). These mRNAs tend to contain long, structured, 5΄-UTRs that may also include one or more uAUGs, and include mRNAs that encode growth-related factors, tumor suppressors, transcription factors, and proto-oncogenes (Ryabova, Pooggin, and Hohn, 2002). Viral 5΄-UTRs are also often highly structured and complex. Moreover, up to 40% of eukaryotic mRNAs may contain uAUGs in their 5΄-leaders, and the number of uAUGs correlates with the relative length of the leader suggesting there is no negative selection against the presence of these AUGs (Chappell et al., 2006, and references therein). Such UTRs pose a challenge but alternative mechanisms have evolved. It has been through the study of viral mRNAs that many of the alternative mechanisms of translation initiation were discovered.

1.7.1 Leaky Scanning

Leaky scanning is a modified form of the scanning model of translation initiation and can occur when an mRNA includes one or more uAUGs (Figure 3A). Leaky scanning occurs in a cap-dependent manner when the 40S ribosomal subunit “leaks” or
scans past the 5’-proximal start codon due to its close proximity (8-12 nucleotides) to the 5’-cap (Kozak, 1991a; Sedman, Gelembiuk, and Mertz, 1990), when the start codon is a non-AUG codon in an optimal context (with ccA/GccAUGG being optimal) or an AUG codon in a suboptimal context (Kozak, 1989b). The presence of a stable hairpin structure 12-15 nucleotides downstream of the potential start site can cause the 40S subunit to pause scanning, allowing the subunit sufficient time to recognize a suboptimal start codon (Kozak, 1990; Kozak, 1991b). A modified version of leaky scanning can also occur when two AUG codons are positioned very close together (Matsuda and Dreher, 2006; Williams and Lamb, 1989). Leaky scanning can result in the production of two or more proteins with a common C-terminus when the start sites are in the same reading frame, or two totally different proteins when they are in different reading frames.

As mentioned previously, the proper functioning of the initiation factor eIF1 plays a major role in start site selection (Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). In addition to its role in scanning processivity by maintaining the 40S subunit in an open conformation, eIF1 also plays a role in leaky scanning by rejecting codon-anticodon mismatches in the P-site, and by eliminating 48S assembly at AUG triplets in a suboptimal sequence context and at AUGs located within 8-12 nucleotides from the 5’-cap structure.

1.7.2 Reinitiation

Another means by which a ribosome is capable of initiating translation at an internal start site is through the cap-dependent mechanism of translation reinitiation (Figure 3B). Upon translation termination of an uORF, the 40S ribosomal subunit is able to remain associated with the mRNA and resume scanning. The efficiency with which the 40S subunit can reinitiate translation at a downstream start codon depends on cis-elements and trans-acting factors (reviewed in, Morris and Geballe, 2000). The fundamental requirement for reinitiation to occur is the ability of the post-termination 40S subunit to acquire de novo the ternary complex needed to recognize the next AUG start site. For this to happen two main rules must be followed. First, the uORF being translated must be short, usually no greater than 30 codons, and second, the intergenic region between ORFs must be a minimum distance of approximately 80 nucleotides (Futterer and Hohn, 1992; Kozak, 1987c; Luukkanen, Tan, and Schwartz, 1995).
A. **Leaky Scanning**

5' Cap → AUG → 40S → AUG → (A)n 3'

Kozak consensus sequence: gccAccAUGG

B. **Reinitiation**

5' Cap → AUG → LGA → AUG → (A)n 3'

C. **Ribosomal Shunting**

5' Cap → UGA → AUG → (A)n 3'

D. **Internal Ribosome Entry Site**

5' → AUG → (A)n 3'

**Figure 3. Alternate mechanisms of translation initiation.** Diagrams of the structural features of mRNA, represented by the black line, with or without the m$^7$G cap (Cap), along with ORFs denoted by the open rectangles and the two ribosomal subunits, 40S and 60S. Most eukaryotic mRNAs also possess a poly(A) tail at their 3'-end (A)$_n$. **A. Leaky Scanning** – The 40S ribosomal subunit binds the 5’-cap and leaks past the 5’-proximal AUG and initiates at the next proximal start site in a favourable context. **B. Reinitiation** – Upon termination of a short uORF initiated in the normal cap-dependent fashion, the 40S subunit remains bound to the mRNA and proceeds to scan the mRNA until it encounters the next proximal AUG codon where it then reacquires the 60S subunit and initiates another round of translation. **C. Ribosomal shunting** – As in reinitiation, a short uORF is translated in a cap-dependent manner. Upon termination the 40S subunit encounters mRNA secondary structure at the base of which is a shunt donor and acceptor site. The 40S subunit is translocated from the shunt donor to the shunt acceptor site where it then scans the mRNA and initiates translation at the next proximal start site. **D. Internal Ribosome Entry Site** – The presence of extensive secondary structure, normally within the 5’-UTR, enables the 40S subunit to bind the mRNA at an internal position without the need for the 5’-cap structure. The 40S subunit is then capable of scanning the mRNA in search of an AUG codon or it is placed directly at the start site where it initiates translation.
Translating ribosomes appear to lose initiation factors as they synthesize the polypeptide, and as such, need to reacquire said factors before another round of initiation can commence. As the length of the uORF increases, the frequency of reinitiation decreases suggesting that translation of a short ORF does not result in complete initiation factor disassociation from the 40S subunit and thus can be used in a subsequent round of initiation (Kozak, 1987c). It was recently demonstrated that eIF3h is responsible for maintaining reinitiation competency, possibly by facilitating post-initiation retention of eIF3 on the ribosome (Roy et al., 2010). The requirement for a minimum intercistron length most likely represents the minimum time necessary for the scanning subunit to reacquire the ternary complex and other required initiation factors. Other factors can also influence the scanning of a post-termination 40S subunit, for example, the sequence surrounding the uORF stop codon (Miller and Hinnebusch, 1989), and the structure of the uORF peptide (Hill and Morris, 1993; Lovett and Rogers, 1996). The last codon plus ten base-pairs immediately adjacent to the termination codon of uORF4 on the GCN4 mRNA are sufficient to convert a normally weak barrier to scanning ribosomes (uORF1) into an efficient translation barrier. This result suggests that the characteristics of uORF4 translation termination are largely responsible for uORF4 preventing translation initiation at the GCN4 AUG codon (Miller and Hinnebusch, 1989). The peptide encoded by certain uORFs can interfere with the function(s) of the translating ribosome and are thus considered cis-acting negative regulators of translation. These peptides tend to exert their function, for example attenuating translation or preventing ribosome release from the mRNA at the uORF stop codon, before fully emerging from the ribosome (Lovett and Rogers, 1996).

The best documented case, and initial observation, of reinitiation occurs in the yeast GCN4 mRNA (reviewed in, Hinnebusch, 2005). Although translation of the GCN4 mRNA occurs constitutively, it is inhibited under nutrient-rich conditions by a process that is dependent on the presence of four short (two or three codons) uORFs (uORF1-4). In nutrient-rich cells, the ribosome encounters and translates uORF1 according to the scanning model of initiation. Upon termination of uORF1 translation, the 40S subunit remains bound to the mRNA and is capable of recruiting a ternary complex de novo and reinitiating at uORFs2-4. In nutrient-deprived cells however, the kinase Gcn2p
phosphorylates eIF2α (Dever et al., 1992) resulting in a failure to produce ternary complex. The depletion in ternary complex concentration slows the rate of 40S subunit and ternary complex interaction, allowing approximately 50% of rescanning ribosomes to bypass uORF4 before acquiring the ternary complex and thus reinitiating at the main GCN4 ORF.

An interesting, but poorly understood aspect of GCN4 translation is the disparate roles uORF1 and uORF4 play in reinitiation. Mutational analysis has revealed that AU-rich sequences in the triplet preceding the termination codon and in sequences flanking the uORF1 stop codon are beneficial for reinitiation, while GC-rich sequences surrounding the uORF4 termination codon actually inhibit reinitiation (Grant and Hinnebusch, 1994). Additionally, sequences 5′ to uORF1 are also required for reinitiation (Grant, Miller, and Hinnebusch, 1995). Interestingly, it was recently demonstrated that eIF3 remains associated with the 40S subunit throughout uORF1 translation, and upon termination, the N-terminal domain of eIF3a interacts with sequences 5′ of uORF1 to promote resumption of scanning for reinitiation (Szamecz et al., 2008).

Ribosomes may also reinitiate translation upon termination of a long ORF, and the details of this unique reinitiation mechanism are starting to come to light (Luttermann and Meyers, 2009; Meyers, 2003; Poyry et al., 2007). Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV) and feline calicivirus (FCV) are both non-enveloped, positive strand RNA viruses that belong to the family Caliciviridae. Both viruses produce a bicistronic subgenomic mRNA, with the two structural protein cistrons overlapping by four nucleotides (AUGA). Termination-dependent reinitiation allows translation of the second cistron. Reinitiation at the 3′-proximal ORF (ORF2) requires translation and termination of the uORF (ORF1) and the presence of an RNA element, termed “termination upstream ribosomal binding site” (TURBS), present within the 3′-terminal ~80 nucleotides of ORF1 (Meyers, 2003). Reinitiation at ORF2 can occur upstream of the ORF1 termination codon, as in RHDV, or four nucleotides downstream of the ORF1 termination codon, as in FCV, and at non-AUG start codons. Shifting the ORF1 termination codon or the ORF2 start site away from the RNA element abrogates reinitiation. Impressive cross-linking studies performed by Poyry and colleagues (2007) demonstrated that the RNA element has the potential to bind both the 40S ribosomal subunit and eIF3. These results agree
nicely with the recent insights into the mechanism of post-termination ribosome disassembly established by Pisarev and co-workers (2007). The TURBS element possesses three important motifs (Figure 4A). Motif 1 is conserved throughout the caliciviruses, and is responsible for base pairing between mRNA and 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Motif 2, located proximal to the stop/start site, forms intramolecular base pairs with motif 2*, located upstream of motif 1 (Figure 4B). This interaction induces the formation of a stem-loop structure and positions motif 1 in the unpaired bulge where it can form intermolecular interactions with 18S rRNA (Luttermann and Meyers, 2009).

The postulated mechanism of reinitiation after a long ORF suggests that upon translation termination of the uORF, eIF3 stimulates the release of the 60S subunit from the ribosome, while the TURBS element is capable of tethering and stabilizing the eIF3/40S complex such that the 40S subunit is positioned with the restart codon in the ribosomal P-site (Luttermann and Meyers, 2009; Poyry et al., 2007). Tethering the 40S subunit to the TURBS element would allow the ribosome time to bind the initiation factors necessary for another round of translation. Similar translation termination-reinitiation strategies are employed by the calicivirus murine norovirus (Napthine et al., 2009) and by influenza B virus (Powell et al., 2008).

This mechanism of reinitiation after a long ORF is quite similar to the method of translational coupling and termination-reinitiation used to express prokaryotic bicistronic (and polycistronic) mRNAs. In prokaryotes, translation initiation generally utilizes the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence present just upstream of the AUG codon to help recruit the small (30S) ribosomal subunit to the mRNA through the complementary sequence motif present at the 3’-terminal end of the 16S rRNA. Although each cistron on a eubacterial polycistronic mRNA usually has its own SD motif, not every motif is capable of recruiting the initiation machinery de novo. One of the mechanisms used by prokaryotes to overcome these “weaker” SD motifs is to couple translation termination and reinitiation (for review, see Jackson, Kaminski, and Poyry, 2007). Upon termination of an upstream cistron, the small subunit may undergo bidirectional diffusion for a very short period of time before dissociating from the mRNA. If a stabilizing element is present, such as a weak SD sequence, that element may be able pause the diffusing 30S subunit long enough for it to reacquire the initiation factors necessary for it to initiate
**Figure 4. Formation of a TURBS element.** A. The 3′-terminal 78 nucleotides of feline calicivirus ORF2 are shown. The essential elements, the start/stop site, motif 1, motif 2, and the region complementary to motif 2 (designated motif 2*), are highlighted. B. The putative secondary structure of the sequence shown above, based on the interaction between motif 2 and motif 2*. The position of motif 1 in the unpaired bulge is indicated in **bold**. Figure adapted from Luttermann and Meyers (2009) *Genes Dev* **23**(3), 331-44.
another round of translation. Therefore, the ability of a weak SD sequence in stabilizing a post-termination 30S subunit on an mRNA through its interaction with the 16S rRNA, thus making it competent for reinitiation, is reminiscent of the interaction between the TURBS element and the 18S rRNA present within 40S subunits.

1.7.3 Ribosomal Shunting

Ribosomal shunting, or discontinuous scanning, is yet another means by which ribosomes are capable of initiating translation at an internal start codon, downstream of multiple short ORFs and stable secondary structure (Figure 3C). Shunting was first described in Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) (Futterer et al., 1990; Futterer, Kiss-Laszlo, and Hohn, 1993), and then in Rice tungro bacilliform virus (RTBV) (Futterer et al., 1996; Pooggin et al., 2006), two plant pararetroviruses. Ribosomal shunting relies upon the presence of two essential elements; the presence of a 5’-proximal short ORF (sORF; sORF A in CaMV), which terminates in front of a stable hairpin structure, and the secondary structure of the mRNA itself, which brings the main ORF into close proximity with sORF A. The shunt model postulates that the 43S ternary complex enters the mRNA in a cap-dependent manner and scans until it reaches the 5’-proximal sORF A. The ribosome translates and terminates sORF A at the stop codon, the shunt donor site, and disassociates, providing a fraction of 40S subunits competent to be translocated downstream to the shunt acceptor site, at which point the 40S subunit resumes scanning and is capable of initiating another round of translation. The actual initiation factors involved in the resumption of scanning are still unknown, although recent work demonstrated that for efficient reinitiation to occur, the central one-third fragment of eIF4G must have participated in translation of the upstream sORF (Poyry, Kaminski, and Jackson, 2004).

As in reinitiation, several parameters must be upheld in order for shunting to be successful. First, the sORF length is limited to 2 to 15 codons; a stop codon immediately after the start codon (start-stop ORF) inhibits shunting (Hemmings-Mieszczak, Hohn, and Preiss, 2000; Pooggin, Hohn, and Futterer, 2000). Second, the optimal spacing between the sORF termination codon and the base of the stem structure is five to ten nucleotides (Dominguez et al., 1998; Pooggin, Hohn, and Futterer, 2000). Shifting the termination
codon of the sORF A closer to the stem structure would allow the translating ribosome to unwind more of the stem causing the shunt acceptor site to shift to a position further upstream. Moving sORF A further from the stem base would prevent unwinding of the stem by the translating ribosome and, as a consequence, it would shift the shunt landing site further downstream. Therefore, the position of the shunt acceptor site depends on the shunt donor site, which in itself is dependent on the position of the sORF termination codon.

Another interesting feature of shunting ribosomes is their ability to shunt and reinitiate relatively efficiently and precisely at non-AUG codons at the base of the shunt acceptor site, as seen in RTBV (Futterer et al., 1996). The RTBV pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) serves as mRNA for the virus and is functionally tricistronic with ORF I preceded by a leader sequence more than 600 nucleotides long that forms a stable secondary structure and includes 12 sORFs. As in CaMV ribosome shunting, ribosomes translate RTBV mRNA sORF 1 (Pooggin et al., 2006) and are then translocated to the ATT start codon of ORF I (Futterer et al., 1996). The shunt mechanism is precise in that a non-AUG codon 12 nucleotides upstream of the ORF I start site is not used to initiate translation (Futterer et al., 1996).

Reinitiation on the yeast GCN4 mRNA is reliant upon the cellular concentration of ternary complex, while a virally-encoded translational transactivator protein, TAV, enhances reinitiation efficiency on the CaMV 35S mRNA (Bonneville et al., 1989; Futterer and Hohn, 1991; Pooggin, Hohn, and Futterer, 2000). The translational transactivator protein TAV is capable of many protein-protein interactions, including interaction with the eIF3g subunit (Park et al., 2001) and the recently identified plant protein called reinitiation supporting protein (RISP; Thiebeauld et al., 2009). The model of TAV action in reinitiation postulates that TAV recruits RISP to reinforce TAV interaction with eIF3 and the 60S ribosomal subunit. The TAV-eIF3 interaction either stabilizes eIF3 upon eIF4B release allowing eIF3 to remain bound to the 40S subunit during elongation, or the eIF3/TAV complex gets shifted to the 60S subunit during elongation due to the ability of TAV to bind 60S ribosomal proteins, and then shifted back to the 40S subunit during termination (Ryabova, Pooggin, and Hohn, 2006). Either way, the TAV protein appears to aid in maintaining 40S – initiation factor interaction.
In addition to advantageously avoiding the extensive secondary structure and multiple sORFs present in the CaMV leader, ribosomal shunting prevents unwinding of the secondary structure that would occur by scanning ribosomes. This is beneficial for CaMVs in that these viruses house their packaging signal at the apical portion of the hairpin (Guerra-Peraza et al., 2000). This phenomenon would reduce the requirement for host helicase activity, normally found in the limiting eIF4F complex, and thus reduce the need for the virus to compete with the host cell for its translation machinery.

The sORF-stem-mediated mechanism of ribosomal shunting that occurs in pararetroviruses may be well characterized, but it is not the only mechanism of ribosomal shunting present in the literature. Animal viruses, such as adenovirus (Yueh and Schneider, 1996), Sendai virus (Curran and Kolakofsky, 1989; Latorre, Kolakofsky, and Curran, 1998) and human papillomavirus (Remm, Remm, and Ustav, 1999), have all been reported to utilize some form of shunt-mediated mode of translation initiation.

Human adenovirus late mRNAs are capped at their 5′-ends and all possess a common 5′-UTR called the tripartite leader sequence. This leader sequence is relatively unstructured for the first 80 nucleotides and then contains a series of stable hairpin structures (Zhang, Dolph, and Schneider, 1989). The tripartite leader sequence utilizes three conserved regions, which have a striking complementarity to 18S rRNA, to facilitate ribosomal shunting (Yueh and Schneider, 2000). The first is located in the unstructured region of the leader while the other two are located within the hairpin series. In uninfected cells, translation initiation of host mRNAs or adenovirus late mRNAs occurs by both scanning and shunting mechanisms with approximately similar efficiencies (Yueh and Schneider, 1996). During late-stage viral infection, initiation due to scanning is completely abrogated and shunting is solely used. During shunting the 43S pre-initiation complex binds the 5′-cap and scans the cap-proximal end of the tripartite sequence until it encounters the first of the stable stem structures. Through the interaction of the virally-encoded L4-100K protein with the 40S subunit, the subunit is translocated downstream, past the series of stable stem structures (Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2004). The L4-100K protein is thought to enhance ribosomal shunting by binding the tripartite leader sequence in a phosphotyrosine-dependent manner (Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2005), and through the ability of L4-100K to bind not only the 40S subunit, but also the
eukaryotic initiation factors eIF4G and PABP (Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2004).

L4-100K is capable of interacting with eIF4G at its C-terminus, the region normally occupied by the kinase Mnk1 (Cuesta, Xi, and Schneider, 2000). This displaces Mnk1 from eIF4G and prevents phosphorylation of eIF4E. Dephosphorylated eIF4E is sequestered by 4E-BP, inhibiting the formation of the eIF4F complex. This results in a decrease in active eIF4F and ultimately a decrease in cap-dependent translation initiation. Late adenovirus expression is not inhibited by this decrease because the structured region of the tripartite sequence does not need to be unwound as it can be bypassed with the shunt mechanism. It has been postulated that the enhanced binding of eIF4G and PABP to L4-100K drives 40S subunit recruitment and utilization on the tripartite leader sequence (Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2004).

The Sendai virus, a paramyxovirus, produces a polycistronic P/C mRNA that contains two overlapping ORFs. From these two ORFs, multiple proteins are synthesized in a cap-dependent manner. The second ORF expresses a subunit of the polymerase protein termed P. The first ORF encodes an N-terminally nested set of proteins designated C’, C, Y1 and Y2, respectively, that derive from alternate translation start sites in the same reading frame. Initial work on the P/C mRNA suggested that expression from the C’, C and P start sites occurred via leaky scanning, while Y1 and Y2 expression was due to ribosomal shunting (de Breyne, Monney, and Curran, 2004; de Breyne et al., 2003; Latorre, Kolakofsky, and Curran, 1998). It has since been discovered that the majority of Y1 and Y2 expression in vivo is due to proteolytic processing of the C’ polypeptide, while in vitro, synthesis of Y1 and Y2 occurs de novo (de Breyne, Monney, and Curran, 2004). Y protein processing can be recapitulated in vitro with the addition of endopeptidases (de Breyne, Stalder, and Curran, 2005). The Curran group was able to show however, that a minimal level of Y1 and Y2 production resulted from de novo synthesis that they speculate must arise from ribosomal shunting. Although no extensive examination of this shunting process was undertaken, it was speculated that the Sendai virus shunt does not require any specific cis-acting donor site, nor does it require any additional factors. The shunt mechanism does require an acceptor site that was tentatively mapped to a region just downstream of the Y2 start site (de Breyne et al., 2003).

The P/C mRNA also encodes a protein designated X that represents approximately
the C-terminal 95 amino acids of the P protein. The X protein is expressed in a cap-dependent manner at an initiation site more than 1500 nucleotides downstream of the 5′-cap (Curran and Kolakofsky, 1988). The mechanism of X protein synthesis has been postulated to occur in a scanning-independent manner, perhaps utilizing ribosomal shunting, although no work on the subject has occurred since the initial observation.

A final example of discontinuous scanning occurs on the human papillomavirus type 18 E1 protein (Remm, Remm, and Ustav, 1999). Expression of E1 occurs in a cap-dependent manner more than 700 nucleotides downstream from the 5′ end, and independent of the expression of either E6 or E7. Inactivation of upstream minicistrons and insertion of stable hairpins in various locations had little to no effect on E1 production leading the authors to speculate that E1 synthesis occurs via discontinuous scanning. However, there is little direct evidence to support this prediction and there has been no characterization of the mechanism by which shunting may occur.

1.7.4 Internal Ribosome Entry Sites

Although the majority of cellular and viral mRNAs utilize a cap-dependent mechanism of translation initiation, some mRNAs possess an internal ribosome entry site (IRES) element, usually in their 5′-UTR, to direct initiation from an internal position along the mRNA in a cap-independent manner (Figure 3D). Initially discovered over 20 years ago in the 5′-UTR of the poliovirus mRNA (Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1988), IRES elements are now known to be present in many different forms in various viral and cellular mRNAs. While the number of IRES elements discovered continues to increase every year, this section will focus mainly on those elements belonging to picornavirus, HCV, and Cricket paralysis virus (CrPV), as they have been well studied and are quite divergent from one another.

Picornavirus genomes consist of a single strand of positive sense RNA with a covalently linked, virally encoded, peptide at the 5′-end followed by an unusually long 5′-UTR (~750 nucleotides) with many non-initiating AUG triplets. Clearly, the scanning model of translation initiation is inadequate to explain the mechanism of picornavirus translation, as it must proceed in a cap-independent manner. Two independent groups were able to demonstrate that insertion of the 5′-UTRs of poliovirus (Pelletier and
Sonenberg, 1988) or encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) (Jang et al., 1988) between adjacent cistrons in a bicistronic construct results in expression of the downstream ORF independent of the expression of the upstream cistron. Construction of such bicistronic constructs, with a sequence of interest as the intergenic region, has become the “gold standard” in deciphering whether the sequence of interest can act as an IRES element.

Subsequent studies identified four major types of IRES elements based on their sequence and secondary structure: type 1 (I) (e.g. poliovirus), type 2 (II) (e.g. EMCV), type 3 (e.g. HCV), and type 4 (CrPV). In addition to IRES types I and II, members of the picornaviridae family also possess two different minor types of IRES element, type III (e.g. hepatitis A virus [HAV]) and type IV (e.g. porcine teschovirus-1 [PTV-1]) (reviewed in, Belsham, 2009). A common feature among picornavirus IRES elements is their reliance on extensive secondary structure for activity. Even minimal changes in structure through point mutation or deletion can result in loss of function. Types I – III also share the feature of an essential polypyrimidine tract near the 3΄-end of the IRES that is closely associated with an AUG codon.

The specific initiation factor requirements for each IRES type also differ. EMCV requires initiator tRNA, factors eIF2, eIF3, eIF4A, and the central portion of eIF4G, to form the 48S initiation complex (Pestova, Hellen, and Shatsky, 1996). Recent evidence revealed that the central region of eIF4G is capable of directly binding domain V of type I IRES elements in a manner analogous to type II IRESs. Once bound, eIF4G is able to recruit eIF4A to type I IRESs, thus causing a conformational change in the IRES element enabling 43S recruitment (de Breyne et al., 2009). Hepatitis A virus on the other hand requires intact eIF4F for its function (Ali et al., 2001; Borman and Kean, 1997), in addition to the factors outlined for type II IRESs. Unlike types I – III, IRESs belonging to type IV do not require any of the eIF4 factors or eIF3, however, 48S preinitiation complex formation is enhanced in the presence of eIF3, similar to their HCV cousins (Pestova et al., 1998; Pisarev et al., 2004). Additionally, CrPV, a type 4 dicistrovirus, possesses two IRES elements, one in the 5΄-UTR and another within the mRNA intergenic region (Wilson et al., 2000b). Fascinatingly, the intergenic region IRES does not require any canonical initiation factors, not even initiator tRNA, as it is capable of initiating translation from a GCU triplet located in the ribosomal A-site (Wilson et al.,
In line with the canonical initiation factor requirements just discussed, although not essential, viral proteins can also have an affect on IRES function. For example, during poliovirus infection, a virally encoded protease, 2A, is thought to participate in host cell translation inhibition by cleaving eIF4G at its N-terminal end, ultimately separating the regions that bind eIF4E and eIF3, thus preventing 40S ribosomal subunit recruitment to the 5’-cap (Etchison et al., 1982; Krausslich et al., 1987). The stimulation in poliovirus translation observed in the presence of the 2A protease may result from increased availability of initiation factors and the ability of the virus to utilize the cleaved form of eIF4G for 40S recruitment. However, subsequent research has shown that the translational enhancement of poliovirus mRNA in the presence of 2A initially occurs at a time when host cell protein synthesis has yet to be inhibited (Hambidge and Sarnow, 1992). Additionally, an alternative method of inhibiting cap-dependent translation, expression of 4E-BP2, does not stimulate IRES function (Roberts, Seamons, and Belsham, 1998), suggesting that 2A protease may be modifying another protein responsible for the change in IRES performance.

Non-canonical translation factors, also referred to as IRES trans-acting factors (ITAFs), are also required for efficient translation, although the exact requirement for said factors depends on the type of IRES (Belsham, 2009). As alluded to earlier, there is very little sequence or structural similarity between picornavirus type I and II IRES elements, and as such, they differ in their requirement for ITAFs. In vivo translation of poliovirus mRNA in rabbit reticulocyte lysate (RRL) results in inefficient and aberrant initiation unless the cell-free RRL is supplemented with the cellular factors PTB (polypyrimidine tract-binding protein) and Unr (upstream of N-ras) (Dorner et al., 1984; Hunt et al., 1999; Hunt and Jackson, 1999), while EMCV functions normally in cell-free extracts. In addition to their role as positive regulators of IRES function, the ITAF double-stranded RNA-binding protein 76, was recently found to inhibit the activity of human rhinovirus-2 in neuronal but not glioma cells, implicating ITAFs as modulators of virus tropism (Merrill, Dobrikova, and Gromeier, 2006).

Although studies of picornavirus IRES elements resulted in a better understanding of IRES structure and the factors required to recruit the ribosome to the mRNA, they did
little to help the understanding of ribosome-IRES interaction. Examination of IRES types 3 and 4 has provided initial insights into these interactions. In addition to the sequence and structural differences between IRES types 1 – 4, HCV and CrPV both utilize distinct mechanisms of IRES-mediated initiation that involve precise, factor-independent binding of ribosomes (Pisarev, Shirokikh, and Hellen, 2005). The HCV 5’-UTR can be subdivided into four different stem-loop structures, also known as domains I – IV. Domain III is the most important and complex and is further divided into six subdomains.

The position of the HCV initiation codon and a short region of coding sequence downstream are also important for IRES function. Through toeprinting analysis, it was determined that the solvent side of the 40S subunit is capable of interacting directly with the HCV IRES through multiple non-contiguous contacts such that the initiation codon is placed in the ribosomal P-site, and that 48S pre-initiation complexes can be formed through the addition of the eIF2-ternary complex (Pestova et al., 1998). Although not required for 48S formation, eIF3 also directly binds the HCV IRES and enables accurate IRES function. Interestingly, the regions of high-affinity binding between HCV IRES and 40S do not necessarily match the regions on the IRES element required for function (Pisarev, Shirokikh, and Hellen, 2005). This suggests that the IRES element plays additional, as yet undiscovered, roles in initiation.

Type 4 IRES elements, such as those found within the intergenic region of the positive-strand RNA of CrPV, employ a third and final mechanism for recruiting ribosomes. Like HCV, the CrPV intergenic region (IGR) IRES is capable of recruiting 40S without the aid of any canonical initiation factors. Unlike HCV however, CrPV does not require initiator tRNA or the ternary complex to form 80S ribosomes competent to undergo elongation (Wilson et al., 2000a). Interestingly, the IGR IRES is capable of interacting with the intersubunit side of both 40S and 60S subunits, in the region normally occupied by tRNAs (Schuler et al., 2006; Spahn et al., 2004). The interaction between CrPV IRES and 40S induces a conformation change in the 40S subunit near the mRNA entry channel. Upon 60S joining, the IRES undergoes a conformational change where it retracts itself from the A-site and shifts closer to the E-site region, and the rotational movement of the 40S subunit reverses to its original, unbound, conformation (Spahn et al., 2004). Taken together, the CrPV IRES can be viewed as an RNA-based
translation factor that is capable of inducing ribosomal conformations necessary for translation initiation.

It has been known for some time that the expression of a number of cellular proteins continues under conditions where normal cap-dependent translation is inhibited, for example during viral infection, stress and mitosis. Researchers set out to determine whether these proteins were expressed via cellular IRES elements, and were quick to discover the first cellular counterpart in the 5′-UTR of the immunoglobulin heavy-chain binding protein (BiP) (Macejak and Sarnow, 1991). Despite the rapid detection of IRES elements within cellular mRNAs, very little is known regarding their mechanism of ribosome recruitment or their secondary structure (reviewed in, Elroy-Stein and Merrick, 2007). What is known is that many function in a modular fashion and possess a polypyrimididine tract that binds and utilizes PTB as an ITAF. Also, the ability of a cellular ITAF to modulate function could be related to its intracellular concentration, post-translational modification, due to some external signal, or to its subcellular localization (Lewis and Holcik, 2008). The advantage for a virus possessing an IRES element within its mRNA is three-fold. First, the existence of an IRES element capable of directing internal translation initiation in a cap-independent manner implies that these mRNAs do not require the traditional cap structure present at their 5′-ends. For example, the picornavirus mRNAs possess a virally-encoded protein linked to their 5′-ends. Second, viruses with an IRES element could inhibit host cell cap-dependent protein synthesis without interfering with their own protein expression. Third, the ability to initiate translation despite the presence of extensive secondary structure near the 5′-cap implies that the mRNA can contain additional secondary structure in this region that can be used for other things, for example RNA replication or packaging (Mason, Bezborodova, and Henry, 2002). The secondary structure bypassed in ribosome shunting also possesses signals for viral replication and RNA packaging (Guerra-Peraza et al., 2000). The advantage for cellular mRNAs in possessing an IRES element lies in their ability to maintain or induce efficient levels of protein expression during periods of cellular stress or times of global protein inhibition.

Although the list of mRNAs possessing a putative IRES element continues to grow, caution should be taken when examining the data as deficiencies may be present. Some
valid concerns regarding the method(s) used to “detect” an IRES element have recently been presented (Kozak, 2001b; Kozak, 2007). The construction of a “bicistronic” construct, the “gold standard” test for an IRES element, should only be trusted if the appropriate controls are also performed. Frequently, an mRNA believed to carry an IRES element in fact possesses a cryptic promoter or splice site, thus producing a monocistronic mRNA which undergoes traditional cap-dependent translation initiation. RNA analysis, in the form of Northern blot and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are also required, and often forgotten, to determine whether the primary effect of a change in the putative IRES was on translation or on mRNA accumulation.

1.7.5 Additional Alternate Mechanisms of Initiation

Another form of cap-independent translation initiation, involving the direct recruitment of the 40S ribosomal subunit to a 5΄-proximal poly(A) sequence in the absence of some canonical initiation factors, has recently been reported (Shirokikh and Spirin, 2008). In this study, the authors were able to demonstrate, through the use of toeprinting assays, that mRNAs with poly(A) leaders, similar to those found in the 5΄-UTRs of poxviruses, do not require the canonical initiation factors eIF3, eIF4F, or PABP and thus act in an “IRES-like” manner. The poly(A) leaders do not recruit 40S subunits to a specific region within the leader, nor do they possess extensive tertiary structure. This is an interesting finding in that IRES elements may not require all the canonical initiation factors, but they do recruit 40S subunits in a modular fashion to specific locations within the IRES. The authors believe that once a 40S subunit is recruited to the mRNA, it is capable of undergoing ATP-independent “phaseless wandering” until it encounters the start codon (Shirokikh and Spirin, 2008).

Ribosome tethering and clustering have also been proposed to act as mechanisms for translation initiation (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006). The tethering model predicts that the 40S ribosomal subunit binds a fixed point on the mRNA, the 5΄-cap structure for example, and reaches the initiation codon by bypassing the intervening sequence, potentially due to the intervening sequence being folded and out of the way. The clustering model on the other hand, is a dynamic process where-by the 40S subunit reaches the initiation codon through reversible binding to and detachment from various
sites on the mRNA. These models are supported by analysis of a nine-nucleotide sequence present in the 5′ leader of the mRNA encoding the homeodomain protein Gtx that is capable of acting as a ribosome recruitment site by base-pairing with 18S rRNA (Chappell et al., 2006; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2000; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004). Mauro and colleagues demonstrated that extending the region of complementarity beyond nine nucleotides increases its binding affinity for 18S rRNA, which is inversely proportional to its ability to direct translation, with a seven nucleotide sequence being optimal for translational enhancement (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004). In subsequent studies, the nine-nucleotide sequence was shown to be able to direct ribosomes across upstream AUGs and stable hairpin structures when the element was used in tandem as the “shunt donor and acceptor” site (Chappell et al., 2006). The Gtx element does have some restrictions on its function, in that it works best when spaced ~50 nucleotides from the 5′-cap and its ability to direct translation decreases when the initiation codon is present at increasing distances from the element (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2000; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006). Relevant to the clustering model, the Gtx element is capable of mediating initiation at AUG codons upstream and downstream of the recruitment site (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006).

Ultimately the authors present ribosomal tethering and clustering as alternatives to the traditional mechanism of ribosome scanning, and these alternative mechanisms invoked a ribosome filter hypothesis (Mauro and Edelman, 2002; Mauro and Edelman, 2007). The ribosome filter hypothesis proposes that specific mRNA-rRNA and mRNA-ribosomal protein interactions at sites on the ribosomal subunits are important in controlling the rate of polypeptide chain production. Therefore, the ribosomal subunits themselves are considered regulatory elements or filters that mediate interactions between particular mRNAs and components of the translation machinery. The hypothesis also suggests that the rRNA and proteins that make up the ribosome vary depending on the cell type, stage of cell differentiation or subcellular location of the ribosome. This ribosomal heterogeneity led the authors to propose four hypothetical tenets for the ribosome filter hypothesis. First, the ribosome is a regulatory structure that embodies mechanisms for preferentially translating different subsets of the message population. The ability of ribosomes to filter translation depends on their ability to specifically
interact with segments of the mRNA that bind to ribosomal proteins or rRNA. Second, ribosomes may display a continuum of regulatory effects. The influence the ribosome-mRNA interaction has on translation ranges from being beneficial to inhibitory. Third, competition for binding sites in ribosomal subunits may affect the rate of translation of different mRNAs. Interaction between one population of mRNA with ribosomes may out-compete a different set of mRNAs for the same population of ribosomes. Fourth, the filter may also be modulated as a result of altering or masking particular binding sites on ribosomes. The efficiency with which a particular mRNA is translated will differ depending on the accessibility of ribosomal binding sites. Evidence is slowly starting to emerge that suggests that ribosome biogenesis does in fact produce a heterogeneous population of ribosomes, and this heterogeneity can be cell-type-specific (Rodriguez-Mateos et al., 2009; Tseng et al., 2008).

The ribosome filter hypothesis, along with the additional alternate mechanisms of translation initiation, are consistent with the idea that translation can be controlled and facilitated by multiple mechanisms (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006), and may help explain observations made by other researchers (Herbreteau et al., 2005; Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2004). The HIV-2 gRNA, for example, carries an IRES module 50 nucleotides downstream of the AUG codon that is capable of attracting the 48S complex to this region, without the involvement of the 5΄-UTR (Herbreteau et al., 2005), as the ribosomal clustering model would predict.

1.8 Translational Control In Cancer Development

Translation control occurs at the level of the global proteome and at the level of selective translation of specific mRNAs and classes of mRNAs, and as such, is a key regulator of cancer development and progression. Changes in translation result from altered activity of signal transduction pathways that control protein synthesis, and in changes in the concentration of key translation components, such as translation factors, ribosomes and tRNAs (reviewed in, Schneider and Sonenberg, 2007).

As mentioned previously, the presence of uORFs or extensively structured 5΄-UTRs can regulate translation. It is interesting to note that particular groups of mRNAs harbouring such 5΄-UTRs encode proto-oncogenes, anti-apoptotic proteins and growth
factors. Normally these mRNAs would be poorly translated, however, under certain conditions, such as an increase in the rate-limiting concentration of eIF4E (Duncan, Milburn, and Hershey, 1987), they benefit disproportionally compared to mRNAs bearing “normal” 5’-UTRs (Koromilas, Lazaris-Karatzas, and Sonenberg, 1992). To this end, eIF4E is considered to be a proto-oncogene in that over-expression of eIF4E results in the transformation of various cell types (Lazaris-Karatzas, Montine, and Sonenberg, 1990; Lazaris-Karatzas et al., 1992; Lazaris-Karatzas and Sonenberg, 1992; Miyagi et al., 1995), most likely due to its ability to enhance the expression of mRNAs with extensive secondary structure within their 5’-UTRs. The expression level and phosphorylation state of eIF2α is also important in that a mutant eIF2α that cannot be phosphorylated is transforming and promotes tumorigenesis in NIH 3T3 cells (Donze et al., 1995), while the eIF2α subunit is over-expressed in various cancers (Rosenwald et al., 2001; Tejada et al., 2009).

Viruses, particularly DNA viruses, are also capable of inducing cancer development. One of the many ways in which this is achieved is through the promotion of core eIF4F components and eIF4F complex assembly (Arias et al., 2009; Walsh and Mohr, 2006; Walsh et al., 2005). For example, herpes simplex virus-1 encodes an eIF4F-assembly chaperone, ICP6, which is capable of interacting with the N-terminus of eIF4G to promote eIF4F assembly in growth-arrested cells (Walsh and Mohr, 2006). Another way in which viruses induce cancer development is through the generation of host-specific miRNAs (Samols et al., 2007; Swaminathan, 2008). For example, multiple miRNAs encoded by Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus are known to down-regulate thrombospondin 1 (Samols et al., 2007), a potent inhibitor of blood vessel growth, most likely aiding in tumor development.

1.9 Translation Summary

When translation control, particularly at the initiation stage is altered, various disease states can develop. Although most eukaryotic mRNAs follow the monocistronic, cap- and scanning-dependent mechanism of translation initiation, numerous exceptions have been discovered. Most of these exceptions were first ascertained through the examination of viral mRNAs, but have also been observed in rare cases of cellular gene
expression. It therefore seems prudent to continue the examination of viral mRNAs that do not follow the monocistronic rule of translation initiation as they may lead to the discovery of novel translation mechanisms.

1.10 The Family *Reoviridae*

1.10.1 Virion Morphology

*Reoviridae* is a large and diverse family of nonenveloped, icosahedral viruses whose protein capsid is arranged in one, two or three concentric capsid layers, with an overall diameter of 60-90 nm (Figure 5). The name “Reoviridae” is derived from respiratory enteric orphan virus since initial isolates were known to infect the respiratory and gastrointestinal tract without causing disease. The family *Reoviridae* contains 15 genera divided into two groups, turreted or nonturreted, based on the presence of a “turret” protein situated at the 12 icosahedral vertices of either the virus or core particle (Attoui et al., 2006). The outermost protein layer can be removed intracellularly within endocytic vesicles, or *in vitro* by proteases such as trypsin and chymotrypsin, ultimately forming “infectious” or “intermediate” subviral particles (ISVPs, term used to describe reovirus particles). The innermost protein layer, the core, surrounds the viral genome comprised of 9 – 12 linear segments of double stranded ribonucleic acid (dsRNA). Within the “turreted” genera, some of the enzymatically active minor proteins of the virion either form the turrets on the surface of the core or are situated near the turrets (Joklik, 1985; Zhang et al., 2005).

1.10.2 Virus Replication

While the host range and type of disease caused by various members of the *Reoviridae* family differ markedly, several features of the replication pathway are common to all viruses of this family. While the mode of entry into cells varies depending on the genera, it usually results in the loss of the outer capsid layer(s) and the release of the transcriptionally active core particle. Not only does the core particle contain one copy of each genome segment, but it also contains multiple copies of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and the mRNA-capping enzyme. The RdRp uses the negative strand of the viral genome as a template for viral transcription in a conservative manner.
Figure 5. Avian reovirus morphology. A. Diagram of a Reoviridae family member, ARV, in cross-section demonstrating the arrangement of the structural proteins and indicating the location of the ten linear segments (L: large, M: medium, S: small) of dsRNA within the inner core. B. Electron cyromicroscopy image of the surface of ARV. Part B copied, with permission, from Zhang et al. (2005) Virology 343:25-35.
(i.e. the mRNA is identical to the positive-sense genome strand and does not displace the positive strand from the double-strand genome segment), producing an unspliced mRNA containing a 5′-methylated cap structure but lacking a poly(A) tail (Joklik, 1985; Martinez-Costas, Varela, and Benavente, 1995). The mRNA is extruded from the core through the icosahedral apices of the virus particle into the cytoplasm where they are able to interact with the host cell translation machinery. The viral mRNAs direct the synthesis of viral proteins and serve as templates for the synthesis of minus-sense RNA to form the dsRNA genome segments.

Although the exact mechanism of particle assembly and genome replication remains unknown, it does appear to take place in a concurrent manner within “viral factories” found within the cytoplasm. Studies performed on rotavirus, a member of the Reoviridae family, demonstrate that mRNA templates move into cores as they are replicated by the viral replicase, and once inside the core, the dsRNA is no longer susceptible to nuclease treatment (Patton and Gallegos, 1988; Patton and Gallegos, 1990). Additional research indicates that sequences found within the 5′- and 3′-ends of the mRNA can interact in cis forming an imperfect panhandle with a non-base-paired 3′-termini that is required to interact with the RdRp and initiate minus-strand synthesis (Chen and Patton, 1998). Since packaging of the mRNA precedes dsRNA synthesis, the mRNA must also contain cis-acting signals necessary for the selective packaging of equimolar concentrations of the genome segments into each virion. An interesting feature of the imperfect panhandle structure is the presence of a stable stem-loop structure that varies in its make-up depending on which genome segment is responsible for panhandle formation (Chen and Patton, 1998), suggesting that the stem-loop structures are responsible for the specific packaging and assortment of viral mRNAs within the Reoviridae (Patton and Spencer, 2000). The presence and strict requirement for 5′- and 3′-terminal consensus sequences adds an additional level of complexity to these viral mRNAs not found within cellular mRNAs. Cellular mRNAs are solely responsible for protein synthesis, while the dsRNA viruses of the Reoviridae also use their mRNA for packaging and replication.

In addition to the parental core particle, progeny cores are also involved in mRNA synthesis, providing an amplification step to virus replication. Although most genera exit
the cell through cell lysis, the syncytia forming members of the Orthoreovirus genus propagate the viral infection by inducing infected to uninfected cell-to-cell fusion (Salsman et al., 2005).

1.11 The Genus Orthoreovirus

The genus Orthoreovirus belongs to the turreted group of Reoviridae family members. Viruses belonging to this genus are isolated from a broad range of mammalian, avian, and reptilian hosts. The orthoreoviruses are best characterized by a genome comprised of ten dsRNA genome segments of three different lengths, large (L), medium (M) and small (S) based on their mobility when analyzed by standard sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), found within the core (Spandidos and Graham, 1976). Other features include a polycistronic S-class genome segment encoding two or three distinct proteins, a capsid approximately 80 nm in diameter, and isolation from a vertebrate host. The genus can be further subdivided into fusogenic and non-fusogenic subgroups based on the ability of the virus to induce cell-to-cell fusion and syncytium formation (Duncan, 1999; Duncan et al., 2004). Mammalian reovirus (MRV) belongs to the non-fusogenic subgroup and is the prototype member of the genus Orthoreovirus. There are however, two atypical mammalian reovirus isolates, Nelson Bay reovirus (NBV) and baboon reovirus (BRV), which are capable of inducing multinucleated cell formation (Duncan, Murphy, and Mirkovic, 1995; Gard and Compans, 1970). Two additional species of fusogenic orthoreoviruses have been identified; reptilian reovirus (Duncan et al., 2004), and the prototype of the fusogenic orthoreoviruses, avian reovirus (Duncan et al., 1996).

Orthoreovirus members possess a genome that is composed of ten dsRNA segments found within the inner protein layer, the core, of the capsid, most likely organized in partially ordered concentric layers and associated with an RdRp (Benavente and Martinez-Costas, 2007; Nibert and Schiff, 2001). Along with the RdRp, the core also contains a viral capping enzyme, that together produce capped, non-polyadenylated transcripts that are extruded out of channels that extend through the capsid into the cytoplasm where they are translated by the cellular machinery (Martinez-Costas, Varela, and Benavente, 1995).
Examination of various genome segment sequences revealed variation in the length of the 5΄- and 3΄-UTRs, but conservation in the nucleotide sequence at the extreme 5΄- and 3΄-terminal ends (Duncan, 1999). These conserved sequences, particularly the 3΄-consensus sequence, appear to play a role in RNA replication and packaging as deletion or mutagenesis of the sequence in the rotaviruses impairs these abilities (Patton and Spencer, 2000). Most mRNAs are monocistronic, encoding only one protein, while a few mRNAs are polycistronic, encoding multiple proteins from the same messenger RNA (Figure 6). Interestingly, the S1 genome segment of all members of the Orthoreovirus genus encodes a polycistronic mRNA except for Baboon reovirus (BRV) where it is the S4 genome segment that is bicistronic (Dawe and Duncan, 2002). The S7 genome segment found within the Atlantic salmon reovirus (AtSRV), a member of the Aquareovirus genus, is equivalent to the S1 segment found within the orthoreoviruses and is also polycistronic (Racine et al., 2009).

1.12 Avian Reovirus

Avian reovirus can be isolated from domestic and wild birds and causes a variety of diseases, such as, arthritis and a gastrointestinal maladsorption syndrome (Benavente and Martinez-Costas, 2007). The pathogenicity of ARV is linked to its ability to induce syncytium formation in infected tissues and cell culture (Duncan and Sullivan, 1998). Although syncytium formation is not essential for viral replication, it is believed to aid in disseminating the virus throughout the host and consequently, augmenting the level of pathogenicity (Brown et al., 2009; Duncan et al., 1996; Salsman et al., 2005). Through the use of two monoreassortant viruses that differ in their ability to induce syncytium formation, it was discovered that the protein responsible for cell-to-cell fusion resides on the S1 genome segment (Duncan and Sullivan, 1998), which was subsequently confirmed by cloning and sequencing analysis of the S1 genome segment (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000).

1.13 The S1 Genome Segment

Of the ten dsRNA segments that make up the ARV genome, all are functionally monocistronic except the largest of the S class segments, S1. The S1 genome segment in
Figure 6. Polycistronic ORF arrangement. Schematic arrangement of the polycistronic genome segments found within the genera orthoreovirus (MRV, ARV, NBV, RRV and BRV) and areovirus (AtSRV). The ORFs are shown as coloured rectangles above and below a line representing the S1 and S4 mRNA (S7 is equivalent to S1) and are identified by the name or approximate molecular mass (in kDa) of the predicted gene product. The numbers at the end of the segment refers to the length, in nucleotides, of the segment. The virus species and the genome segment are indicated on the left. The blue boxes represent the cell attachment protein and the yellow boxes represent the FAST proteins. The function of the proteins encoded by the red and green boxes remains uncertain.
ARV is functionally tricistronic and possesses three, partially overlapping ORFs that encode three distinct proteins (Figure 7A). The 5′-proximal ORF encodes the fusion associated small transmembrane (FAST) protein, p10, that is solely responsible for cell-cell fusion and syncytium formation (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000). The next 5΄-proximal ORF encodes p17, a nonstructural nucleocytoplasmic shuttling protein (Costas et al., 2005) that may retard cell growth through the activation of the p53 pathway (Liu et al., 2005), while the 3′-proximal ORF encodes a soluble cytoplasmic cell attachment protein, σC, which is structurally and functionally similar to the MRV σ1 protein (Grande et al., 2000; Guardado Calvo et al., 2005).

The distribution and function of all three proteins expressed from the S1 mRNA varies widely. Briefly, p10 is a nonstructural, integral membrane protein inserted in the plasma membrane of infected or p10-transfected cells in an \( \text{N}_{\text{exo}}/\text{C}_{\text{cyt}} \) topology (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000). This topological arrangement results in a relatively small ectodomain incapable of forming the intricate structures necessary for enveloped virus fusion. Nonetheless, the p10 proteins function as fusion machines, and are thus the simplest representative of this class of proteins (Shmulevitz et al., 2002). The p17 protein is also a nonstructural protein, however, it lacks a transmembrane domain and as such is soluble within the cell. Costas et al. (2005) demonstrated that p17 contains a nuclear localization signal (NLS) in its C-terminus that is required to actively shuttle p17 into the nucleus of actively transcribing cells. Although the exact function of p17 has yet to be determined, it has been postulated that nuclear p17 may block nuclear signaling pathways, thus evading the triggering of the host immune response. Alternatively, nuclear p17 may play a role in cellular transcription inhibition or diverting biosynthetic resources from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, the site of ARV replication (Costas et al., 2005). A separate study has suggested that ectopic expression of p17 retards cell growth through the activation of p53 (Liu et al., 2005). Finally, σC is a minor outer capsid protein located at the vertices of the icosahedral capsid, and forms an elongated trimer that functions as the viral cell attachment protein (Grande et al., 2000).

Another interesting feature of the ARV S1 mRNA is the presence of only four AUG triplets (methionine codons Met1 – Met4) upstream of the σC start site, all of which reside within the first 300 nucleotides of the mRNA (Figure 7B). Also, the sequence
Figure 7. Gene arrangement of the ARV S1 genome segment. A. The organization and arrangement of the p10, p17 and σC ORFs (coloured boxes) within the ARV S1 genome segment. Numbers refer to nucleotide position within the mRNA, with numbers in red representing the first nucleotide of the ORF and numbers in blue representing the last nucleotide of the ORF (excluding the termination codon). B. The locations and flanking sequences of all potential initiator methionine codons (bold) in the ARV S1 genome segment upstream of the σC start site are listed. The codons are identified by the first nucleotide position of the methionine codon (bold) and the nucleotides in the -3 and +4 positions are underlined. The reading frame of each methionine codon is indicated (parentheses).
context surrounding these methionine codons goes from a very poor context surrounding the p10 AUG, to a strong context surrounding the p17 start site, to a preferred context surrounding Met 4 (Figure 7B). Due to these two remarkable features of the 5΄ region of the S1 mRNA and the fact that the p10 ORF terminates downstream of the p17 initiation site, it was postulated previously that expression of the p10 ORF serves a dual role; first to express the p10 polypeptide, and second, to shunt ribosomes past the relatively good p17 start codon so they can reinitiate translation at the σC start site (reviewed in, Kozak, 2002). The absence of AUG triplets between the p10 termination codon and the σC start codon support this theory. The remarkable tricistronic arrangement of the S1 genome segment is a rarity in the eukaryotic world and the mechanism(s) that regulates its expression has only recently begun to be explored (Racine et al., 2007; Shmulevitz et al., 2002).

1.14 Objectives

The arrangement of three partially overlapping ORFs in the S1 genome segment of avian reovirus challenges the dogma of translation initiation, since the cap-dependent scanning model cannot be the sole method of start site selection. Early work on the S1 segment of ARV revealed that optimization of the relatively weak 5΄-proximal p10 start site increased p10 expression approximately 15-fold with little to no effect on expression of σC (Shmulevitz et al., 2002). This data indicated that leaky scanning, the most likely explanation for σC expression, cannot be the mechanism responsible for initiation. Therefore, the goal of the present work was to identify the mechanism(s) of translation initiation on the tricistronic S1 mRNA of avian reovirus, particularly at the 3΄-proximal ORF, σC.
CHAPTER 2: Materials & Methods

2.1 Cells

Quail fibroblast (QM5) cells, a clonal derivative of QT6 cells that exhibit a very low spontaneous fusion index (Antin and Ordahl, 1991), were used for all transfection studies. Cells were maintained in Medium 199 with Earl’s salts, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma). Cells were grown in 175 cm² flasks at 37°C with 5% CO₂, and sub-cultured with trypsin digestion every two days.

2.2 Competent Cells

A starter culture, consisting of four ml of sterile Luria-Bertani (LB) medium and 100 μl DH5α Escherichia coli (E. coli), was incubated overnight at 37°C, shaking at 200 rotations per minute. The starter culture was then added to 900 ml of sterile LB medium and incubated at 37°C for approximately 2 hours or until the culture reached an OD₆₀₀ of 0.5 - 1.0. The E. coli cells were transferred to centrifugation bottles and pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes. The supernatant was decanted and the pellet was resuspended in 60 ml cold 0.1M CaCl₂ and left on ice overnight at 4°C. The following morning the cells were pelleted once more by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes. The cells were resuspended in 60 ml cold 0.1M CaCl₂ with 10% glycerol. The cells were pelleted with a final spin at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes. The supernatant was decanted, the pellet was resuspended in 20 ml cold 0.1M CaCl₂ with 10% glycerol. The cells were transferred to sterile eppendorf tubes in 100 μl aliquots and stored at -70°C.

2.3 Plasmids

The full-length cDNA of the ARV S1 genome segment was amplified by PCR with flanking HindIII and NotI restriction endonuclease recognition sites inserted into plasmid pcDNA3 (Invitrogen) that had been digested with HindIII and NotI to create plasmid pARV-S1. A modified Renilla luciferase (RL) ORF (RL AUG mutated to AGG) amplified from plasmid phpRLFL (kindly provided by Dr. Graham Belsham, Technical University of Denmark) was inserted into pARV-S1 in-frame with the σC ORF between S1 nucleotides 751 and 752 using the Xbal restriction site present within the S1 sequence at this location, resulting in the production of the plasmid pσC-RL. The RL ORF, with its
authentic AUG start site, and the S1 sequence 3´ of the RL ORF were amplified by PCR from pσC-RL using primers that created BamHI and XbaI restriction sites at the 5´- and 3´-ends, respectively. The PCR product was digested with BamHI and XbaI and cloned into a pcDNA3 BamHI/XbaI digested plasmid, creating plasmid pRL. These plasmids were the backbone for all subsequent point substitutions and PCR reactions. The region of interest, in all plasmid manipulations, was sequenced at either the Robarts (London, Ontario) or MCLab (San Francisco, California) automated sequencing facilities. All plasmids were used as templates for PCR reactions utilizing a forward primer containing the T7 polymerase promoter and an S1-specific reverse primer. These amplicons were used as templates for in vitro transcription. The term construct refers to either the plasmid that was manipulated (e.g. pS1-RL) or the mRNA derived from this plasmid (e.g. S1-RL). A list of all plasmids created can be found in Appendix B, while a list of primers used can be found in Appendix C.

2.4 Mutagenesis
2.4.1 Site-Directed Mutagenesis

All point substitutions were created using the PfuTurbo DNA polymerase kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, primers were designed that possessed the mutation in question, flanked on either side by more than 15 nucleotides of authentic sequence. Primers, at a concentration of 100 ng/μl, were mixed with 100 ng of plasmid DNA, 1 μl of 10 mM dNTPs, 5 μl 10X PfuTurbo reaction buffer and 1 μl polymerase enzyme to a final volume of 50 μl. The PCR program utilized 26 cycles of a denaturation step of 95°C for 30 seconds, a one minute annealing step where the temperature was 5°C lower than the melting temperature of the primers being used, and an elongation step at 72°C for 12.5 minutes. The reaction was then cooled to 4°C. The restriction enzyme DpnI (Stratagene) was used to digest the template DNA. One μl of DpnI was added to the PCR reactions and incubated at 37°C overnight. Site-directed mutagenesis used to optimize the context (ccAccAUGgG) of the p10 or p17 start codons (p10opt and p17opt), to convert the four AUG codons that occur upstream of the σC start site to AUC codons (M1-M4), to convert the two AUG codons present within the insert of miniORF1 to AUC codons, to create additional AUG start sites in a strong context.
within the p17 region (M5, gcAaaAtGg; M6, ttaacatGg; M7, caacaAtgG; capitalized letters indicate the position of nucleotide point substitutions and the created AUG start codon is underlined), and to remove the three σC AUG codons upstream of the RL ORF in pσC-RL and to introduce a stop codon in the p17 ORF (stp 517) to create plasmid pS1-RL. Point substitutions were also created in plasmids pΔ366-751RL and pΔ423-751RL within regions RBS1 and RBS2 to disrupt 18S complementarity.

2.4.2 Deletions And Insertions

The p17 ORF was N-terminally FLAG-tagged through the insertion of a triple FLAG sequence using an ApaI restriction site created through site-directed mutagenesis seven nucleotides downstream of the A of the p17 ATG start codon.

Plasmid pEGFP-S1 was created through the insertion of the ARV S1 sequence using the NotI restriction site into parental plasmid pEGFP-N1 (Clontech Laboratories, Inc), which is located downstream of the GFP ORF. Plasmid pS1-IRES-GFP was created by inserting the ARV S1 sequence into plasmid pEGFP-N1 using restriction sites HindIII and KpnI. The poliovirus IRES element was subsequently inserted using restriction sites KpnI and AgeI. The GFP ORF is located downstream of both the S1 and IRES sequences.

A stable (ΔG = -60 kcal/mol) hairpin structure (hp7; Kozak, 1989a) was amplified from plasmid phpRLFL and was inserted into the 5’-end of pσC-RL either between S1 nucleotides 1 and 2 using BamHI and NheI restriction sites (phpσC-RL), between S1 nucleotides 222 and 223 (pσCRL-hp223) or between S1 nucleotides 579 and 580 (pσCRL-hp579) using an NheI restriction site within pσC-RL. The BamHI and NheI restriction sites within pσC-RL were created by nucleotides point substitution (see Primer List, Appendix C) and the endonuclease sites were added to the 5’ and 3’ ends of the hairpin sequence through PCR.

Plasmid pβ-RL was created by subcloning into plasmid pRL the β-globin 5’-UTR using restriction sites HindIII and BamHI. Plasmids with internal deletions in the S1 sequence were created by PCR amplification of the S1 5’-terminal region of interest from pARV-S1 using a forward primer with a HindIII restriction site and a reverse primer with a BamHI restriction site. These PCR amplicons and plasmid pRL were digested and
ligated together producing plasmids pΔ628-751RL, pΔ593-751RL, pΔ483-751RL, pΔ423-751RL, pΔ393-751RL, pΔ366-751RL, and pΔ312-751RL. Plasmid pσC-RL was also modified through the insertion of either 24 (mini-ORF1) or 78 (mini-ORF2) nucleotides between S1 nucleotides 304 and 305 using an ApaI restriction site on both termini of the insert. Plasmid pΔ366-751intRL was created through the insertion of 114 nucleotides of heterologous sequence between S1 nucleotide 365 and the A of the RL start codon. Inserts in all plasmid constructs were confirmed by sequencing.

Primers used for PCR amplification that possessed restriction endonuclease sites at their 5’- and 3’-termini were created with six exogenous nucleotides followed by a restriction site of interest at the termini. The exogenous nucleotides were present to help recognition of the restriction site by the endonuclease. PCR products were resolved in 1% Tris acetate-EDTA agarose gels to visualize the PCR product and to determine whether the product was of the appropriate size. PCR products were extracted from gel slices using the QIAquick Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and digested with appropriate restriction endonucleases. Products of restriction digestions were purified using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen), which removes the restriction enzymes and other impurities.

2.5 DNA Ligation

After vectors and inserts were digested with restriction enzymes, they were ligated together with T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen). Either 3 μl of insert and 3 μl dH2O or 10 μl of insert was combined with 2 μl vector, 2 μl ligase buffer, 1 μl of ligase enzyme and incubated at room temperature for 2 to 18 h.

2.6 Transformation Of E. coli

Competent DH5α cells (100 μl) were transformed with 5 μl of either the DNA ligation reactions or DpnI-digested PCR products. Transformation reactions were kept on ice for 30 minutes and then transferred to a water bath set at 42°C for 90 seconds. The reactions were then transferred back to ice for a minimum of two minutes. The cells were then transferred to 900 μl of LB medium and placed at 37°C for 45 minutes with vigorous shaking. Subsequently, the 1 ml cell suspension was pelleted and the excess medium
The transformed cells were resuspended and plated onto an LB-agar plate containing 1X ampicillin (1000X stock = 100 mg / ml). The plate was incubated overnight at 37°C.

A colony was selected and incubated in four ml LB medium with 1X ampicillin at 37°C with shaking for approximately 18 hours. The plasmid DNA was isolated using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The DNA concentration was measured with a UV spectrophotometer (Eppendorf Biophotometer) at 260 nm.

2.7 Transfection

2.7.1 DNA Transfection

QM5 cells in 6-well cluster plates were transfected utilizing 6 μl Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) and 2 μg cDNA per well. The 2 μg of cDNA was supplemented with serum-free Medium 199 to a final volume of 200 μl. An additional 194 μl of serum-free Medium 199 was added to the 6 μl Lipofectamine. The two solutions were mixed together and left undisturbed at room temperature for 45 minutes. Following the incubation, the serum-containing medium was aspirated from the cells and the cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Eight hundred microliters serum-free Medium was added to each well followed by drop-wise addition of the transfection mix. The cells were incubated for four hours at 37°C at which point the transfection mix was removed and replaced with 2 ml normal maintenance medium. The length of the incubation period varied depending on the experiment.

2.7.2 RNA Transfection

QM5 cells in a 48-well cluster plate were transfected with 1 μg of in vitro transcribed RNA and 1.5 μg polyethylenimine (PEI; Polysciences Inc.). The appropriate volume of RNA was first transferred to 25 μl RNase-free, serum-free Medium 199 in an RNase-free tube. The 1.5 μg PEI was added to 25 μl serum-free Medium 199, and the two solutions were then combined and allowed to sit at room temperature for 15 minutes. Following the incubation, the serum-containing Medium was aspirated off the cells, the cells were washed twice with RNase-free PBS and 200 μl RNase-free, serum-free
Medium 199 was added. The 50 μl solution was then added drop-wise to the cells. The cluster plates were incubated at 37°C for four hours at which point they were harvested for the appropriate experiment.

To accurately perform qRT-PCR experiments (see section 2.15) on QM5 cells transfected with *in vitro* transcribed RNA, the RNA remaining on the outside of the cells at the time of harvesting had to be degraded. To this end, the minimum RNase A concentration necessary to degrade all input RNA, with either no incubation period or a four hour incubation period, was determined. RNase A-PBS solution, ranging in final concentration from 500 – 1000 μg, was added to the cells and incubated at room temperature with intermittent rocking for four minutes. The cells were washed 4X with RNase-free PBS and the cells were harvested and subjected to qRT-PCR (described below).

### 2.8 Immunostaining

DNA-transfected QM5 cells were first washed with PBS and then fixed by the addition of ~1 ml of 100% methanol 24 hours post-transfection. Transfected foci were detected using the polyclonal anti-σC antiserum, diluted 1:200 – 1:1000. Foci were visualized using a goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase (Jackson ImmunoResearch, diluted 1:800) and the Alkaline Phosphatase Substrate kit (Vector Laboratories Inc). Images were captured using a Zeiss Axiovert microscope (200X magnification) and Axiovision software.

### 2.9 Quantitative Western Blotting

QM5 cells in 6-well cluster plates were either singly or doubly transfected with the appropriate plasmid. Cells were lysed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (RIPA; 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP40, 0.5% NaDOC) 24 hours post-transfection. Lysate concentrations were determined according to the Lowry method (Lowry et al., 1951). Lysates were loaded onto the gel in either 2-fold serial dilutions or in 1μg decreasing increments. The final volume loaded was normalized between samples through the addition of 1X protein sample buffer. Proteins were separated in 15% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)
membranes utilizing the Bio-Rad Trans-Blot Cell (90 min, 100 volts). The membranes were then blocked in TBST (100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20) containing 5% skim milk for one hour at room temperature. The membranes were incubated for an additional hour in fresh blocking solution containing the appropriate dilution of primary antibody. After the hour incubation with primary antibody, the membrane was washed three times with TBST for 5, 10 and 15 minutes. Fresh blocking buffer containing a 1:10,000 dilution of either goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody was added and incubated with the membranes for one hour. The secondary antibody was then removed and blots were washed extensively with TBST as above. After the final wash, blots were exposed to ECL+ (Amersham Bioscience) for five minutes. The protein bands were visualized using the Typhoon 9410 Variable Mode Imager. The ImageQuant TL software (v.2003.02, Amersham Bioscience) was used to quantitate the bands. Regression analysis of pixel densities versus concentration was used to obtain the linear exposure range. Exposures were normalized to the actin control and σC and p10 expression levels from the various mutant constructs were compared to the expression levels obtained from the parental S1 mRNA. The mean ± standard error, from a minimum of three independent experiments, was used to calculate the percent change in expression levels and assessed for statistical significance using a two-tailed unpaired Student t test.

2.10 Antibodies

Polyclonal rabbit antisera raised against purified virus particles that contained σC but not the nonstructural proteins, p10 and p17, was generated previously (Duncan, 1996). Polyclonal monospecific antiserum was raised in rabbits against the C-terminal domain of p10 using a purified maltose-binding protein-p10 chimeric protein expressed in E. coli. Christopher Barry provided the p10 antiserum. Additional rabbit antisera included sera specific for actin (Sigma) and human eIF4G (a gift from N. Sonenberg, McGill University). Mouse antiserum that recognizes enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) (Clontech) or the FLAG epitope tag (Sigma) were also used. Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (KPL, Gaithersburg, MD) or anti-mouse (Jackson ImmunoResearch) immunoglobulin was used as a secondary for Western blot analysis.
2.11 Total RNA Extraction And RNA Purification

Total RNA was extracted from QM5 cells transfected with either DNA or RNA and used for Northern blot and quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis. Twenty-four hours post-DNA transfection the serum-containing medium was aspirated off the cells and the cells were washed 3X with PBS. The cells were re-suspended with PBS-EDTA for five minutes and collected using a sterile rubber cell scraper and transferred to an RNase-free 1.5 ml tube. The cells were pelleted and the supernatant was removed. The pellet was re-suspended in 1 ml Trizol (Invitrogen) and homogenized by passage through a 29 gauge needle. The various phases were separated through the addition of 200 μl chloroform. After chloroform addition, the tubes were vigorously shaken, incubated at room temperature for three minutes and then centrifuged at 12 000 rpm for ten minutes at 4°C. The upper aqueous phase was then transferred to a new RNase-free 1.5 ml tube. The RNA was precipitated and purified using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). To ensure complete removal of any contaminating DNA, the samples were subjected to on-column DNase treatment utilizing the RNase-free DNase kit (Qiagen). The RNA concentration was measured with a UV spectrophotometer (Eppendorf Biophotometer) at 260 nm. Cells transfected with RNA were harvested four hours post-transfection. The serum-free medium was removed from the cells and replaced with 1X PBS. RNase A was added to the cells to a final concentration of 1 μg/ul and cells were incubated for four minutes at room temperature with intermittent rocking. The cells were then washed four times with 1X PBS. All subsequent steps were performed as outlined for total RNA isolation from DNA transfected cells.

2.12 Northern Blotting

I would like to thank Kenneth Roy for performing the Northern blot presented in the thesis and I would like to thank Dr. Christine Barnes and Yahua Song for their technical assistance.

Total RNA (5 – 10 μg) extracted from DNA-transfected QM5 cells was fractionated in formaldehyde gels for approximately four hours at 150 volts, and stained with ethidium bromide to reveal the 28S and 18S ribosomal RNA bands. The negatively charged RNA was transferred to Hybond membranes (Amersham Biosciences) through
upward capillary blotting using 20X sodium chloride sodium citrate (SSC) transfer solution. After overnight transfer, the membranes were removed from the transfer stacks and allowed to air dry for 20 minutes. The RNA present on the membrane was immobilized through UV cross-linking utilizing the auto cross-link setting (1200 μ joules) on the UV Stratalinker 1800 (Stratagene). The membrane was blocked in pre-hybridization buffer (1M sodium phosphate pH 6.5, 20X SSC, 50X Denhardt's, formamide, 10% SDS and salmon sperm DNA) at 42°C for approximately four hours. During the pre-hybridization incubation period an isotopically-labeled DNA probe was generated using a random primer probe generation kit (Invitrogen). Probe generation required the combination of 5 μl gel-purified cDNA specific for the full-length S1 genome segment with dNTPs (lacking dGTP), random hexamers, α-32P-dGTP, and the large Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I. The probe was generated over a two-hour period at room temperature. Prior to addition to the pre-hybridization mix, the probe was incubated for ten minutes at 100°C and then on ice for five minutes and cleaned to removed any unincorporated radioisotope using a NICK column (Amersham). The membranes were hybridized at 42°C overnight. Post-hybridization the membranes were washed twice, 15 minutes each, in 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperature with shaking. The blots were then washed three times with 0.2X SSC, 0.1% SDS, heated to 65°C with shaking. Bound probe was detected by autoradiography with intensifying screens.

2.13 In vitro Transcription

Primers were designed to flank the region of interest, with the forward primer containing the T7 polymerase binding site. These primers, along with Vent polymerase (Invitrogen) were used to amplify the sequence of interest. The PCR amplicon was resolved in a 1% Tris acetate-EDTA agarose gels and 1 μg of cDNA extracted from gel slices was used in the MEGAscript T7 in vitro transcription kit (Applied Biosystems) as per the manufacturer’s instructions, or 0.25 μg of the extracted cDNA was used in the mMessage mMACHINE T7 kit (Applied Biosystems), as per the manufacturer’s instructions. A functional (3´-0-Me-7mG(ppp)G, New England Biolabs) or non-functional (ApppA, Sigma) cap analog was added to a final concentration of 6 mM to the MEGAscript reactions. After a 2-4 hour incubation at 37°C, 1 μl of DNase Turbo was
added to the reactions to digest the template cDNA. The digestions were incubated for an additional 15 minutes at 37°C. At this point the RNA was purified using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The RNA concentration was measured with a UV spectrophotometer (Eppendorf Biophotometer) at 260 nm.

2.14 Renilla Luciferase Assay

Four hours post-transfection of QM5 cells in 48-well culture dishes, the cells were harvested according to the Renilla luciferase assay system (Promega). Briefly, the medium was aspirated off the cells and then washed twice with 1X PBS. The cells were lysed in 50 μl of 1X Renilla Luciferase Assay Lysis Buffer for 15 minutes at room temperature with rocking. The lysate was transferred to a sterile microfuge tube and centrifuged at maximum speed for 20 seconds to pellet the cell debris. A 20 μl aliquot of the supernatant was transferred to a 1.5 ml microfuge tube. The Renilla Luciferase Assay Reagent was prepared immediately before use by combining 10 μl of 100X Renilla Luciferase Substrate per ml of Renilla Luciferase Buffer. Samples were read in a GloMax 20/20 luminometer (Promega) after the addition of 50 μl of assay reagent to the tube containing the lysate over a period of 10 seconds and a delay of 2 seconds. Sample results were recorded as relative light units (RLUs).

All constructs tested were in vitro transcribed a minimum of three separate times and were only compared to their respective parental clone in vitro transcribed on the same day. This minimized the effect of variable capping efficiencies on the different RNA preparations. Depending on the construct tested, the RLUs ranged from an average of four million RLUs for β-RL to 300,000 RLUs for σC-RL. The S1-RL WT averaged approximately 900,000 RLUs. The variability in RLUs observed depended on the quality of the RNA preparation and on the number of QM5 cells transfected.

2.15 Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR)

The Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase was used to produce cDNA through reverse transcription of 0.25 or 0.5 μg of purified total RNA. The cDNA was subjected to real time PCR utilizing either the SuperScript III Platinum Two-Step qRT-PCR Kit with SYBR Green (Invitrogen) or the QuantiFast SYBR Green PCR kit
(Qiagen). The former kit employed the MX3000p thermocycler (Stratagene) with an amplification protocol that consisted of a 10 minute hot start at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 65°C for 1 minute, and elongation at 72°C for 30 seconds. The latter kit utilized the MX3000p thermocycler with an amplification protocol of a 5 minute hot start at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 10 seconds and annealing at 60°C for 30 seconds. Melting curves, as well as separation of PCR products on a 1% Tris acetate-EDTA agarose gel, were used to ensure the formation of a single product of the appropriate size. Relative gene expression normalized to β-actin expression was calculated using the ΔΔCT method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). Briefly, a standard curve was created for the parental and endogenous control (actin) samples by performing 4-fold serial dilutions. The CT values of duplicate ARV samples, parental or mutant, were averaged and then normalized to the average CT value for the endogenous control obtained at the same dilution (ΔCT). The ΔCT value obtained for the mutant sample is subtracted from the ΔCT value obtained from the parental sample, giving ΔΔCT. The relative change in transcript expression is then determined by calculating 2-ΔΔCT. The concentration of parental and mutant RNA within the cell is believed to equal if the relative change in expression ranged between 0.5 – 1.5-fold.
CHAPTER 3: Results

3.1 Expression From The Internal σC Start Site Occurs Efficiently From A Full-Length Tricistronic mRNA

The unusual tricistronic arrangement of ORFs on the ARV S1 genome segment and the lack of correlation between expression of the 5’-proximal p10 ORF and the 3’-proximal σC ORF (Shmulevitz et al., 2002) suggests expression of σC is dependent on some atypical mechanism of translation initiation. Alternative explanations would be the presence of cryptic splice sites or promoters, or the ability of mRNA to be degraded upstream of an internal start site could potentially lead to the production of monocistronic mRNA from what was thought to be polycistronic mRNA (Hellen and Sarnow, 2001; Kozak, 1999). To ensure that such a trivial explanation is not responsible for expression of the σC ORF, plasmid pARV-S1 was transfected into QM5 cells and S1-specific transcripts were detected by Northern blotting (Figure 8A). As expected, a single species of S1-specific mRNA was observed migrating slightly ahead of the ~1850 nucleotide 18S rRNA. This indicates that the primary S1 transcript in plasmid-transfected cells is the full-length mRNA, and as such, translation initiation at the σC start site must occur downstream of two functional ORFs.

It is well documented that the presence of uORFs can have a regulatory effect on downstream cistron expression (Kozak, 2002; Meijer and Thomas, 2002; Morris and Geballe, 2000; Mueller and Hinnebusch, 1986). To examine the influence the four AUGs upstream of the σC start site have on σC translation initiation efficiency, all methionine codons upstream of σC were point substituted to AUC to generate a plasmid carrying a monocistronic version of the S1 mRNA (pS1-Mono), where the σC start codon is the most 5’-proximal AUG. Transfection of pS1-Mono followed by quantitative Western blot analysis (Figure 8B; discussed below) revealed an average 2.3-fold increase in σC expression compared to the wild-type polycistronic transcript (Figure 8C). The uAUGs in the S1 mRNA therefore do exert some inhibitory effect on σC translation, but it is relatively minor. By comparison, removal of the uORFs in the yeast GCN4 or mouse ATF4 mRNAs stimulates translation of the major downstream ORF by 74-500-fold (Harding et al., 2000; Mueller and Hinnebusch, 1986). The 2.3-fold increase in σC
Figure 8. Translation of the σC ORF occurs from a full-length tricistronic mRNA with reasonable efficiency. A. S1-specific mRNA present within QM5 cells transfected with plasmid pARV-S1 as detected by Northern blotting. The left lane represents the ethidium bromide stained agarose gel loaded with 8 μg total RNA extracted from QM5 cells, indicating the location of the 28S and 18S ribosomal RNA bands. The right lane represents the autoradiogram of the same gel indicating the location of the full-length S1 mRNA. B. Plasmids pARV-S1 and pS1-Mono were transfected into QM5 cells, cell lysates were harvested 24 hr post-transfection and run on a 15% SDS-PAGE gel in 1 μg decreasing amounts to obtain a linear detection range. Expression of p10 and σC was detected with anti-sera specific for these polypeptides. The same blot was probed with an anti-actin antibody as a protein loading control. C. Quantitative analysis of two experiments indicating the mean ± S.E. of the relative expression levels of σC in cells transfected with pARV-S1 (S1) and pARVS1-Mono (S1 Mono), normalized to the actin control and to expression in pARV-S1 transfected cells. Panel A provided by Kenneth Roy.
expression therefore suggests that ribosomes are normally capable of accessing the 3΄-proximal cistron in a relatively efficient manner.

3.2 Quantitative Western blot analysis

The ability to detect subtle changes in protein concentration via Western blot analysis requires precise measurement of the intensity of density of protein bands that must be within the linear range of detection. To establish whether the cell lysates loaded onto the 15% SDS-PAGE gel, as in Figure 8B and all subsequent Western blots, were within the linear range, the lysates were loaded in amounts that successively decreased by 1 μg (i.e. 6, 5, 4, or 3 μg of cell lysate) and were exposed to saturating concentrations of primary antibody (i.e. 1/2500 dilution of p10, σC or actin antisera). The pixel densities obtained from the quantified protein bands were plotted versus protein concentration (Figure 9). Regression analysis provided an equation for the line in the form y = mx + b. By using the pixel densities obtained for each concentration, for each band detected, as the x value, the equation was solved for y. The results from each regression analysis were assigned variables; for example, the pixels obtained from the actin bands detected from the p10opt construct were designated Y1, the actin bands from the parental construct were designated Y2, the p10 bands detected from the parental sample were designated Y3, and the p10 bands detected from the p10opt construct were designated Y4. The first step in determining fold-change in protein concentration required the examination of actin band densities. Theoretically, the actin band densities should be equal because actin is stably expressed and thus should be present at comparable levels within different cell lysates of similar concentration. To compare actin band intensities, Y1 was divided by Y2. The normalized actin levels were then applied to the p10 band densities obtained from the parent S1 sample, (Y1/Y2)Y3. This corrects the p10 band density from the S1 sample for differences observed between the loading controls. The p10 pixel densities obtained from the p10opt construct were then divided by the actin normalized p10 band densities from the S1 construct, giving a final overall equation of Y4/((Y1/Y2)Y3). This equation was applied to each concentration loaded and the average value obtained represents the percent change in protein concentration from the altered S1 mRNAs (in this example p10opt) relative to the expression from the authentic S1 mRNA. This
Figure 9. Analysis of pixel densities obtained by quantitative Western blot analysis. Graphical representation of the pixel densities obtained for the actin and p10 protein bands from pARV-S1 (S1) and p10opt constructs. The pixel densities were plotted against sample concentration loaded on the 15% SDS-PAGE gel. A trendline was created to obtain an equation for the line \( y = mx + b \). The equation was solved by inserting the pixel density obtained for each concentration for value \( x \). The value obtained for \( y \) was used to normalize the pixel densities for actin concentration, which was then used to determine the fold-change in p10 band intensity obtained from p10opt compared to the parental S1 mRNA.
mathematical method of comparing pixel densities between samples was used to compare p10 and σC concentrations from all plasmid-transfected mutant constructs to the protein concentrations obtained from pARV-S1.

3.3 Leaky Scanning Coordinates Expression Of The p10 And p17 ORFs, But Has Minor Effects On σC Expression

Both the p10 and p17 start codons reside in a sub-optimal context, as defined by the kozak consensus sequence (p10, cgUcgAUGC; p17, gcAcaAUGC), which may explain their inability to exert any substantial effect on translation of the σC ORF (Kozak, 2002). To explore this possibility further, the p10 and p17 start codons were individually point mutated to create the optimal Kozak consensus sequence (ccAccAUGG), generating two different expression plasmids p10opt and p17opt (Figure 10A). Due to the low specificity of the p17 antiserum (Shmulevitz et al., 2002), I N-terminally tagged the p17 ORF with the FLAG epitope in the S1, p10opt and p17opt constructs (FLAGp17, p10optFLAGp17 and p17optFLAGp17, respectively). Western blot analysis of QM5 cells transfected with the FLAG-tagged constructs revealed an approximate eight-fold decrease in p17 protein levels upon p10 start codon optimization (Figure 10B). These results are consistent with previous studies indicating that optimization of a start site in a sub-optimal context prevents the majority of downstream initiation by inhibiting leaky scanning (Kozak, 1984a; Kozak, 1986b). Optimization of the p17 start codon context had only a slight enhancing effect on p17 protein levels (~2-fold), most likely because the p17 AUG codon naturally resides in a good context with an A in the -3 position. Together, these results demonstrate that leaky scanning coordinates p10 and p17 expression.

To examine the effect optimized p10 and p17 start codons have on σC expression, plasmids pARV-S1, p10opt and p17opt, all lacking the p17 N-terminal FLAG tag, were transfected into QM5 cells and the cell lysates were fractionated by SDS-PAGE using 1 μg decreasing amounts to obtain the linear range of detection (Figure 11A). The relative mRNA levels were also quantified using qRT-PCR and the ΔΔC_T method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). In no instance did the change in protein levels correlate with a variation in mRNA levels, indicating that the change in p10 and σC production is a consequence of differences in translation initiation. Quantitative analysis of multiple
Figure 10. Optimization of the p10 start site inhibits p17 production. A. Plasmid pARV-S1 was modified by optimizing the context of either the p10 or p17 start codons (p10opt and p17opt) to conform to the optimal start sequence depicted (ccAccAUGG) and through the insertion of a FLAG-tag in-frame with the p17 start codon (p10optFLAGp17 and p17optFLAGp17). B. Western blot detection of the p17 polypeptide N-terminally tagged with the FLAG epitope from the parental plasmid (FLAGp17) and its modified versions after transfection into QM5 cells and loading of cell lysates in 2-fold serial dilutions. The same membrane was probed with an anti-actin antibody as a protein loading control.
Figure 11. Optimization of either the p10 or p17 start sites, in a plasmid-based construct, exerts little effect on σC expression. Western blot detection of polypeptides p10 and σC from the parental plasmid (WT) and its modified versions (p10opt and p17opt) after transfection into QM5 cells and loading of cell lysates in 1μg decreasing increments to obtain the linear range of detection. The same blot was probed with an anti-actin antibody as a protein loading control. B. Quantitative analysis of several experiments (n = 7) indicating the mean ± S.E. of the relative levels of p10 and σC in cells transfected with pARV-S1 (WT), p10opt, or p17opt plasmids, normalized to the actin control and to expression in pARV-S1 transfected cells.
Western blots (n=7), utilizing antisera against polypeptides p10 and σC, revealed a significant 6.1 ± 0.8-fold increase in p10 expression in cells transfected with the p10opt construct relative to cells transfected with either pARV-S1 or p17opt (Figure 11B). However, this substantial increase in uORF expression did not inhibit σC protein production to the extent expected from the literature (Futterer et al., 1997; Sedman and Mertz, 1988). Optimization of the p10 start site reduced expression of the σC ORF to 52 ± 6% of the levels obtained from pARV-S1. Optimization of the p17 start codon, on the other hand, had no significant effect on σC production, with σC expression inhibited by only 19 ± 9% compared to expression from pARV-S1 (Figure 11B).

Results obtained by removal of the sub-optimal upstream start sites (Figure 8C) and optimization of the p10 and p17 start codons (Figure 11) indicate that the uORFs play only a minor role in ribosome access to the internal σC start site. They also indicate that leaky scanning is most likely not the main mechanism by which ribosomes initiate translation at the σC AUG on the full-length S1 mRNA, and that however ribosomes are accessing the internal start site, they are doing so in a reasonably efficient manner.

3.4 Translation Of σC Is IRES-Independent

The S1 mRNA was next examined for the presence of an IRES element through the use of the “bicistronic” assay (Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1988). As a positive control for IRES activity, a bicistronic construct was created where the EGFP ORF, preceded by the poliovirus IRES, was cloned downstream of the ARV S1 mRNA (Figure 12A). Expression of EGFP in QM5 cells, detected by Western blotting, indicated the IRES element is capable of recruiting ribosomes to the EGFP start codon (Figure 12B). Cotransfection of this bicistronic vector along with plasmid pPV2A, which expresses the poliovirus 2A protease, resulted in a 4-fold increase in EGFP expression and a marked decrease in cap-dependent p10 expression (Figure 12B, +2A). This result was consistent with previous studies showing that the 2A protease is capable of inhibiting cap-dependent translation initiation and consequently increasing cap-independent IRES-mediated expression (Barco, Feduchi, and Carrasco, 2000; Lloyd, 2006).

To directly test whether the S1 mRNA possesses an IRES element capable of aiding in σC expression, a bicistronic construct was created where the S1 sequence was
Figure 12. The poliovirus 2A protease is capable of enhancing IRES activity in a bicistronic construct. A. Diagram of a “bicistronic” construct designed where the entire ARV S1 sequence was cloned upstream of the poliovirus IRES element (structured element) and the green fluorescent protein (EGFP) ORF. B. QM5 cells were co-transfected with the bicistronic construct and either empty pcDNA3 vector (-2A) or pPV2A (+2A) and the expression of GFP and p10 were observed via Western blotting using antibodies specific for these proteins. The same membrane was probed with an actin-specific antibody as a protein loading control.
Figure 13. The ARV S1 genome segment does not display IRES activity. A. Diagram of a “bicistronic” construct where the authentic ARV S1 mRNA sequence was cloned downstream of the EGFP ORF. B. The bicistronic construct was transfected into QM5 cells and the expression of EGFP and σC was detected by immunoprecipitation, SDS-PAGE, and autoradiography. The location of the expressed GFP protein and predicted location of the σC protein are indicated on the left, while the molecular weight standards (kDa) are indicated on the right. Immunoprecipitation provided by Kenneth Roy.
cloned downstream of the EGFP ORF (Figure 13A). Radioimmunoprecipitation revealed high levels of the 5′-proximal EGFP protein, whereas no σC protein was detected, even upon extended exposure of the fluorograms (Figure 13B and data not shown). If an IRES element is present within the S1 mRNA, expression of the 2A protease might be expected to show increased levels of either p10, p17 or σC protein levels. Therefore, the S1 mRNA was co-expressed with the 2A protease in QM5 cells (see Figure 14B). Expression of the σC ORF was actually inhibited instead of enhanced, as assessed by immunoprecipitation, indicating that the S1 mRNA does not possess an IRES element capable of allowing ribosomes access to the internal σC start site.

3.5 Expression Of The σC ORF Occurs In An eIF4G-Dependent Manner

Since IRES-mediated initiation is the only known alternate translation mechanism that functions in a cap-independent manner, it seemed prudent to determine whether expression of the σC cistron was cap-dependent. The plasmid transfection procedure prevents direct comparison of σC expression from capped and uncapped mRNAs as all mRNAs transcribed in the nucleus become capped at their 5′-ends (Perry and Kelley, 1976; Rasmussen and Lis, 1993). As an indirect test for cap-dependency, the role of eIF4F, the cap-binding complex, on the mechanism of translation initiation at the σC start site was explored through the use of the poliovirus 2A protease. The poliovirus 2A protease cleaves eIF4G, a component of eIF4F, thus inhibiting eIF4G binding to eIF4E and subsequent 40S ribosomal recruitment to the 5′-end of the mRNA (Etchison et al., 1982). In cells co-transfected with 2A protease and GFP (plasmids pPV2A and pEGFP-N1), a dose-dependent reduction in EGFP expression was observed both by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 14A, panels a and b) and immunoprecipitation (Figure 14B). A similar dose-dependent reduction in σC expression was also obtained when the pPV2A plasmid was co-transfected with the pARV-S1 expression plasmid indicating that translation initiation of the S1 ORFs requires intact eIF4G. Immunostaining cells co-transfected with full-length plasmid borne S1 (pARV-S1) and empty vector, with a polyclonal antiserum that recognizes σC indicated antigen-positive multinucleated syncytial foci (Figure 14A, panel c). Co-transfection of QM5 cells with a plasmid carrying 2A protease (pPV2A) (Figure 14A, panel d) not only reduced the number of
Figure 14. Expression of σC is elf4G-dependent. A. Cells were co-transfected with pEGFP (Panels A and B) or pARV-S1 (Panels C and D) along with either empty vector (Panels A and C) or pPV2A (Panels B and D). Expression of EGFP was assessed by fluorescent microscopy (Panels A and B), while expression of σC was assessed by immunostaining using a polyclonal antibody that recognizes σC (Panels C and D). The presence of antigen positive (Panels C and D) and multinucleated cells (Panel C) is due to the expression of the σC and p10 proteins, respectively (arrows). B. Cells were co-transfected with pEGFP (GFP lanes) or pARV-S1 and either empty vector (-2A) or pPV2A in a 1:1 or 1:2 DNA ratio (+2A). Radiolabeled EGFP or σC expression was assessed by immunoprecipitation. C. Lysates from QM5 cells transfected with either empty vector (-2A) or pPV2A (+2A) were examined for elf4G integrity by Western blot analysis with an antibody that recognizes elf4G and its cleavage products. The gel mobility of molecular weight standards (kDa) are indicated on the left, while the location of the intact (4G) and the protease cleaved (4G*) products are indicated on the right. D. RNA was extracted from QM5 cells co-transfected with pARV-S1 and either empty vector (-2A) or pPV2A (+2A) and subjected to RT-PCR. Two-fold serial dilutions of the amplicons were visualized on an agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. E. Lysates from cells transfected with either empty vector (-2A) or pPV2A (+2A) were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting using a polyclonal antibody that recognizes the poly(A) binding protein (PABP). The membrane was also probed with an anti-actin antibody as a loading control. Panels A and B provided by Kenneth Roy.
antigen-positive cells, but also markedly decreased the number of syncytia. These results indicate that σC expression is eIF4G-dependent, and so is expression of the p10 ORF, the protein solely responsible for syncytium formation (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000).

To confirm that transfection with the plasmid expressing the 2A protease resulted in cleavage of eIF4G, lysates of QM5 cells transfected with either empty vector (-2A) or pPV2A (+2A) were subjected to Western blot analysis using a polyclonal anti-eIF4G antibody (Figure 14C). The approximate 50% cleavage efficiency of eIF4G into its predicted products (Etchison et al., 1982; Ventoso et al., 1998) in the presence of 2A protease agrees with the transient transfection efficiency of QM5 cells, suggesting that 2A cleaves eIF4G efficiently.

The presence of 2A protease in cells results not only in cleavage of eIF4G and subsequent translation inhibition, but can also result in a decrease in DNA replication and inhibition of transcription (Davies et al., 1991). To ensure that the inhibition of σC translation observed in the presence of 2A protease was directly related to eIF4G cleavage and not a reduction in transcript levels, semi-quantitative RT-PCR was performed on cells co-transfected with pARV-S1 and either empty vector (-2A) or pPV2A (+2A; Figure 14D) to measure transcript levels. Under co-transfection conditions, which result in a >90% reduction in σC expression, S1 transcript levels are unaffected (Figure 14D, compare +2A and -2A). These results were further confirmed using qRT-PCR experiments (n=3) that indicated no significant change in S1 transcript levels in the presence of 2A protease (data not shown). The other 5′ canonical translation initiation factors (eIF4E, eIF4A, eIF4B and eIF3) are not altered by the 2A protease (Duncan, Etchison, and Hershey, 1983; Etchison et al., 1984; Lee, Edery, and Sonenberg, 1985). Two independent groups have reported however, that the enterovirus and coxsackievirus 2A proteases are capable of cleaving PABP (Joachims, Van Breugel, and Lloyd, 1999; Kerekatte et al., 1999). The presence of PABP on the poly(A) tract of mRNAs is known to enhance translation of those mRNAs (Gallie, 1991; Jackson and Standart, 1990). It was therefore possible that cleavage of PABP might contribute, at least in part, to the inhibition of σC translation observed in the presence of the poliovirus 2A protease. However, Western blot analysis of protein lysates of cells transfected with 2A protease (pPV2A) showed no cleavage of endogenous PABP (Figure 14E). These results suggest
that the 2A protease is capable of cleaving eIF4G and that the mechanism responsible for σC expression is reliant upon an intact eIF4G, and by inference, an intact eIF4F complex.

3.6 Reinitiation Is Not Responsible For σC Translation Initiation

It was previously postulated that ribosomes access the σC start site through cap-dependent translation of the 5′-proximal p10 ORF, followed by translation termination and reinitiation at the σC start codon (Kozak, 2002). Such a mechanism is thought to aid the 40S ribosomal subunit in bypassing the relatively strong context that surrounds the p17 start site, as the p10 ORF terminates downstream of the p17 start codon. This is a plausible mechanism in that the length of the intercistronic region between the end of the p10 ORF and the σC start site is of an adequate distance (308 nucleotides) to allow the 40S ribosomal subunit to reacquire the initiation factors needed to commence another round of translation (Abastado et al., 1991; Kozak, 1987c; Luukkonen, Tan, and Schwartz, 1995; Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1988). Also, there are no AUG triplets present in any of the three reading frames in this downstream region that would cause a scanning 40S subunit to reinitiate before reaching the σC start codon. However, reinitiation does not normally occur after translation of an ORF greater than ~30 codons (Hwang and Su, 1998; Kozak, 2001a; Luukkonen, Tan, and Schwartz, 1995; Ryabova, Pooggin, and Hohn, 2006). Since the p10 ORF encodes a functional polypeptide 98 amino acids long, it is unlikely that σC expression is due to reinitiation upon termination of the p10 ORF. To test this hypothesis, the p10 ORF was shortened by progressively truncating nucleotides from the 5′-end (Figure 15A), and the effects of these truncations on p10 and σC expression were measured via quantitative Western blot analysis (Figure 15B). Deletion of the 5′-proximal 79 (pARV-Δ79) or 147 (pARV-Δ147) nucleotides, which removed the 5′-UTR and either 55 or 123 nucleotides of the p10 ORF, eliminated both p10 and σC expression. Further deletion of the S1 mRNA to nucleotide 303, which removes not only the p17 start site found at nucleotide 293 but also the final methionine codon upstream of the σC ORF at nucleotide 298, restored σC production. The 1.7 ± 0.4-fold increase in σC expression (n=3) obtained from pARV-Δ303, a plasmid that would produce a monocistronic S1 mRNA, closely paralleled the 2.3-fold increase in σC expression seen from pARVS1-Mono (Figure 8C), although neither of these increases
Figure 15. The 5′-proximal region of the S1 mRNA is required for downstream initiation when expressed from a DNA plasmid. A. Diagram of the ARV S1 mRNA transcribed from a plasmid, indicating the location of the progressive 5′-truncations (Δ79, Δ147, and Δ303; numbers refer to the number of 5′-terminal nucleotides deleted from S1). B. Expression of the p10 and σC polypeptides as detected via Western blot analysis from QM5 cell lysates transfected with pARV-S1 (WT) or the 5′ truncations. Lysates were loaded in 1 μg decreasing amounts in order to obtain the linear range of exposure. The membrane was also probed with an anti-actin antibody as a loading control.
was significant.

The truncation results were consistent with the idea that the p17 AUG triplet is a strong barrier to scanning ribosomes and that σC expression may rely on the reinitiation of ribosomes terminating p10 ORF translation for expression. To directly test this hypothesis, a stop codon (CGT to TGA) was created in the plasmid pARV-S1 at nucleotide 243 (p10 stp243) through site-directed mutagenesis (Figure 16A). Ribosomes could now terminate p10 translation 50 nucleotides upstream of the p17 start site and thus could reinitiate at the p17 start codon. Quantitative Western blot analysis of cell lysates revealed expression of a truncated form of the p10 protein (Figure 16B). Contrary to the reinitiation hypothesis however, premature termination of the p10 ORF did not have a deleterious effect on σC expression, which actually displayed a slight $1.6 \pm 0.06$-fold increase in expression ($n=3$). To ensure that the distance between p10 termination and putative reinitiation at p17 was not an issue, another plasmid was created where a stop codon (TGT to TGA) was introduced within the p10 reading frame at nucleotide 84 (p10stp84). The RNA expressed by this plasmid should be ideal for reinitiation at p17 in that it creates a p10 “minicistron” that is only 28 codons long and increases the intercistronic distance between p10 and p17 to 209 nucleotides. Again, quantitative Western blot analysis demonstrated no inhibition in σC expression indicating that reinitiation is most likely not responsible for translation initiation at the σC start site.

3.7 S1 RNA Transfection Results In Inefficient Protein Expression For Detection By Western Blot

As mentioned in the introduction (section 1.11), the RdRp present within the ARV core particle produces an unspliced, capped, non-polyadenylated S1 mRNA in the cytoplasm. In contrast, nuclear transcription of pARV-S1 results in a capped S1 mRNA that is spliced and polyadenylated. In addition to the poly(A) tail, the plasmid expression vector also creates heterologous sequence at the 5΄- and 3΄-ends of the S1 mRNA derived from plasmid pcDNA3 due to the location of the CMV promoter transcription start site and stop sites. The differences in virus-driven cytoplasmic transcription and plasmid-derived nuclear transcription could potentially affect translation initiation on the tricistronic S1 mRNA. Before further analysis of the cis factors that influence ribosome
Figure 16. A reinitiation-independent mechanism of translation is responsible for $\sigma C$ expression. A. Diagram of the ARV S1 mRNA sequence indicating the location of single nucleotide point substitutions created in the p10 reading frame through site-directed mutagenesis to introduce stop codons (stp 84 and stp 243). B. Expression of the p10 and $\sigma C$ polypeptides as detected by Western blot analysis of QM5 cell lysates transfected with pARV-S1 (WT) or a similar plasmid carrying a stop site mutation in the p10 ORF at nucleotide 243 (p10stp243) or 84 (p10stp84). Lysates were loaded in 1 $\mu$g decreasing amounts in order to obtain the linear range of exposure. The membrane was also probed with an anti-actin antibody as a loading control.
access to the σC translation start site could proceed, I developed an in vitro transcription and RNA transfection method to examine translation of the S1 mRNA. Transcription of the S1 cDNA in vitro using T7 polymerase generated an unspliced, capped, non-polyadenylated S1 mRNA with authentic 5′- and 3′-termini. As demonstrated above, DNA transfection of plasmid borne S1 construct produced sufficient p10 and σC protein for detection by Western blotting. This was not the case for lysates obtained from cells transfected with the in vitro transcribed S1 mRNA, although the presence of a p10 optimized start site did produce enough protein to be barely detected by Western blotting (Figure 17). The RNA transfection approach was therefore not sensitive enough to quantitatively analyze translation of the S1 mRNA via Western blotting.

3.8 Development Of A Quantitative Reporter System For σC Expression

Due to the limited amount of ARV-specific protein detected by Western blot analysis of RNA transfected QM5 cell lysates, the quantitative Renilla luciferase (RL) assay system was used as a reporter for σC expression. The RL ORF is commonly used in reporter systems as it is designed to yield reliable, linear results over a concentration range of seven orders of magnitude (Alam and Cook, 1990; Zhuang et al., 2001). Therefore, a modified RL ORF, lacking its own translation start site but the authentic stop codon, was inserted in-frame with the σC start codon using the Xba I restriction site present in the S1 cDNA (nucleotides 746-751), ultimately producing a chimeric RL protein with 41 residues of σC fused to the RL N-terminus (Figure 18). This construct contains the entire S1 nucleotide sequence, including the 3′-UTR and nucleotides 752 – 1607 of the σC ORF, although this sequence was no longer translated due to the stop codon at the end of the RL ORF. To determine whether insertion of the RL ORF altered translation from the σC start codon, expression of the chimeric construct was first tested by assaying luciferase expression in lysates from cells transfected with plasmid DNA encoding the parental pσC-RL construct or with pσC-RL constructs that had either the p10 or p17 start sites optimized (Figure 19A). As with the Western blot analyses presented above, optimization of either uORF decreased, but did not eliminate, translation initiation at the σC start site (Figure 19B). Although the RL assay
Figure 17. S1 RNA transfection results in inefficient protein expression for detection by Western blot analysis. QM5 cells were transfected with either plasmid pARV-S1 (wt DNA) or in vitro transcribed RNA (wt, p10opt and p17opt). Expression of the σC and p10 proteins was analyzed by Western blotting with anti-sera specific for these proteins. The same blot was probed with an anti-actin antibody as a protein loading control.
Figure 18. Gene arrangement of the chimeric ARV σC-RL genome segment. A. Diagram of the organization of the p10, p17 and σC cistrons (coloured rectangles) contained within the ARV S1 genome segment. Numbers in red represent the first nucleotide of the ORF and numbers in blue represent the last nucleotide of the ORF (excluding the termination codon). The RL ORF (937 nucleotides long) was inserted in-frame with the σC start codon between S1 nucleotides 751 and 752 using the Xba I restriction site. Translation of the σC-RL chimeric ORF produces an N-terminally extended RL protein with 41 amino acids of σC, and terminates at the end of the RL ORF. S1 nucleotides 752 to 1643 are present downstream of the σC-RL ORF but are not translated (thin rectangle). B. An alternate diagrammatic depiction of the chimeric ARV σC-RL genome segment indicating the new length of the mRNA (2587 nucleotides). A similar version will be used in all subsequent figures.
Figure 19. Translation of the plasmid-derived ARV σC-RL chimera results in a similar σC expression trend seen by Western blot analysis. A. Nuclear transcription of plasmid pσC-RL results in the production of an mRNA with exogenous sequence at both the 5’- and 3’-termini (thick black lines), a poly(A) tail (Aₙ), and a chimeric 3’-proximal ORF where the RL ORF was inserted in-frame with the σC start site between S1 nucleotides 751 and 752. The pσC-RL plasmid was also modified to optimize the context of the p10 or p17 start codons (p10opt or p17opt) to conform to the optimal Kozak consensus start sequence (ccAccAUGG). B. The parental plasmid (σC-RL) and the modified constructs (p10opt and p17opt) were transfected into QM5 cells using Lipofectamine. Cell lysates were harvested 24 h post-transfection and quantified for luciferase activity. Results are reported as mean ± SE (n=4) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***)
demonstrated a slightly higher level of downstream inhibition upon p10 or p17 start site optimization (~60-70%) than determined by Western blotting, the same trend was observed, with retention of significant levels of σC expression and optimization of the p10 start site exerting a slightly more inhibitory effect on σC translation than optimization of the p17 start site.

To determine whether RNA transfection of in vitro transcribed, capped σC-RL mRNA was sensitive enough for quantitative detection, a time-course analysis was performed (Figure 20). Levels of luciferase activity peaked 4-8 h post-transfection. RNA transfection and translation of the σC-RL mRNA, therefore, results in the production of a chimeric σC-RL protein that can be used as a quantitative reporter for σC expression. All subsequent studies using RNA transfection were performed at 4 h post-transfection.

3.9 Translation Of The Internal σC Start Site Is Cap-Dependent

The ability to in vitro transcribe S1 mRNA enabled the direct examination of the dependency of translation initiation at the σC start site on the 5’-cap. S1 mRNA was in vitro transcribed either with a functional (m7GpppG) or non-functional (ApppA) cap analog, transfected into cells and the cell lysates were analyzed using the luciferase assay (Figure 21). Expression levels were normalized to those of the non-functional cap analog. The presence of a functional cap analog at the 5’-terminus of the σC-RL mRNA increased downstream expression >140-fold compared to the mRNA with the non-functional cap analog, indicating that initiation of σC translation is cap-dependent. These results were further confirmed through the insertion of a stable hairpin structure (ΔG = -60 kcal/mol) between S1 nucleotides one and two within the σC-RL mRNA (Figure 21). The presence of a stable hairpin near the 5’-cap inhibits pre-initiation complex binding and thus prevents cap-dependent translation (Kumimoto, Yamane, and Ishizaki, 2005; Latorre, Kolakofsky, and Curran, 1998; Sherrill and Lloyd, 2008; Van Eden et al., 2004; Wang and Rothnagel, 2004). As indicated, insertion of the hairpin structure eliminated reporter expression, confirming that synthesis of the σC ORF occurs in a cap-dependent manner. This result also reinforces the above results demonstrating that translation initiation at the σC start codon occurs in an IRES-independent manner (Figure 13) and is not due to cleavage of the mRNA (Figure 8A), either one of which would have resulted
Figure 20. RNA transfection of *in vitro* transcribed σC-RL RNA is sensitive enough for quantitative analysis. QM5 cells were transfected with 1μg of *in vitro* transcribed capped σC-RL RNA and harvested for analysis of luciferase activity at the times indicated.
Figure 21. Expression of the σC-RL ORF is cap-dependent. QM5 cells were transfected with σC-RL RNA in vitro transcribed either with a functional cap analog (m7GpppG), a non-functional cap analog (ApppA), or with a stable hairpin structure inserted three nucleotides downstream of a functional cap analog (5’ hp). Cells were harvested 4 h post-transfection for luciferase activity. Results are reported as mean ± SE (n=4) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the σC-RL construct with the non-functional cap analog. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
in σC translation in the presence of a hairpin structure or the absence of a cap at the 5′-end of the S1 mRNA.

3.10 Optimization Of uAUGs In The S1 mRNA Has Differential Effects On Translation Of Downstream Open Reading Frames

The literature indicates that optimization of some uORFs can preclude expression of downstream ORFs if the downstream ORFs are initiated by leaky scanning (Cao and Geballe, 1995; Futterer et al., 1997). To confirm results from the plasmid DNA transfections, which indicated that optimization of either the p10 or p17 start codons do not prevent expression of significant levels of residual σC protein, the parental, p10optRL and p17optRL σC-RL mRNAs were in vitro transcribed (Figure 22A), RNA transfected into QM5 cells, and the cell lysates were subjected to luciferase assays. As described above (Figure 11 and Figure 19), optimization of either uORF did result in a significant reduction in translation from the σC start site (Figure 22B). However, also consistent with the previous experiments was the significant retention of downstream initiation at the σC AUG codon, with translation of the p10optRL and p17optRL mRNAs producing 55 ± 5% and 70 ± 4%, respectively, of the levels of σC-RL compared to the parental mRNA. This level of inhibition was not as significant as would be expected if ribosomes were reaching the internal start site via leaky scanning (Futterer et al., 1997; Herzog, Guilley, and Fritsch, 1995). These results therefore suggested that leaky scanning does play some role in initiation at the σC start site.

To ensure that the variation in reporter expression observed was not due to differences in mRNA levels, quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed on the RNA transfected QM5 cells. Prior to Trizol extraction of total cellular RNA, the RNA-transfected QM5 cells had to be treated with RNase A to degrade any RNA remaining on the outside of the cells. The presence of even minor amounts of residual RNA would interfere with accurate determination of intracellular RNA levels. To determine the minimum RNase A concentration necessary to degrade all input RNA, QM5 cells transfected with in vitro transcribed σC-RL reporter RNA, with either no incubation period or a four hour incubation period, were subjected to degradation with varying concentrations of RNase A (Figure 23). Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of mock-transfected cells demonstrated the background signal, detected with primers specific for
Figure 22. *In vitro* transcribed ARV σC-RL chimeric RNA results in a similar σC expression trend seen via Western blot analysis. A. *In vitro* transcription of σC-RL cDNA from a T7 polymerase promoter results in the production of an authentic S1 mRNA with the addition of a chimeric 3’-proximal ORF where the RL gene has been inserted in-frame with the σC start site between S1 nucleotides 751 and 752. The p10opt and p17opt plasmids described previously were also used to *in vitro* transcribe σC-RL mRNA with optimized uORFs (p10optRL and p17optRL) B. The parental mRNA (σC-RL) and the modified constructs were RNA transfected into QM5 cells using polyethyleneimine transfection reagent. Cell lysates were harvested 4 h post-transfection and luciferase activity was quantified. Results are reported as mean ± SE (n=4) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01 and p<0.001) are indicated (** and ***).
Figure 23. Addition of RNase A to RNA transfected cells is necessary for accurate qRT-PCR determination. The first column indicates the treatment conditions; RNA transfected, length of incubation, and concentration of RNase A added to the cells before harvesting. The second and third columns represent the average C_T values obtained by qRT-PCR for each treatment using primers directed against the RL or actin ORFs, respectively.
σC-RL and actin mRNAs. An average $C_T$ value at or near 30 is considered background (Karlen et al., 2007). Incubation of the RNA-transfected QM5 cells for four hours with no RNase A treatment revealed a 64-fold increase in σC-RL RNA levels compared to cells exposed to the transfection mix with no incubation period ($C_T$ 20.61 vs $C_T$ 26.17). This indicates that a significant amount of RNA was transfected into the cells but that a significant amount still remained on the outside of the cells since the background $C_T$ value was 30.97. Addition of 500 μg of RNase A to cells exposed to the transfection mix degraded the vast majority of the input RNA ($C_T$ 28.42), but it did not eliminate all input RNA. Addition of 10 000 μg or 1 000 μg of RNase A did, on the other hand, eliminate all RNA present within the transfection, as evidenced by $C_T$ values at background ($C_T$ 31.36 and $C_T$ 31.84, respectively). Neither concentration of RNase A affected intracellular RNA, as demonstrated by the $C_T$ values for the actin internal control. Therefore, for all further qRT-PCR experiments, 1 000 μg RNase A was used to degrade all remaining RNA present on the outside of the cells. This method of qRT-PCR was utilized for all subsequent clones that demonstrated a significant change in initiation efficiency at the σC start site. None of the clones demonstrated a significant difference in transcript levels indicating that all variations in protein production are due to differences in translation efficiency.

3.11 Optimized uAUGs Exert Different Effects On Downstream Translation Depending On The Context Of The mRNA

Although optimized uAUGs are expected to eliminate or dramatically reduce downstream translation initiation (Bergenhem et al., 1992; Futterer et al., 1997; Kaufman, Murtha, and Davies, 1987; Kozak, 1984a; Mueller and Hinnebusch, 1986; Sedman and Mertz, 1988), I wanted to confirm this prediction using the RL assay system. The ability of an optimized uAUG triplet to inhibit scanning ribosomes from initiating translation at a downstream ORF was therefore examined in an mRNA other than the S1 mRNA. A monocistronic mRNA containing the RL ORF preceded by the 77-nucleotide rabbit β-globin 5′-UTR was constructed (β-RL; Figure 24A). The rabbit β-globin 5′-UTR was chosen because it efficiently mediates cap-dependent translation and lacks any sequence elements or secondary structure that may significantly affect translation initiation (Kozak, 1994; Krowczynska and Brawerman, 1986). To create an uORF in this chimeric sequence
Figure 24. Optimization of a heterologous sequence results in substantial translation inhibition of the downstream ORF. **A.** Diagram depicting a capped mRNA with a β-globin 5’-UTR present upstream of the RL ORF, either with (β-ORF-RL) or without (β-RL) a single nucleotide point substitution within the β-globin UTR that creates an out-of-frame optimized ORF. The out of frame ORF commences at nucleotides 54 and terminates at nucleotides 149. The RL ORF commences at nucleotide 79. **B.** Both β-RL and β-ORF-RL were *in vitro* transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Harvested cell lysates were subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=5) of the relative level of RL translation, normalized to the parental β-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
the parental β-RL construct was modified by site-directed mutagenesis to create an AUG codon with the same DNA sequence surrounding the start codon as p10optRL and p17optRL (ccAccAUGG), 25 nucleotides upstream of the RL ORF (β-ORF-RL). This β-ORF-RL construct has a 48-codon ORF that overlaps, but is out-of-frame with, the RL ORF. The presence of the uORF with an optimal context for ribosome recognition reduced RL expression by 95 ± 2%, indicating that optimized start sites can effectively block scanning ribosomes, but not in the context of the ARV S1 mRNA.

3.12 Consistency Within The RL Assay System

As a means of ensuring that the results reported were representative of the actual variations in translation efficiency of the σC ORF and not a byproduct of the in vitro transcription/RNA transfection system, every replicate experiment performed utilized a separate batch of in vitro-transcribed RNA, transfected on separate days. While performing these experiments I noticed slight variations (~10%) in translation efficiency, expressed as differences in relative light units (RLUs), of the same clone in vitro transcribed on different days. This disparity is most likely the result of differences in quality of the in vitro transcription kits, more specifically, the ability to effectively cap the mRNA. The RLUs recorded for any particular clone also depended on the cell density of the cells being transfected. The greater the number of cells present, the higher the RLUs observed. Thus, the modified reporter constructs were only compared to their parental clone in vitro transcribed from the same master mix and transfected on the same day (Figure 25). Minimally, each mutant RNA was in vitro-transcribed and transfected on three separate occasions.

3.13 Effect Of A Short 5’ Leader And Stable Hairpin Structure On Downstream Initiation

One possible explanation for the differential effects of uORF optimization in the S1 and β-globin mRNAs is the length of the 5’-UTRs. The 40S ribosomal subunit occupies approximately the first 30-40 nucleotides upon cap binding (Kozak, 1977; Lazarowitz and Robertson, 1977). The relatively short, 24-nucleotide, S1 5’-UTR might therefore facilitate leaky scanning past the optimized p10 AUG triplet (Kozak, 1988; Kozak, 1991a; Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002; Sedman, Gelembiuk, and Mertz, 1990). To
Figure 25. Transfection of different RNA preparations on different days results in a range of RLUs but the same overall trend. A. β-RL and β-ORF-RL RNA were prepared on four separate occasions, transfected into QM5 cells and the cell lysates were analyzed for RL activity. Each sample was transfected in duplicate and the RLUs obtained were averaged. The average RLU obtained from the mock-transfected cells (Blank) was subtracted from the average RLU of each sample. The fold-change in expression level was obtained by dividing the RLUs from the mutant construct by the RLUs obtained from the parental construct. B. β-σCRL, β-p10opt and β-p17opt RNA were prepared on four or five separate occasions, transfected into QM5 cells and the cell lysates were analyzed for RL activity. The fold-change in expression levels was determined as outline in part A.
Figure 26. Extension of the S1 5′-UTR does not promote further inhibition of σC-RL expression. A. Diagram depicting a capped σC-RL mRNA 5′-terminally extended with the β-globin 5′-UTR. The 5′ leader of p10opt and p17opt were also extended by the addition of the β-globin 5′-UTR. B. The βσC-RL constructs were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=4) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental βσC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
test this possibility, the rabbit β-globin 5′-UTR was inserted upstream of the full-length σC-RL, p10optRL and p17optRL mRNAs (Figure 26A). Extension of the S1 5′-UTR did not alter σC-RL expression levels when the p17 start site was optimized (73 ± 4%, compare with Figure 22), however, the extended 5′-UTR slightly increased, rather than decreased, σC-RL synthesis from the β-p10opt construct (67 ± 9%, compare with Figure 22; Figure 26B). These results clearly demonstrate that the length of the S1 5′-UTR is not responsible for the remarkable retention in downstream initiation upon optimization of either the p10 or p17 start sites.

To further examine the role leaky scanning plays in translation initiation at the σC AUG triplet, a stable hairpin structure capable of blocking scanning ribosomes on the 5′ side of the hairpin (Kozak, 1986a; Kozak, 1989a; Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1985) was introduced into the S1 mRNA. The same hairpin structure that had previously been shown to abolish expression when inserted at the extreme 5′-end of the S1 mRNA (Figure 21) was inserted between S1 nucleotides 222 and 223 (Figure 27A, top panel), generating the construct σC-RL hp 223. Luciferase assay of cells RNA-transfected with clone σC-RL hp 223 revealed a significant reduction in downstream expression (Figure 27B; 61 ± 4%) compared to the parental construct, suggesting that at least some of the ribosomes that access the σC start site may do so by scanning through this region of the S1 mRNA, and thus can be blocked by a stable hairpin. As with the uORF optimization experiments performed above (Figure 19 and Figure 22) however, the level of inhibition observed was not as substantial as that reported in the literature (Kozak, 1986a). Most remarkably, ribosomes were still able to initiate translation at the σC start site, although to a lesser extent (19 ± 1%), when faced with two significant barriers to scanning ribosomes in construct p10opt hp 223 that contained both the hairpin and an optimized p10 start site. If translation initiation at the σC AUG triplet is due to ribosome scanning, ribosomes must be undergoing some form of enhanced leaky scanning in order to bypass two significant barriers.

To examine the effect the stable hairpin structure has on downstream initiation even further, the same hairpin was inserted between S1 nucleotides 579 and 580 (σC-RL hp 579; Figure 27A, bottom panel). The hairpin structure was once again able to significantly inhibit σC-RL reporter expression (Figure 27B), but unlike when present
Figure 27. Expression of the σC-RL ORF was not abolished by the presence of a stable hairpin structure. A. Diagram depicting a capped σC-RL mRNA with a stable hairpin structure ($\Delta G = -60$ kcal/mol) inserted either between S1 nucleotides 222 and 223 or 579 and 580. The stable hairpin was also inserted with the p10optRL and p17optRL constructs. B. The parental and mutant constructs were in vitro-transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=4-5) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***)
between nucleotides 223 and 224, the presence of an optimized p10 start site did not inhibit expression any further. Surprisingly, the presence of an optimized p17 AUG codon actually relieved some of the inhibition imposed by the inserted secondary structure. Together, these results suggest that some ribosomes do scan the S1 mRNA upstream of the σC start site, while others may access the downstream AUG triplet by some other means that may require precise folding of the S1 mRNA, since the presence of the hairpin structure appears to have differential effects depending on its location within the RNA.

3.14 The 3’- But Not The 5’-End Of The S1 Genome Segment Is Required For σC Translation Initiation

Although most eukaryotic mRNAs possess a poly(A) tail at their 3’-terminus that synergistically enhances translation initiation through the ability of PABP to interact with the poly(A) tail and eIF4G, the ARV S1 genome segment is not polyadenylated. There are, however, many examples of viral mRNAs that lack a poly(A) tail but whose 3’-ends are still capable of enhancing translation (Guo, Allen, and Miller, 2001; Polacek, Friebe, and Harris, 2009). To examine whether the 3’-terminus of the S1 genome segment participates in translation initiation at the σC start site, the 3’-end of the σC-RL mRNA was progressively truncated (Figure 28A) and the resulting mRNA tested for luciferase activity. Truncation of the 3’-terminal 25 nucleotides, which removes a significant portion of the 33-nucleotide S1 3’-UTR, decreased translation from the σC start site by ~30% (Figure 28B). Further truncations of 50, 300 or 500 nucleotides had little, if any, additional effects on σC-RL translation. The 3’-terminus of the σC-RL construct therefore does exert some influence on translation initiation at the σC start site. It is unclear whether this region specifically affects ribosome access to the σC start site or generally affects translation of the σC-RL mRNA since the translation levels of the p10 or p17 ORFs were not examined. The exact role the 3’-terminus plays in translation is unknown, however the results suggest that this region may influence folding of the mRNA since a larger deletion of 800 nucleotides relieved the inhibition imposed by the smaller truncations (Figure 28B).

Having examined the influence of the 3’-region on translation initiation, similar experiments were conducted on the 5’-region. The σC-RL mRNA was progressively
Figure 28. The 3′-terminal region of the S1 mRNA affects upstream reporter production. A. Diagram depicting a capped σC-RL mRNA and indicating the location of the progressive 3′-truncations (∆25, ∆50, ∆300, ∆500 and ∆800; numbers refer to the number of 3′-terminal nucleotides deleted from σC-RL). B. The 3′-truncation transcripts were transfected into QM5 cells and the cell lysates were subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=5) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.05 and p<0.01) are indicated (* and **).
truncated from the 5′-terminus and tested for luciferase activity (Figure 29A). Deletion of
the 5′-terminal 147 nucleotides of the σC-RL mRNA, which removed the 5′-UTR and
half of the p10 ORF including the two in-phase p10 start codons at nucleotides 25 and 34,
had no significant effect on σC translation (Figure 29B). This suggests that the two
suboptimal p10 AUGs are not recognized efficiently as initiation codons and have little
effect on ribosome access to the σC start site. Deletion of the 5′-proximal 303
nucleotides, which placed the σC start codon in the 5′-proximal position, did however
cause an approximate 3.5-fold increase in σC expression. This latter result suggests that
an important negative regulatory element resides between S1 nucleotides 148-303. As
mentioned above, the p17 start codon has an A residue in the -3 position, placing it in a
good context for translation initiation, suggesting that it might present as a barrier to
scanning ribosomes.

Interestingly, translation of the mRNAs transcribed from plasmids pARV-Δ79 and
pARV-Δ147 resulted in no σC expression (Figure 15). As with the RNA transfections,
further truncation to Δ303 restored σC translation in plasmid DNA transfections to levels
slightly higher than those obtained from full-length S1 mRNA. The Δ79 and Δ147
truncations were the only significant discrepancies observed between results obtained
using the two different transfection protocols. The basis for this discrepancy is unclear,
but highlighted the rationale for development of the RNA transfection approach. As
previously stated, I favour the results obtained from the RNA transfections due to the
presence of authentic 5′- and 3′-termini and the absence of the poly(A) tail, but recognize
that insertion of the RL ORF could result in global changes in mRNA folding that affect
the mechanism of ribosome access to the σC start site.

3.15 The p17 Start Codon And The Presence Of Additional AUG Triplets Within
The p17 Region Block Scanning Ribosomes

The 5′-truncation results suggested that the strong context of the p17 start codon
might serve as a barrier to ribosome access to the σC start site. To ensure that the 5′-
truncations did not affect downstream translation initiation due to the altered length of the
5′-end or by affecting secondary structure, the extent of inhibition, if any, the four AUG
codons (numbered sequentially, 5′ to 3′ and given the designation M1-M4 in Figure 30A)
Figure 29. Translation initiation at the σC start codon is independent of the 5′-proximal 147 nucleotides. A. Diagram depicting a capped σC-RL mRNA indicating the location of the progressive 5′-truncations (Δ19, Δ27, Δ79, Δ147, and Δ303; numbers refer to the number of 5′-terminal nucleotides deleted from σC-RL). B. The in vitro transcribed 5′ truncations were transfected into QM5 cells and the cell lysates were subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01) are indicated (**).
Figure 30. The p17 start site acts as an efficient barrier against scanning ribosomes. 

A. Diagram depicting a capped σC-RL mRNA indicating the location of the methionine codons located upstream of the σC AUG codon that were subjected to site-directed mutagenesis (M1-M4), either individually or in combination. 

B. The parental (σC-RL) and methionine point substitution transcripts were in vitro transcribed and subsequently transfected into QM5 cells. The cell lysates were subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01 and p<0.001) are indicated (** and ***).
have on σC start codon selection was examined by single nucleotide point substitution (AUG to AUC) of these codons, either individually or in various combinations. Individual or combined substitution of the two p10 start codons (M1 and M2) had no significant effect on σC expression (Figure 30B). This result was in agreement with the 5′-truncation results suggesting these start codons do not serve as a barrier to ribosome access to the σC start site, and coincides with the reinitiation-independent model of σC translation initiation (Figure 16). The same situation applied to M4, the AUG codon near the end of the p10 ORF, when substituted either individually or in combination with M1 and/or M2. Despite the good context of the M4 AUG, with a purine in the -3 position and the G residue in the +4 position, the M4 AUG codon does not impede translation from the σC AUG triplet. In contrast, rendering the M3 p17 start site non-functional had a significant stimulatory effect on σC production (~2-fold). Mutation of the p17 start site in combination with any of the AUG codons within the p10 ORF did not result in any further increase in σC expression. Simultaneous substitution of all four uAUGs, creating a monocistronic mRNA, resulted in ~2.7-fold increase in luciferase activity, which is higher than that observed when only the p17 start codon was removed (Figure 30) and in agreement with the level of initiation observed via Western blotting from the monocistronic S1 mRNA derived from the plasmid pS1-Mono (Figure 8C). Translation of the p17 ORF therefore does inhibit σC expression, if only modestly, while the other uAUGs have minimal, if any, effect on translation from the σC start site.

The scanning model predicts that insertion of an AUG codon in an optimal context upstream of a main ORF should supplant downstream translation initiation (Kozak, 1984b). This prediction, along with the observation that the p17 start site plays an inhibitory role in downstream expression, led me to examine whether the insertion of additional AUG codons, in a strong context, within the p17 region could eradicate σC expression. Insertion of 24 heterologous nucleotides between S1 nucleotides 298 and 299 containing two additional AUG codons out of frame with the p17 ORF and in a strong context with A in the -3 and +4 positions, resulted in the creation of a mini-ORF 31 codons long that terminated 240 nucleotides upstream of the σC start site (mini-ORF1; Figure 31A). The creation of this mini-ORF with two strong start sites reduced the expression of the chimeric σC-RL ORF by 45 ± 3% (Figure 31B). To determine whether
Figure 31. Insertion of exogenous sequence containing AUG codons impairs but does not abolish σC-RL synthesis. A. Diagram depicting the insertion of 24 (underlined) or 78 exogenous nucleotides between S1 nucleotides 298 and 299 containing zero (24nt int), two (mini-ORF1) or four (mini-ORF2) additional AUG triplets. B. The parental (σC-RL) and modified constructs were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
the inserted sequence alone affected downstream translation initiation, two separate point substitutions within the 24-nucleotide insert (AUG to AUC) were created to eliminate the potential start sites (24nt int). Analysis of the 24nt int clone for luciferase activity demonstrated a slight decrease in σC production (23 ± 3%; Figure 31B). If the level of luciferase activity obtained from clone 24nt int is considered as the parental level of σC-RL translation (100%), the inhibitory effect of the two additional AUG start codons was relatively minor, reducing σC production by only 28 ± 2%. The inability of the inserted start sites to eliminate downstream translation initiation prompted the insertion of an additional 34 nucleotides containing two additional AUG codons in a strong context (mini-ORF2). The presence of four additional AUG codons in a strong context still did not abolish σC expression (Figure 31B), despite the fact that the σC start site now occurred downstream of eight uAUGs, six of which were in a good or strong context to serve as translation initiation codons.

It was possible that the residual luciferase activity observed from the constructs containing the inserted mini-ORFs was due to reinitiation at the σC start site upon termination of the mini-ORF (Kozak, 1984b). For this reason, as well as the observation that insertion of 24 nucleotides of heterologous sequence alone affected σC synthesis, additional uAUG codons were created without insertion of exogenous sequence and in-frame with the p17 ORF. Ribosomes initiating translation at these start sites should terminate at the p17 termination codon, downstream of the σC AUG start codon, thus preventing the possibility of reinitiation. Site-directed mutagenesis within the region of S1 nucleotides 359-530 enabled the creation of AUG codons in a strong context (A -3, G +4), either singly or in combination (referred to as M5-M7; Figure 32A). The presence of all the uAUGs in a strong context, either singly or in combination, did significantly decrease downstream initiation, as shown by a decrease in luciferase activity (Figure 32B). However, the presence of three additional AUG codons in a strong context still resulted in a significant level of luciferase activity (30.8 ± 5%; Figure 32B). These results suggest the S1 sequence is capable of enhancing the ability of the ribosome to bypass normally inhibitory upstream elements. Interestingly, the level of translation inhibition imparted by the insertion of all three additional start codons was no more severe than the insertion of two uAUGs, suggesting that ribosome migration through the p17 region can
Figure 32. The presence of additional AUG codons within the p17 reading frame significantly inhibits but does not eliminate σC-RL production. A. Diagram depicting the location of the AUG codons (M5-M7) created by site-directed mutagenesis within the p17 ORF. B. The parental (σC-RL) and modified constructs were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01 and p<0.001) are indicated (** and ***).
be completely blocked. If ribosomes were only able to reach the σC AUG codon by scanning the S1 mRNA in a linear fashion, at some point insertion of additional start sites should completely eliminate downstream expression. Since this was not the case, the residual translation occurring at the 3′-proximal ORF may be occurring by a scanning-independent mechanism.

### 3.16 S1 Nucleotides 366-392 Facilitate Cap-Dependent Internal Initiation

In search of an element capable of enhancing the ability of the ribosome to bypass upstream inhibitory elements and facilitate downstream initiation, and having already examined both the 5′- and 3′-ends of the S1 mRNA, I wanted to make progressively larger internal deletions downstream of the p17 start site. The design of various IRES elements enables them to position the 40S ribosomal subunit directly on top of or just upstream of the main AUG codon (Pestova et al., 1998; Pisarev, Shirokikh, and Hellen, 2005; Reynolds et al., 1995). With this in mind, I was also interested in examining the role of the sequence surrounding the σC start site using these internal deletions. Before this could be accomplished, however, a new parental construct had to be created (Figure 33A). The plasmid used up to this point initiated expression of σC-RL at the σC start codon, producing a chimeric RL protein with 41 additional amino acids at its N-terminus from the σC ORF. Any internal deletions that eliminated the σC start codon would therefore result in expression of authentic, non-chimeric RL with different enzymatic activity than that of the chimeric σC-RL form of the protein. Relative luciferase activity of the internal deletions could therefore not be compared to the σC-RL fusion protein. Thus, a new S1 expression plasmid had to be created that included the σC sequence present upstream of the RL ORF but in a context that would prevent initiation at the σC start site. To this end, the three AUG codons within the 121 nucleotides of the σC ORF present upstream of the RL ORF were point substituted to AUC. Point substitution of the third σC AUG codon in this region unfortunately also eliminated the p17 stop codon, ultimately creating a p17-RL chimera. To prevent the formation of this new chimeric protein, a stop codon was created within the p17 reading frame at nucleotide 517, upstream of the RL ORF, creating the S1-RL parental construct (Figure 33A).
Figure 33. Expression of the σC-RL reporter ORF is independent of the translation termination location of the p17 protein. A. Diagram representation of a new parental mRNA, S1-RL, where the three AUG codons present between S1 nucleotides 632 and 732 (represented by x) were point mutated to AUC. An additional point mutation was made at S1 nucleotide 517, creating a stop codon in the p17 reading frame. B. A stop codon was created at nucleotide 517 within the p17 reading frame through point substitution in constructs σC-RL, p10optRL and p17optRL, thus creating σC-RL stp 517, p10opt stp 517 and p17opt stp 517, respectively. The modified plasmids were in vitro transcribed and RNA transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of σC-RL translation, normalized to the parental σC-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
To ensure that creation of the stop codon at nucleotide 517 did not adversely affect the method in which ribosomes access the internal σC start site, the same stop codon was created in the parental σC-RL construct, and in constructs p10optRL and p17optRL (σC-RL stp 517, p10opt stp 517 and p17opt stp 517, respectively). Transfection of the in vitro transcribed RNA and subsequent luciferase assays demonstrated a similar trend in σC expression in the presence of the stop codon at nucleotide 517, with an optimized p10 start site exerting a more pronounced inhibitory effect on σC-RL expression than an optimized p17 start codon, but with both constructs retaining significant levels of σC-RL expression (Figure 33B). This result validated the use of the new parental S1-RL construct, and also added to the literature on the p17 protein. Currently, all that is known about p17 is that it acts as a nucleocytoplasmic shuttling protein (Costas et al., 2005) that may retard cell proliferation (Liu et al., 2005). We can now state that the product of the p17 ORF is not required for translation initiation at the σC start codon.

The parental S1-RL construct was then used as a template to create progressively larger internal deletions that removed regions from the p17 ORF, extending to the σC start site (Figure 34A). These deletions included nucleotides 628-751 (Δ628-751RL), 593-751 (Δ593-751RL), 483-751 (Δ483-751RL), 422-751 (Δ422-751RL), 393-751 (Δ393-751RL), 366-751 (Δ366-751RL), and 312-751 (Δ312-751RL). In all internal deletion constructs tested, except Δ628-751RL and Δ593-745RL, translation of the p17 ORF would terminate 71 nucleotides (not including the stop codon) downstream of the RL AUG codon, a sufficient distance downstream so as to prevent the terminating ribosomes from interfering with initiation at the RL start codon (Sachs et al., 2002). A stop codon was created at nucleotide 517 of Δ628-751RL and Δ593-745RL to maintain consistency with the S1-RL parental construct. Following RNA transfection of these constructs and luciferase assays, results indicated that deletion of 124 nucleotides (Δ628-751RL), 159 nucleotides (Δ593-751RL), 269 nucleotides (Δ483-751RL), 330 nucleotides (Δ422-751RL) or 359 nucleotides (Δ393-751RL) had no effect on translation of the RL ORF (Figure 34B). However, removal of an additional 27 nucleotides (Δ366-751RL) resulted in a substantial decrease in σC production (45 ± 6%). Removal of an additional 54 nucleotides had no further substantial effect on translation of the RL ORF; RL
Figure 34. ARV S1 nucleotides 366-392 enhance downstream initiation. A. Diagrammatic depiction of the S1-RL cDNA modified by internal deletion (deletion of nucleotides 312 – 751, 366 – 751, 393-751, 423-751, 483-751, 593-751 and 628-751) through restriction digestion and ligation. The p17 ORF, in clones Δ312-751RL, Δ366-751RL, Δ393-751RL, Δ423-751RL and Δ483-751RL, terminates 71 nucleotides downstream of the RL AUG codon (not including the stop codon). The black portion of the p17 ORF represents translation out of frame with RL. Constructs Δ628-751RL and Δ593-751RL were point mutated at nucleotide 517 to create a stop codon within the p17 reading frame. The p17 ORF now terminates translation 84 nucleotides upstream of the RL AUG start site (not including the termination codon and including the restriction site sequence). B. The S1-RL parental and modified constructs were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3-5) of the relative level of RL translation, normalized to the parental S1-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
expression was decreased by 50 ± 3% in the (Δ312-751RL) construct. These results suggested that S1 nucleotides 366 to 392 are necessary for optimal expression of a downstream ORF in the S1 mRNA. The internal deletion constructs also indicated that the sequence immediately surrounding the σC AUG codon is not necessary for translation from the internal start codon on the S1 mRNA, and that once the ribosome is positioned internally it is capable of initiating translation at the next proximal AUG start site.

The ability of S1 nucleotides 366-392 to promote optimal σC production suggests that this region either enhances ribosome scanning past the strong p17 start site, or that nucleotides 366-392 contain an element involved in internal translation initiation. In attempt to distinguish between these two possibilities, the p17 AUG start codon was point substituted to AUC in the S1-RL parental background and in the Δ366-751RL internal deletion construct (S1-RL M3 and Δ366-751RL M3; Figure 35A). Since removal of the p17 start codon promotes translation of the downstream ORF by ~2-3-fold (Figure 30), presumably by removing a barrier to scanning ribosomes, and if S1 nucleotides 366-392 are required only to promote scanning past the p17 start site, then the Δ366-751RL construct lacking the p17 start codon should also generate levels of luciferase activity ~2-3-fold higher than those observed in the parental S1-RL construct. Such was not the case; removal of the p17 start codon from the Δ366-751RL construct did not increase levels of luciferase activity, which were in fact decreased by ~30% relative to the parental S1-RL construct (Figure 35B). Viewed another way, the levels of luciferase activity from the Δ366-751RL construct (Figure 34B) and the Δ366-751RL construct lacking the p17 start codon (Figure 35B) were similar. These results suggested that S1 nucleotides 366-392 are necessary for more than enabling enhanced scanning past the p17 start codon.

Perhaps S1 nucleotides 366-392 facilitate internal translation initiation by providing the mRNA with a suitable length in which to fold into the appropriate secondary structure. Mauro and colleagues (2006) have suggested a ribosomal tethering and clustering hypothesis to explain the ability of ribosomes to bypass uAUGs and stable hairpin structures. The tethering hypothesis posits that translation efficiency is determined in part by the accessibility of the internal initiation codon (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006). Deletion of S1 nucleotides 366-392 could alter the natural folding of the mRNA, thus making the σC start site inaccessible to ribosomes bound to
Figure 35. ARV S1 nucleotides 366-392 do not enhance leaky scanning. A. Diagram depicting the S1-RL and Δ366-751 cDNAs modified by site-directed mutagenesis of the p17 start site (AUG to AUC). B. The parental S1-RL M3 and modified construct were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of RL translation, normalized to the parental S1-RL M3 construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01) are indicated (**).
the 5’-cap structure. To test this hypothesis, the Δ366-751RL construct was extended by the insertion of 114 heterologous nucleotides between the S1 sequence and the RL AUG codon (Δ366-751intRL construct; Figure 36A). The Δ366-751intRL mRNA is similar in length to Δ483-751RL, a construct that produced levels of luciferase activity similar to the parental S1-RL construct. Insertion of the 114 heterologous nucleotides did not rescue the ability of ribosomes to reach the RL AUG codon, as indicated by the reduced luciferase activity from Δ366-751intRL compared to S1-RL (Figure 36B). The inhibition in downstream initiation observed from Δ366-751RL is therefore not simply due to the length of the mRNA, suggesting that S1 nucleotides 366-392 harbour an element that is necessary for optimal leaky scanning-independent access to the 3’-proximal ORF.

The results described above indicated that the S1 mRNA sequence enhances translation of a downstream initiation codon. Closer examination of the 27-nucleotide translation enhancer region (S1 nucleotides 366-392) revealed the presence of two six-nucleotide sequences (cccauc and auacau) that are complementary to chicken (Gallus gallus) 18S rRNA nucleotides 1549-1544 and 101-96 (gguug and uauuga, respectively; Figure 37B). Alignment of the S1 cDNA sequences of 27 ARV isolates from chickens and ducks indicated complete conservation of rRNA binding site 1 (RBS1) but not rRNA binding site 2 (RBS2; Figure 38). Various reports demonstrate that 40S ribosomal subunits can be recruited to internal mRNA positions by base-pairing between the mRNA and 18S rRNA, and that this intermolecular interaction is important for translation efficiency (Chappell et al., 2006; Panopoulos and Mauro, 2008; Yueh and Schneider, 2000). To investigate the possibility that the S1 translation enhancer region base-pairs with 18S rRNA, RBS1 and RBS2 were point mutated to disrupt potential base-pairing between S1 mRNA and 18S rRNA (Figure 37C). RBS1 encompasses S1 nucleotides 370-375, while RBS2 includes nucleotides 386-391. Point mutation of S1 nucleotides 370, 371 and 375 within the Δ393-751RL backbone (RBS1.1) inhibited RL activity by 45 ± 7%, as did replacement of S1 nucleotides 372 and 373 (RBS1.2; a 47 ± 4% decrease in luciferase activity). Point mutation of nucleotides 370, 371 and 375 in the Δ423-745RL backbone also significantly inhibited RL activity (36 ± 2%). Conversely, point substitution of S1 nucleotides 388 and 389 in RBS2 had no significant effect on
Figure 36. Expansion of Δ366-751RL with exogenous sequence does not rescue reporter translation. A. Diagram indicating the location of the 114 nucleotide insert (int) into the Δ366-751RL clone. The exogenous nucleotides were inserted between S1 nucleotide 365 and the first nucleotide of the RL ORF (denoted by white box). B. The S1-RL and Δ366-751intRL clones were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=4) of the relative level of RL translation, normalized to the parental S1-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01) are indicated (**).
Figure 37. Disruption of the putative 18S rRNA complementarity region inhibits reporter synthesis. A. Diagram of the Δ393-751RL mRNA indicating the location of the two putative ribosome binding sites (RBS1 and RBS2). B. S1 sequence of the 27-nucleotide translation enhancer region (S1 nucleotides 366-392), indicating the location of RBS1 and RBS2 (bold and underlined), aligned with the complementary region within 18S rRNA (numbers flanking complementary region indicate location within 18S rRNA sequence). C. The parental S1-RL and modified constructs were in vitro transcribed and RNA transfected into QM5 cells (left side). Construct Δ393-751RL was modified by point substitution of nucleotides 370, 371 and 375 (RBS1.1) or nucleotides 372 and 372 (RBS1.2). Construct Δ422-751RL was also modified by point substitution at S1 nucleotides 370, 371 and 375 (RBS1.1) and 388 and 389 (RBS2) (right side). Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3-4) of the relative level of RL translation, normalized to the parental S1-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.01 and p<0.001) are indicated (** and ***).
Figure 38. **Alignment of S1 cDNA sequences.** Alignment of S1 nucleotides 356-395 from six ARV isolates. Consensus nucleotides are indicated (*) and RBS1 and RBS2 regions are boxed.
translation of the RL ORF. These results suggest that RBS1, not RBS2, may be responsible for downstream translation initiation.

3.17 An Optimized p17 Start Site Inhibits Downstream Expression In A Heterologous mRNA

To determine whether an optimized p17 start site functions in a manner similar to that seen in the full-length S1 mRNA, S1 nucleotides 267 to 320, with an optimized p17 start codon, were inserted into the 5’-UTR of construct β-RL (Figure 39A; β-p17opt#1-RL). A larger S1 insert, S1 nucleotides 260-393 (β-p17opt#2-RL), was also created because the former insert did not include the putative translation enhancer element RBS1 identified in Figure 37. Luciferase assays of lysates harvested from QM5 cells RNA-transfected with RNA derived from β-p17opt#1-RL unexpectedly revealed a level of inhibition in RL activity (82 ± 4%; Figure 39B) more similar to the positive control β-ORF-RL (Figure 24) than the ARV p17opt mRNA (Figure 22). Surprisingly RL activity was similarly inhibited in clone β-p17opt#2-RL (83 ± 2%) as it was in clone β-p17opt#1-RL. These data would suggest that although the putative translation enhancer element RBS1 may function to enhance downstream translation in the context of the S1 mRNA, it is unable to do so in a heterologous mRNA. RBS1 is therefore necessary, but not sufficient, for optimal expression of a downstream ORF suggesting that other features of the S1 mRNA work in conjunction with RBS1 to promote ribosome access to downstream start sites.
Figure 39. The optimized p17 start site functions according to the leaky scanning model when present within a heterologous mRNA. A. Diagram depicting the insertion of S1 nucleotides 267-320 or 260-393, both with an optimized p17 AUG codon into the UTR of β-RL, creating a bicistronic mRNA (β-p17opt#1RL and β-p17opt#2RL, respectively). B. The mono- and bi-cistronic constructs were in vitro transcribed and transfected into QM5 cells. Cell lysates were harvested and subjected to luciferase assay. Results are reported as the mean ± S.E. (n=3) of the relative level of RL translation, normalized to the parental β-RL construct. Expression levels significantly different from the parental construct (p<0.001) are indicated (***).
CHAPTER 4: Discussion

4.1 Overview

The S1 genome segment of the ARV is functionally tricistronic, encoding three independent protein products from three sequential, partially overlapping ORFs (Shmulevitz et al., 2002). This unusual tricistronic arrangement of ORFs must influence the mechanism(s) of translation control on the mRNA since the dogma of translation initiation, the cap-dependent scanning model, suggests that ribosomes would normally only efficiently translate the 5΄-proximal ORF. The tricistronic nature of the S1 mRNA indicates that translation initiation complexes must bypass two uORFs and four methionine codons in order to reach the 3΄-proximal σC start site, which lies 630 nucleotides downstream from the 5΄-cap. To add to the complexity of the S1 mRNA, ribosomes translating the mRNA generate a nonstructural, membrane-bound p10 FAST protein, a nonstructural nucleocytoplasmic shuttling protein, p17, and σC, an essential structural protein involved in virus-cell attachment. Four alternate mechanisms of translation initiation may be responsible for initiation on the S1 mRNA; an IRES element, ribosomal reinitiation, ribosome shunting, and leaky scanning. Based on the suboptimal context of the p10 start site, it seems plausible that leaky scanning may be at least partially involved in downstream initiation. Previous studies (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000; Shmulevitz et al., 2002), and results presented herein, indicate that translation of the p10 and p17 ORFs are in fact coordinated via leaky scanning. The mechanism of translation initiation at the σC AUG codon, the main subject of this research project, appears to occur by two independent mechanisms, context-independent leaky scanning and scanning-independent ribosome handoff from the 5΄-cap.

4.2 Translation Of The σC ORF Occurs Efficiently From The Full-Length mRNA

Although many plant and animal viruses appear to produce polycistronic mRNAs in which only the 5΄-proximal AUG is translated, they in fact frequently harbour cryptic promoters and/or splice sites that position the “silent” 3΄-cistron in the 5΄-proximal position (Kozak, 2002). Northern blot analysis revealed a single S1-specific transcript in cells transfected with plasmid pARV-S1 (Figure 8A), indicating that translation of the σC ORF occurs from the full-length, tricistronic S1 mRNA and not from alternate splicing to
generate a truncated mRNA that places the σC AUG codon in the 5’-proximal position. This conclusion is further supported by RNA transfection studies using a non-functional cap analogue or a hairpin inserted in the 5’-UTR, both of which dramatically reduced or eliminated σC expression (Figure 21). This would not be the case if RNA degradation generated a truncated, monocistronic mRNA for σC expression. Expression of the σC ORF therefore derives from a full-length S1 mRNA.

The scanning model of translation initiation predicts that the presence of uAUGs should impede translation of a downstream start codon since 40S subunits scan the mRNA until the first AUG codon in a favourable context is encountered (Kozak, 1989c). The efficiency with which ribosomes access the σC AUG triplet was therefore examined by deleting the four AUG codons that are situated upstream of the σC start site by site-directed mutagenesis, thus creating a monocistronic S1 mRNA (pARV-S1mono) where the σC start site occurs in the 5’-proximal position. Quantitative Western blot analysis of lysates from cells transfected with pARV-S1mono revealed a 2.3-fold increase in σC expression compared to σC translation from the polycistronic mRNA (Figure 8B), although variability in the quantitative Western blots made this increase statistically insignificant. This result was confirmed via RNA transfection of a σC-RL reporter mRNA that was also subjected to nucleotide point substitution to delete the four uAUGs (Figure 30; Mono). Analysis of luciferase activity from the reporter constructs revealed a significant 2.6-fold increase in translation initiation from the monocistronic mRNA compared to the parental σC-RL construct. These results suggest that the uAUGs do exert an inhibitory effect on downstream translation initiation, although the extent of inhibition was relatively modest. By comparison, removal of the uORFs present within the yeast GCN4, mouse ATF4 and human GADD34 mRNAs, results in an approximate 30-500-fold increase in expression of the main ORF (Harding et al., 2000; Lee, Cevallos, and Jan, 2009; Mueller and Hinnebusch, 1986). Together, the above results indicate that σC translation initiation occurs from the full-length S1 mRNA in a manner that is almost as efficient as linear scanning of a monocistronic version of the same mRNA, since translation of the downstream ORF appears to be relatively unaffected by the presence of uAUGs.
4.3 Quantitative Analysis Of Western Blots, Luciferase Assays And Real-Time PCR

The Western blots presented are representative of all blots analyzed for that particular set of constructs, and analysis of the blots was performed quantitatively (Figure 9). It should be noted that to accurately analyze the fold-change in protein band intensity, various factors had to be taken into consideration. For example, serial dilutions of lysates obtained from cells transfected with the parental and altered mRNA had to be loaded onto the same gel to obtain the linear range of exposure. The membrane also had to be probed for an internal control, such as actin, at the same time as the protein(s) of interest. Surprisingly, two-fold dilutions did not result in a linear range of exposure for the S1 encoded proteins, indicating that they fell outside of the linear range much more quickly than anticipated. For this reason, lysates were loaded in 1 μg decreasing amounts. Also, a minimum of three independent experiments had to be analyzed in order to have confidence in the percent/fold change in expression reported. Knowing that such extensive measures must be undertaken to accurately interpret Western blot results, examination of the literature should be performed more critically. For example, translation of the human papilomavirus type 18 E1 protein was suggested to occur via ribosome shunting, regardless of the presence of the E7 ORF upstream (Remm, Remm, and Ustav, 1999). The Western blots presented in this report however, were not performed quantitatively (i.e. no serial dilution of lysates or loading control). A number of the blots are also under or over loaded, thus making interpretation of the results that much more difficult.

As with analysis of the Western blots, correct interpretation of the luciferase assays could only occur with examination of multiple independent experiments (Figure 25). I discovered that although the capping efficiency between in vitro transcription kits was approximately the same, slight variations might have occurred and with the variations in capping efficiency would come differences in protein expression. Also, due to unavoidable differences in seeding densities between experiments, luciferase activity obtained from each altered mRNA could only be compared to its respective parental construct in vitro transcribed from the same transcription kit and transfected on the same day. Again, examination of the literature revealed that not all experiments were conducted in such a quantitative manner and thus, the interpretation of these results
should be re-examined. For example, luciferase expression was used to analyze the effect the 3′-UTR of Bunyamwera orthobunyavirus S-segment has on translation efficiency (Blakqori, van Knippenberg, and Elliott, 2009). In this study, the authors describe the use of in vitro transcription kits in the production of luciferase reporter mRNAs, which were subsequently transfected into cells. Unfortunately, they do not indicate whether each experiment used a different batch of in vitro transcribed mRNA or whether the same mRNA was used each time. Also, a couple of their figures represent less than three experiments. The need to conduct quantitative experiments, as described for Western blot and luciferase assay analyses, is especially important when the change in expression level is minor (< 3-fold).

Similar cautions apply to qRT-PCR approaches to quantify transcripts. Normal qRT-PCR is performed in a quantitative manner, however, RNA transfection of in vitro transcribed mRNA adds another level of difficulty to the system. Due to the large amount of RNA added to the QM5 cells, a substantial quantity of the RNA remained on the surface of the cells at the time of harvesting. The presence of even minor amounts of residual RNA on the outside of cells interferes with accurate quantitation of the intracellular concentration of RNA. For this reason cells were treated with RNase A prior to RNA extraction to degrade any remaining extracellular RNA (Figure 23). I have yet to encounter any literature that takes this factor into consideration.

4.4 Expression Of The σC ORF Is Not Mediated By Previously Described Alternate Translation Initiation Mechanisms

4.4.1 IRES-Independent

The cap-dependent scanning model of translation initiation cannot explain σC ORF expression from the full-length S1 mRNA, and so the alternate models of translation initiation were examined. A common mechanism by which ribosomes bypass uAUGs and initiate internally, particularly on viral mRNAs, is through the use of an IRES element (Fitzgerald and Semler, 2009; Hellen and Sarnow, 2001). The highly structured IRES elements are normally found within the 5′-UTR of the mRNA and direct internal initiation in a cap-independent manner. Since the ARV S1 mRNA possesses a 5′-cap (Furuichi et al., 1975; Furuichi, Muthukrishnan, and Shatkin, 1975) and the 5′-leader is only 24 nucleotides long, it seems unlikely that the ARV S1 mRNA contains a previously
described IRES element. Analysis of the bicistronic construct in which the S1 mRNA was inserted downstream of the EGFP-encoding ORF provides additional evidence by failing to produce any trace of the σC protein, even upon extended exposure of the fluorogram (Figure 13). Furthermore, co-transfection of QM5 cells with pARV-S1 and pPV2A, a plasmid expressing the poliovirus 2A protease, actually inhibited σC translation (Figure 14B), contrary to the result expected if an IRES element were responsible for σC initiation. The virally encoded 2A protease enhances IRES activity by cleaving eIF4G at its N-terminus, ultimately separating the regions that bind eIF3 and eIF4E, thus preventing cap-dependent 40S recruitment to the mRNA (Etchison et al., 1982; Krausslich et al., 1987). Excluding Hepatitis A virus, none of the other viral IRES elements require an intact eIF4G for proper functioning (Jackson, 2005), suggesting that the S1 mRNA is devoid of an IRES element. This hypothesis was confirmed by direct analysis of the importance of the 5′-cap on σC translation through analysis of in vitro transcribed S1 mRNA with and without a functional cap structure and with a stable hairpin structure present at the 5′-terminus (Figure 21). The importance of the 5′-cap and an intact eIF4G protein for σC translation indicates that internal initiation on the S1 mRNA occurs in a cap-dependent, IRES-independent manner.

4.4.2 Reinitiation-Independent

A translation termination-reinitiation mechanism was suggested to be responsible for translation initiation at the σC ORF (Kozak, 2002). This mechanism suggests that the p10 ORF plays a dual role, to encode the p10 polypeptide and to escort ribosomes past the strong p17 start codon. This reinitiation theory is strengthened by the absence of extraneous AUG triplets in the 308 nucleotides that separates the p10 termination codon and the σC start codon, and by the length of the intergenic region (~300 nucleotides), which would allow re-scanning ribosomes enough time to reacquire the eIF2-GTP-Met-tRNAi ternary complex necessary to initiate translation at the σC ORF. Cellular mRNAs, such as those encoding the glycine tRNA synthetase and the transcription factors C/EBPα and C/EBPβ, utilize the presence of an uORF to shuttle ribosomes past a preferred start site (Calkhoven, Muller, and Leutz, 2000; Mudge et al., 1998). However, three lines of evidence show that σC expression is not the result of reinitiation upon translation
termination of the p10 ORF. First, optimization of the p10 start site, which increases p10 translation ~6-fold, did not result in a concurrent increase in σC synthesis (Figure 11) as would be expected due to the increased number of ribosomes potentially able to undergo reinitiation. Second, the presence of premature stop codons within the p10 reading frame (Figure 16) that should cause re-scanning ribosomes to encounter the p17 start codon did not diminish σC translation. The strong context of the p17 AUG start codon, with the preferred A residue in the -3 position (Kozak, 1981; Kozak, 1984a), would be expected to at least partially inhibit scanning 40S subunits from reaching the σC start site. Figures 29 and 30 demonstrate that the p17 start site is sufficient to block most scanning ribosomes. The inability of the p17 start site to impede scanning ribosomes when stop codons were inserted in the p10 ORF demonstrates that translation initiation at the σC start codon does not proceed via a reinitiation mechanism. This is particularly true for the p10stp84 construct, which contains a 209 nucleotide intergenic region and when translated, produces a 20 amino acid peptide, since both of these factors satisfy the requirements for maximal reinitiation (Kozak, 2001a). Third, RNA transfection of constructs containing a p10 start site deletion, either by truncation of the 5′-end of the S1 mRNA (Figure 29) or nucleotide substitution (AUG to AUC; Figure 30), had no negative effect on translation initiation at the σC start codon. If translation of the p10 ORF was required to escort ribosomes past the p17 start site, elimination of the p10 ORF should have resulted in a decrease in initiation at the σC AUG codon. Cumulatively, these results provide strong evidence in support of a reinitiation-independent mechanism for σC translation.

4.4.3 Ribosome Shunting

The best-studied examples of ribosomal shunting comes from the examination of translation initiation events on the 35S pgRNA of CaMV (Futterer et al., 1990; Futterer, Kiss-Laszlo, and Hohn, 1993; Park et al., 2001; Pooggin, Hohn, and Futterer, 2000), and the pgRNA of RTBV (Futterer et al., 1996; Pooggin et al., 2006), two plant pararetroviruses. In both examples, the 40S ribosomal subunit binds the 5′-cap and scans the mRNA until the first uORF is encountered. Translation, termination and release of the peptide encoded by uORFA must occur for shunting to proceed. The base of a strong stem-loop structure, which contains many uAUGs and can be divided into stem sections
1-3, is positioned six nucleotides downstream of the uORFA termination codon (Hemmings-Mieszczak, Steger, and Hohn, 1997; Pooggin, Hohn, and Futterer, 1998). Upon uORFA translation termination, the released 40S subunit still retaining initiation factors necessary for scanning and reinitiation but potentially not for unwinding secondary structure, shunts over an ~480 nucleotide structured region to reach the shunt landing site where the 40S subunit is able to scan the mRNA and reinitiate at the AUG codon of the first large viral ORF. The 19S RNA of CaMV acts as a monocistronic mRNA for the production of a transactivator/viroplasmin (TAV) protein (Driesen et al., 1993) that transactivates the expression of several uORFs on the CaMV 35S RNA by enabling ribosome reinitiation (Futterer and Hohn, 1991; Park et al., 2001). In contrast, ribosome shunting on the RTBV does not require a TAV-like protein and translation initiation of ORFII and ORFIII occurs by leaky scanning (Futterer et al., 1997). Similar sORF-stem-mediated shunting mechanisms have recently been discovered in a mammalian retrovirus (Schepetilnikov et al., 2009) and on a cellular mRNA (Sherrill and Lloyd, 2008). Examination of the arrangement of ORFs on the ARV S1 mRNA indicates that a sORF-stem-mediated ribosome shunt mechanism, as just described, is not responsible for translation initiation at the σC AUG codon. The ARV S1 mRNA does not encode a sORF, and if a stem-loop structure were present within the mRNA, it would have to be present within the coding region of the p10 and/or p17 ORFs.

Variation of the sORF-stem-mediated shunt mechanism has been described for adenovirus late mRNAs (Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2004; Yueh and Schneider, 2000), Sendai virus Y mRNA (de Breyne et al., 2003), human papillomavirus E1 mRNA (Remm, Remm, and Ustav, 1999), and duck hepatitis B virus (Cao et al., 2009; Sen, Cao, and Tavis, 2004). Like the shunt mechanism described above, shunting on these viral mRNAs also occurs in a cap-dependent manner and requires limited scanning of the mRNA 5’-terminus by the 40S subunit before it is translocated to an internal position on the mRNA. Unlike the CaMV and RTBV shunt mechanisms, however, translation of a sORF does not appear to be required on these viral mRNAs. As with the shunt mechanism operating on CaMV, a virally encoded protein, L4-100K, enhances shunting on the adenovirus late mRNAs by selectively binding eIF4G and the viral tripartite leader sequence in a phosphotyrosine-dependent manner (Xi, Cuesta, and Schneider, 2004; Xi,
Cuesta, and Schneider, 2005). The only viral proteins that could participate in σC translation initiation are those also translated from the S1 mRNA, p10 and p17, because no other viral proteins are present within the transfected cells. The ARV p10 protein is a plasma membrane-bound protein that induces cell-to-cell fusion (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000) and thus not a likely candidate for participation in the initiation reaction. The polypeptide encoded by the p17 ORF may function to reduce cell proliferation by activating p53 (Liu et al., 2005), therefore, it too is unlikely to be involved in translation initiation. Continued expression of the σC ORF from the full-length monocistronic mRNA (Figure 8 and Figure 30), and from an mRNA that produces a truncated version of the p17 polypeptide (Figure 33) confirms that translation initiation at the internal σC AUG codon does not require additional viral factors.

A common theme with all the shunting mechanisms presented is the requirement for limited scanning of the mRNA by the 40S subunit. Recruitment of the 40S subunit and its associated canonical initiation factors to the S1 mRNA in a cap-dependent manner (Figure 21) position the subunit such that it occupies the first 30-40 nucleotides of the mRNA (Kozak, 1977; Kozak and Shatkin, 1977). The bound subunit would therefore occlude the entire S1 5′-UTR and the first 5-10 nucleotides of the p10 ORF. Since optimization of the p10 ORF did not eliminate σC expression (Figure 11 and Figure 22), shunting of the pre-initiation complex past the p10 and p17 start sites would require little, if any, scanning of the S1 mRNA. Truncation of the 5′-end of the S1 mRNA confirmed that in an RNA based transfection system, the 5′-proximal 147 nucleotides do not possess a cis element necessary for shunting ribosomes past the strong p17 start codon (Figure 29). This result is in contrast with a similar 5′-truncation experiment performed using a DNA plasmid expression system (Figure 15), where removal of the 5′-proximal 79 and 147 nucleotides eliminated both p10 and σC expression. The DNA transfection result can be interpreted in one of two ways; first, deletion of both in-frame p10 AUG codons and subsequent inhibition in σC expression is consistent with a role for the p10 ORF in escorting ribosomes past the strong p17 start site in a reinitiation-dependent fashion. Since reinitiation has already been ruled out as the mechanism responsible for initiation at the σC start codon, the second possibility must be examined. The DNA plasmid 5′-truncation data is also consistent with the hypothesis that the truncations removed a cis
element necessary for shunting ribosomes past the p17 AUG codon. The reason for this apparent discrepancy between the DNA plasmid and RNA transfection based analysis systems is unknown, however, it has been reported that different transcription methods (i.e. transcription in the nucleus versus \textit{in vitro} transcription) can result in different messenger ribonucleoprotein complexes and differential folding, ultimately producing contradictory results (Kataoka et al., 2000; Koh and Mauro, 2009). Nuclear transcription of the 5’-truncated constructs would result in spliced transcripts carrying vector-derived sequence at both the 5’- and 3’-termini, in the presence of a poly(A) tail and in the presence of cellular proteins added to the mRNA during splicing and nuclear export (Erkmann and Kutay, 2004; Rodriguez, Dargemont, and Stutz, 2004). The \textit{in vitro} transcribed RNA would possess none of these extraneous factors and would therefore be more likely to adopt a folding pattern similar to that conferred by the virally transcribed mRNA. For these reasons, the result obtained from the RNA transfected 5’-truncation constructs that suggested that no \textit{cis} element necessary for ribosome shunting resides within the 5’-proximal 147 nucleotides is considered representative of the actual mechanism of translation initiation on the viral S1 mRNA. Taken together, the above results indicate that the S1 mRNA does not possess a \textit{cis} element within the 5’-proximal 147 nucleotides necessary for translation initiation at the σC start site, and internal initiation occurs independent of additional viral proteins and a sORF-stem-mediated ribosome shunting mechanism.

\textbf{4.4.4 Leaky Scanning}

The most common alternative mechanism of translation initiation, context-dependent leaky scanning, is a modification of the scanning model whereby ribosomes leak past the 5’-proximal AUG codon when they reside in a suboptimal context (Kozak, 2002). In mammals, the sequence ccA/GccAUGG is optimal for AUG triplet recognition, with an adenine in the -3 position (relative to the A of the AUG codon) being the most important and conserved nucleotide (Kozak, 1981; Kozak, 1984a; Kozak, 1987a). This optimal context normally results in almost complete inhibition of translation of a downstream ORF (for example, Chappell et al., 2006). In a now classical set of experiments, Kozak demonstrated that insertion of an AUG codon, with a A in the -3
position but differing in every other position of the consensus sequence, upstream of the preproinsulin gene was able to inhibit downstream expression by ~80%. Reiteration of the preproinsulin initiator codon in its natural context, with an A in the -3 position and a G in the +4 position, upstream of the preproinsulin gene completely abolished preproinsulin production (Kozak, 1984b). Also, insertion of the strong initiation signal (ccAacAUGG) upstream of the VP3 ORF of Simian virus 40 19S late mRNA inhibited VP3 expression up to 20-fold (Sedman and Mertz, 1988). I demonstrated a similar level of inhibition upon creation of an optimized start codon (ccAccAUGG) in the 5′-UTR of the β-RL mRNA construct, which decreased translation of the downstream ORF by ~95% (Figure 24). Many articles propose a leaky scanning model on their respective mRNAs, but close examination of the data would suggest something other than context-dependent leaky scanning was occurring (Castano, Ruiz, and Hernandez, 2009; Frederiks et al., 2009). The 1.6 kb subgenomic RNA of Pelargonium line pattern virus lacks a 5′-cap and 3′ poly(A) tail but is functionally tricistronic encoding three distinct proteins, p7, p9.7 and p37. The 370 nucleotide region upstream of the p37 ORF contains a single AUG codon, in a poor context, which opens the p7 ORF. Point substitution of the p9.7 GUG codon to AUG increased p9.7 expression by ~4-fold, while residual p37 synthesis ranged from ~30-80%. Insertion of two additional AUG codons in a good context in the p9.7 AUG background, thus making the p37 start site the fifth AUG present on the mRNA, further reduced p37 expression to a residual ~20% (Castano, Ruiz, and Hernandez, 2009). Although the authors suggest a context-dependent leaky scanning mechanism for translation of all three ORFs, the 4-fold increase in p9.7 expression in the presence of an AUG start site and the lack of a concurrent decrease in p37 synthesis, along with the residual ~20% p37 expression in the presence of four uAUGs, would suggest that a proportion of 40S subunits initiating translation at the p37 ORF may do so via an alternate mechanism.

The ARV p10 start site lies in a suboptimal context, suggesting that leaky scanning may play a role in downstream initiation. Transfection of a DNA plasmid carrying an optimized p10 AUG codon decreased p17 production by ~8-fold (Figure 10) and it increased p10 expression ~6-fold (Figure 11), indicating that p10 and p17 expression is coordinated by leaky scanning. Although the early literature on leaky
scanning proposes a complete inhibition of downstream expression in the presence of an optimized uAUG (Kozak, 1984b; Kozak, 1986b), more recent, quantitative work demonstrates that the inhibition is not always complete (Castano, Ruiz, and Hernandez, 2009; Wang and Rothnagel, 2004). Flow cytometric analysis of an EGFP reporter present in transiently transfected mammalian cells revealed the production of biologically significant protein levels from an mRNA containing multiple uAUGs (Wang and Rothnagel, 2004). The presence of one uAUG in an optimal context reduced downstream expression by 70-90%, while the presence of two uAUGs, one in good context, the other optimal, did not inhibit expression any further. These results are in contrast to the radiolabeled immunoprecipitation results presented earlier that indicated that a single uAUG in an optimal context can completely (100%) inhibit downstream expression (Kozak, 1984b).

If the results presented by Wang and Rothnagel (2004) more accurately represent the ability of the 40S subunit to bypass an uAUG, the residual p17 expression was not unexpected. The approximate 2-fold decrease in σC production observed upon p10 optimization is not proportional to the increase in p10 expression, suggesting that context-dependent leaky scanning past the p10 start site may play only a minor role in initiation of the 3′-proximal ORF. Not surprisingly, optimization of the p17 start site, which naturally possesses a strong context with an A in the -3 position, had no significant effect on translation initiation at the σC AUG in the context of plasmid DNA transfections (Figure 11). These results were confirmed by RNA transfection of a reporter construct carrying either an optimized p10 or p17 start site (Figure 22). Once again, optimization of the p10 AUG codon had a more pronounced effect on internal initiation than did p17 optimization. Even though uAUG optimization did significantly affect σC expression, there was a substantial level of translation retention, much more than anticipated according to the literature (Cao and Geballe, 1995; Futterer et al., 1997; Herzog, Guilley, and Fritsch, 1995; Kozak, 2002).

Remarkably, the inability of an optimized start site to eliminate downstream expression may be a particular feature of the S1 mRNA (Figure 24). One possible explanation for the residual luciferase activity due to internal initiation in the presence of an optimized p10 start codon is the proximity of the p10 AUG to the 5′-cap (Kozak,
Extension of the S1 5′-UTR with 77-nucleotides of heterologous sequence derived from the rabbit β-globin 5′-UTR actually increased, rather than decreased, the ability of the ribosome to initiate at the internal reporter ORF (Figure 26) indicating that the proximity of the p10 start site to the cap structure does not allow an elevated level of leak-through. Wang and Rothnagel (2004) suspected a similar cause for the significant level of residual downstream expression on their EGFP reporter mRNA that contained a 20-nucleotide 5′-UTR and an optimal uAUG. Extension of the EGFP reporter 5′-UTR to 94 nucleotides did not, however, affect translation initiation of the internal AUG codon (Wang and Rothnagel, 2004). Another interesting observation made from examining the effect of lengthening the S1 5′-UTR on internal initiation (Figure 26) was that in the framework of this mRNA, optimization of either the p10 or p17 start sites decreased translation of the reporter ORF to a similar extent (~30%). This suggests that whatever mechanism(s) ribosomes use to bypass the uORFs to reach the internal σC start codon, it is specific for the S1 mRNA and functions with equal efficiency at the p10 and p17 AUGs.

As discussed in the section on reinitiation, the strong p17 start site naturally acts as a significant barrier to scanning ribosomes (Figure 29 and Figure 30). The single nucleotide point substitution (AUG to AUC) results presented in Figure 30 also demonstrate that the three methionine codons that reside within the p10 reading frame do not adversely affect translation initiation at the σC AUG, even though Met4 (M4) is in a good context with a G in the -3 and +4 positions. The ability of an optimized p17 start site to decrease downstream initiation by no more than ~30% is somewhat surprising and suggests that some form of context-independent leaky scanning may be occurring on the S1 mRNA. Context-independent leaky scanning would require the 40S subunit to bypass an AUG codon despite the fact that it resides in an optimal context and for the subunit to continue scanning the mRNA until a more suitable start site is encountered. As demonstrated in other viral systems (Castano, Ruiz, and Hernandez, 2009; Futterer et al., 1997; Herzog, Guilley, and Fritsch, 1995), the lack of potential translation start codons between the p17 AUG triplet and the σC initiation site, in any reading frame, indicates that AUG codons are under strong negative selection in this region, supporting the notion that ribosomes may scan this region of the S1 mRNA to reach the downstream start site.
The negative selection proposal is supported by the fact that 19 AUG codons are present in the 1011 nucleotides downstream of the σC start site, which is in sharp contrast to the four methionines present in the 629 nucleotides upstream of σC. Addition of AUGs in a strong context downstream of the p17 AUG codon confirmed that ribosomes undergo context-independent leaky scanning on the S1 mRNA (Figure 31) since the presence of eight uAUGs, six of which are in either a good or strong context, decreased but never fully eliminated downstream translation. In context-dependent leaky scanning, the insertion of fewer additional AUGs decreased internal initiation more dramatically (Futterer et al., 1997; Herzog, Guilley, and Fritsch, 1995). Interestingly, creation of two uAUGs in-frame with the p17 ORF reduced downstream translation initiation to a level (~70%) comparable to the creation of three in-frame uAUGs (Figure 32). This result would suggest that all ribosomes scanning this region have been effectively inhibited and that the residual translation occurring at the 3′-proximal ORF is occurring by another mechanism.

To evaluate the ability of ribosomes to traverse a different obstacle, a stable hairpin structure (ΔG = -60 kcal/mol) known to inhibit scanning ribosomes on the 5′ side of the hairpin (Kozak, 1986a; Kozak, 1989a; Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1985), was introduced into the S1 mRNA (Figure 27). Although insertion of the stable hairpin structure significantly inhibited translation of the σC-RL reporter ORF regardless of its position within the S1 mRNA, it had a more pronounced effect when present within the p17 region (between S1 nucleotides 579 and 580) than it did when present within the p10 region (between S1 nucleotides 222 and 223). Also, the presence of two significant barriers to scanning ribosomes, the hairpin and an optimized AUG codon, still did not completely eliminate internal translation initiation and the extent to which these barriers functioned also differed. The more pronounced inhibitory effect on downstream initiation observed from construct p10opt hp 223, compared to σC-RL hp 223, clearly demonstrates that 80S ribosomes translating the optimized p10 ORF are not disrupting the hairpin structure, as might have been expected (Kozak, 1989a). Such disruption would have allowed scanning 40S subunits to migrate through the unwound region and initiate internal translation at a higher frequency, which was not the case. The residual σC translation in the presence of the hairpin structure is therefore unlikely to be due to such
an artifact. There is the possibility, however, that such a phenomenon is occurring upon p17 optimization (p17opt hp 579 vs σC-RL hp 579). Ribosomes translating the optimized p10 ORF would be unable to unwind the hairpin located between S1 nucleotides 579 and 580 because the p10 ORF terminates well upstream of this position. The increase in reporter expression seen from p17opt hp 579 compared to σC-RL hp 579 may be due to an increase in the number of ribosomes translating the p17 ORF, and thus enabling a more consistent flow of scanning 40S subunits through the hairpin. Ribosomes translating the p17 ORF would encounter a termination codon, however, approximately one-third of the way through the hairpin sequence. This would prevent further unwinding, although the extent of unwinding may have sufficiently affected the stability of the hairpin to enable a scanning subunit to migrate through the rest of the secondary structure. Why translating ribosomes might be able to unwind the hairpin when located within the p17 region and not when present within the p10 region is unknown. The influence translating ribosomes have on hairpin unwinding could be tested by point substitution of the either the p10 or p17 start sites. Removal of the initiation codon would prevent ribosome formation and thus should theoretically prevent hairpin unwinding.

Taken together, the results indicate a position-dependent effect of hairpin insertion, a finding similar to that demonstrated with a reporter mRNA (Babendure et al., 2006). Babendure and colleagues used a two-colour fluorescence assay for translation efficiency in living cells to demonstrate that shifting the hairpin by as little as nine nucleotides from the 5′ cap modulated translation by 50-fold. A caveat must be made in regards to this comparison however. The hairpin location that resulted in a 50-fold increase in translation efficiency was ten nucleotides from the 5′-cap and the hairpin used had a thermal stability of ΔG = -25 kcal/mol, while the hairpin used in the experiments was a minimum of 223 nucleotides from the 5′-cap and had a thermal stability of ΔG = -60 kcal/mol. Also, when more thermodynamically stable hairpins were used, > ΔG = -40 kcal/mol, the distance from the 5′-cap did not impact on translation efficiency (Babendure et al., 2006). Although the reason behind the potential position effect is unknown, it may be the result of either differences induced in mRNA secondary structure, or the hairpin located between S1 nucleotides 579 and 580 is able to inhibit not only context-independent leaky scanning ribosomes, but also ribosomes positioned within
this region of the mRNA via an as yet unidentified alternate mechanism (discussed below). Also, since hairpin insertion had a more pronounced effect on downstream inhibition than uAUG optimization, some ribosomes would appear to use a context-independent leaky scanning mechanism that does not allow them to circumvent a physical barrier like a hairpin structure. The level of downstream translation initiation in the presence of the hairpin may, therefore, reflect some form of scanning-independent ribosome migration.

The exact mechanism by which ribosomes are able to leak past uAUGs in an optimal context on the S1 mRNA is still unknown. However, I hypothesize that the S1 mRNA facilitates context-independent leaky scanning by directly or indirectly interacting with eIF1 and/or eIF1A bound to the 40S subunit. The initiation factors eIF1 and eIF1A play important roles in start codon recognition (Mitchell and Lorsch, 2008) with eIF1 being responsible for preventing premature engagement with a putative start codon by precluding the release of inorganic phosphate from eIF2 until an AUG codon is encountered (Algire, Maag, and Lorsch, 2005; Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). The initiation factor eIF1A facilitates pausing at the correct start codon long enough for initiation to proceed (Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). Studies have indicated that the N-and C-terminal tails of eIF1A are unstructured and play opposing roles in start codon recognition (Fekete et al., 2007; Pestova and Kolupaeva, 2002). The C-terminal tail naturally supports an open conformation on the 40S subunit, which promotes leaky scanning. The recruitment of a cellular factor or direct interaction with the 40S subunit by the S1 mRNA may prevent the proper functioning of either eIF1 or eIF1A, thus enabling context-independent leaky scanning.

Several approaches could be used to explore S1 RNA interactions with cellular initiation factors. A radiolabeled RNA probe containing the S1 mRNA region of interest could be used in electrophoretic mobility shift and nitrocellulose filter binding assays to test whether that particular region of the S1 mRNA was capable of interacting directly with cellular factors (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004), followed by mass spectroscopy to identify the bound factors. The position of specific regions of the S1 mRNA on the 40S subunit in the initiation factor complex could be determined using UV cross-linking of the mRNA containing uniquely positioned 4-thiouridines (4-thioU;
Pisarev et al., 2008). The mRNA would be *in vitro* transcribed using 4-thiouridine instead of uridine, in the presence of $^{32}$P. The $^{32}$P-labelled 4-thioU mRNA would then be incubated with purified 48S complexes and irradiated at 360nm. The regions of the 40S subunit that cross-link to the S1 mRNA would be identified by electrophoresis. This cross-linking method is easiest to interpret with a minimal number of thiouridines present within the mRNA, therefore the S1 mRNA region selected for examination would have to be relatively small, which unfortunately, may not accurately represent the actual interactions within the full-length S1 mRNA due to differential folding of the mRNA. A similar approach using 6-thioguanosine has demonstrated that this purine in the -3 and +4 positions of a reporter mRNA interacts with eIF2α and AA$_{1818-1819}$ in helix44 of 18S rRNA, respectively. This led the authors to hypothesize that these interactions help stabilize the changes that occur within the 48S initiation complex upon codon-anticodon base-pairing, which subsequently allows initiation to occur (Pisarev et al., 2006). Also, directed hydroxyl radical probing could be used to determine whether the locations/interactions of eIF1 and eIF1A on the 40S subunit are altered when bound to S1 mRNA compared to a control mRNA (Lomakin et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2009). In directed hydroxyl radical probing, specific cysteines on the surface of a protein (i.e. eIF1 or eIF1A) are tethered to Fe(II) by a linker. In the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ and ascorbic acid, hydroxyl radicals are generated near the Fe(II) site that are able to cleave the backbone of nearby RNA. The initiation factors eIF1 and eIF1A produce a predictable pattern of 18S rRNA cleavage in the presence of a reporter mRNA (Lomakin et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2009) and may thus produce an altered pattern of 18S rRNA cleavage when interacting with S1 mRNA.

The hairpin insertion data (Figure 27) also supports the idea that the purpose of the context-independent leaky scanning mechanism is to prevent initiation at uAUGs regardless of their context, since this mechanism does not seem to function (as efficiently) in the presence of a physical barrier like the hairpin structure. The inability of the context-independent scanning mechanism to propel ribosomes past physical barriers could be examined further by insertion of a G-quadruplex-forming sequence into the S1 mRNA (Halder, Wieland, and Hartig, 2009; Kumari, Bugaut, and Balasubramanian, 2008). RNA sequences with a minimum four interspersed “GGG” repeats can potentially
fold back to form stable G-quadruplex motifs, a four-stranded conformation composed of stacked guanine tetrads. The formation of such a structure has recently been shown to effectively inhibit scanning ribosomes from initiating downstream translation (Halder, Wieland, and Hartig, 2009; Kumari, Bugaut, and Balasubramanian, 2008). If the S1 mRNA does in fact utilize a context-independent leaky scanning mechanism of translation initiation, the presence of G-quadruplex physical barrier should prevent translation of the 3′-proximal ORF. Continued examination of the mechanism that controls context-independent leaky scanning on the ARV S1 mRNA and potentially on other polycistronic viral mRNAs (Castano, Ruiz, and Hernandez, 2009) may therefore aid in our understanding of translation on these mRNAs, and of the diversity and complexity of mechanisms that control eukaryotic translation initiation.

4.5 Ribosome Handoff

The inability of any of the known alternate translation initiation mechanisms to fully explain how ribosomes access the internal σC AUG codon suggests that some novel form of translation initiation must also be occurring on the ARV S1 mRNA. The inability of either an optimized p10 or p17 start site, nor the presence of a multitude of additional AUGs in a strong context, to fully eliminate translation initiation from the 3′-proximal ORF suggests that some ribosomes access this region in a scanning-independent manner. As mentioned above, the well studied scanning-independent mechanism for internal translation initiation, the IRES element (Fitzgerald and Semler, 2009), is not responsible for downstream initiation on the S1 mRNA since translation initiation of the 3′-proximal ORF is cap-dependent (Figure 21) and independent of the 5′-proximal 147 S1 nucleotides (Figure 29).

Support for a 5′ scanning-independent mechanism of translation initiation at the σC start site comes from the inability to completely eliminate downstream initiation despite the presence of excessive numbers of upstream inhibitory elements (Figure 31 and Figure 32). Inhibition of downstream translation initiation plateaued at ~70%, suggesting that the context of the AUG triplets alone does not dictate ribosome recognition (Frederiks et al., 2009; Sen, Cao, and Tavis, 2004; Wang and Rothnagel, 2004), and that the 5′ scanning-independent mechanism is likely responsible for at least
30% of the translation initiation events occurring at the σC start site. This 5΄-scanning independent model of translation initiation on the S1 mRNA was further supported by the inability of a stable hairpin structure to completely inhibit σC-RL expression, regardless of its location within the mRNA (Figure 27). The residual luciferase activity upon hairpin insertion indicates that although up to two-thirds of ribosomes appear to scan the S1 mRNA to reach the σC AUG codon, the other one-third of ribosomes that bind the 5΄-cap are escorted past the hairpin and are thus competent to initiate translation at an internal start site.

Further support for the 5΄ scanning-independent nature of downstream initiation on the ARV S1 mRNA was provided by the addition of the 77-nucleotide rabbit β-globin 5΄-UTR upstream of the full-length σC-RL mRNA (β-σCRL; Figure 26). In contrast to the literature (Kozak, 1991a; Slusher et al., 1991), extension of the relatively short S1 5΄-UTR in the presence of an optimized p10 start site, slightly increased, rather than decreased, translation of the reporter ORF, suggesting that optimization of the p10 AUG codon also inhibits scanning-independent initiation. With only 24 nucleotides between the cap and the optimized p10 start site, ribosomes bound to the cap are more likely to recognize the p10 AUG codon and initiate translation than be able to undergo an alternate mechanism of initiation. By lengthening the 5΄ leader, ribosomes bound to the cap are no longer “forced” to initiate at the optimized p10 start site but are now free to translocate internally and initiate translation. The relief of σC translation inhibition observed upon optimization of the p10 start codon in Figure 26 compared to Figure 22 suggests that ribosomes bound to the cap are translocated to an internal position along the mRNA without the need for scanning. The level of translation inhibition imposed by p17 start site optimization did not vary between experiments (Figure 22 and Figure 26) because the proportion of 40S subunits that are directed internally do not scan the mRNA upstream of the p17 start site and thus are not affected by the context of the p17 AUG codon. I believe that this is the first report of 5΄-UTR extension relieving inhibition due to uORF optimization.

The 5΄ scanning-independent mechanism of translation initiation on the S1 mRNA, which I call ribosome handoff, requires the presence of a translation enhancer element located within S1 nucleotides 366-392. Progressively larger internal deletions of the S1
mRNA (Figure 34) revealed a 27-nucleotide region adjacent to the p17 start codon that promotes maximum ribosome access to a downstream ORF on the S1 mRNA. By removing a strong barrier to scanning ribosomes (i.e. the p17 start site), ribosomes should be free to reach the internal AUG codon independent of the translation enhancer element, if the element is only required to promote leaky scanning. This was not the case; the levels of luciferase activity obtained from constructs Δ366-751RL and Δ366-751RLM3 were essentially the same (Figure 35), indicating that the 27-nucleotide element is not necessary for facilitating context-independent leaky scanning past the strong p17 start site. The translation enhancer element also functions in a length-independent manner (Figure 36), suggesting that this particular region of the S1 mRNA may be directly participating in ribosome recruitment.

Recent studies demonstrate that a nine-nucleotide sequence present in the 5′ leader of the mRNA encoding the homeodomain protein Gtx is capable of acting as a ribosome recruitment site by base-pairing with 18S rRNA, and thus affecting the rate of translation (Chappell et al., 2006; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2000; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004). According to photochemical cross-linking studies, the nine-nucleotide segment base-pairs to 18S rRNA (Hu et al., 1999), and was initially considered an IRES module because when present in multiple copies within the intergenic region of a bicistronic construct, it increased expression of the second cistron by 570-fold (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2000). Subsequent biochemical and functional analyses determined that the length of the complementary match directly correlated with the ability of the sequence to bind ribosomes and that a seven-nucleotide sequence maximally enhanced expression of a monocistronic reporter ~eight-fold (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004). The intermolecular interaction between the nine-nucleotide element and 18S rRNA enables ribosomes to bypass uAUGs and stable hairpin structures, leading the authors to suggest that the Gtx element participates in ribosomal shunting (Chappell et al., 2006). Also, the shunting mechanism required for adenovirus late mRNA translation appears to require an intermolecular interaction between the viral tripartite leader and the 3′ hairpin of 18S rRNA (Yueh and Schneider, 2000). Although there is no direct evidence to suggest that complementarity between the adenovirus tripartite leader and the 3′ hairpin of 18S rRNA actually promotes rRNA-
mRNA interaction, deletion of the complementary elements suppressed shunting-mediated translation to almost background levels. This led the authors to hypothesize that such an interaction may be part of the shunting mechanism.

With the above studies in mind, closer examination of the 27-nucleotide enhancer element revealed the presence of two six-nucleotide sequences, designated RBS1 and RBS2, respectively, which are complementary to 18S rRNA (Figure 37). RBS1 is complementary to *Gallus gallus* 18S rRNA nucleotides 1549-1544, while RBS2 is complementary to nucleotides 101-96. On the basis of putative base-pairing between either of the RBSs and 18S rRNA, two different sets of point substitutions in RBS1 were made and shown to have a negative effect on the translation efficiency conferred by this region (Figure 37). Substitutions made within RBS2 had no effect on downstream translation. RBS1, but not RBS2, is also highly conserved in the S1 mRNAs of all avian reoviruses isolated from chickens and ducks (Figure 38). Moreover, fluorescent *in situ* hybridization using oligonucleotide probes complementary to the 18S rRNA of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* identified the region complementary to RBS1, but not RBS2, as highly accessible (Behrens et al., 2003). The region of the 18S rRNA that is complementary to RCR1 corresponds to a loop between helices 46 and 47 (helices 41 and 42 in human 18S rRNA). Although preliminary, this data suggests a putative role for RBS1-18S rRNA base-pairing in the efficiency of internal initiation on the S1 mRNA and that this region (S1 nucleotides 370-375) participates in the ribosome handoff mechanism. To determine whether ribosome handoff is directly mediated by complementarity between RBS1 and 18S rRNA, experiments using altered S1 mRNA and yeast 18S rRNA could be conducted (Chappell et al., 2006). Experiments would be performed in a yeast strain lacking all chromosomal copies of the 35S rDNA but that episomally maintained a plasmid carrying either wild-type or altered 35S rRNA. The altered 35S rRNA would contain point substitutions within the 18S rRNA region complementary to RBS1. Luciferase activity would then be monitored from cells expressing the reporter S1 mRNA. Theoretically, the yeast strain carrying the 35S rRNA with alterations in RBS1 complementarity should result in decreased reporter activity. Point substitution of RBS1 to restore complementarity with the altered 35S rRNA should restore reporter activity and directly confirm that base-pairing between 18S rRNA and
RBS1 is required for maximal translation initiation at the 3'-proximal ORF on the S1 mRNA. Also, an intermolecular interaction between RBS1 and 18S rRNA could be observed through experiments using 2'-O-methyl-modified RNA oligonucleotides designed to block mRNA-rRNA base pairing by targeting either 18S rRNA nucleotides 1549-1544 or the RBS1 element in the σC-RL reporter mRNA. This approach was used to show that the nine-nucleotide sequence found within the 5' leader of the Gtx homeodomain mRNA does directly interact with 18S rRNA (Panopoulos and Mauro, 2008). In these experiments, translation of mRNAs containing the Gtx 5' leader was decreased by >50% when oligonucleotides targeting either the mRNA or rRNA was used. Specificity was demonstrated by showing that translation of recombinant mRNAs was unaffected by control oligonucleotides.

Identification of the putative ribosome-binding site at S1 nucleotides 370-375 necessitated a second look at the results obtained from the AUG insertion experiments (Figure 32). The variability in effect on reporter expression from insertion of a single uAUG (M5-M7; ~40-60% reduction) may be due to the location of each insertion. The 5'-proximal insertion (M5) occurred upstream of RBS1, at S1 nucleotides 362-364, and was least inhibitory because the fraction of ribosomes interacting with RBS1 via the ribosome handoff mechanism would not be inhibited by M5. Insertion of M6 and M7 occurred downstream of RBS1, at S1 nucleotides 419-421 and 527-529, respectively. Ribosomes translocated internally by the handoff mechanism may scan the mRNA post-handoff and would thus encounter M6 or M7 and be inhibited from further scanning. They would not however, be completely inhibited due to the ability of the S1 mRNA to induce context-independent leaky scanning. The ~30% residual luciferase expression observed in the presence of all three AUG insertions (M5-7) would suggest that the S1 mRNA possesses a second element downstream of nucleotide 529 that also participates in ribosome handoff.

The location of RBS1 downstream of the p17 start codon, within the AUG-deficient region of the S1 mRNA, positions it in an ideal location for attracting 40S subunits. Theoretically, mRNA secondary structure could position 40S subunits bound to the 5'-cap in a position to simultaneously interact with RBS1, thus allowing the subunit to be handed off to an internal position where it is then capable of scanning the mRNA.
until it encounters an AUG codon. A second look at the hairpin insertion data, however, does not completely agree with this theory. Insertion of the stable hairpin structure between S1 nucleotides 579 and 580 places it far enough downstream of RBS1 that 40S subunits handed off to RBS1 from the 5’-cap that resume scanning the S1 mRNA should be completely blocked, which they were not (Figure 27). The reason for this discrepancy is unknown, although a few possibilities might be considered. First, the residual luciferase activity observed from construct σC-RL hp 579 could be due to 80S ribosomes translating the p17 ORF unwinding the hairpin and allowing trailing 40S subunits, present within this region of the S1 mRNA either by context-independent leaky scanning or ribosome handoff, to reach the internal start site via continuous scanning. The hairpin sequence used in the experiments described herein was the same as that originally used to demonstrate that a hairpin could inhibit 100% of scanning 40S subunits in vitro, as indicated by the lack of protein production and by the presence of only 40S subunits on the mRNA according to a polysome profile (Kozak, 1989a). That study also showed however, that an AUG codon in optimal context positioned upstream of the hairpin could direct a minor amount of protein synthesis, indicating that a minimal number of 80S elongating ribosomes can penetrate the hairpin. Thus, it is possible that the residual luciferase activity obtained from constructs σC-RL hp 579 and p17opt hp 579 is due to unwinding of the hairpin. However, as mentioned previously, if hairpin unwinding were occurring, why was there no increase in reporter activity from construct p10opt hp 223? As mentioned in the previous section on leaky scanning, removal of the p10 or p17 start site should determine whether ribosome unwinding is responsible for the residual internal initiation. Second, although undetected in the series of experiments reported here, there may be an additional binding site downstream of the hairpin that enables an even more internal positioning of the 40S subunit. This second option would evoke a mechanism of translation initiation on the S1 mRNA that is a hybrid of the ribosome tethering and clustering hypotheses proposed by Mauro and colleagues (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006). Tethering is a mechanism in which the ribosomal subunit reaches the initiation site by direct binding of the initiator Met-tRNA with the AUG codon, while bound to a fixed point on the mRNA, the 5’-cap for example. The clustering mechanism is a dynamic process that does not require fixed attachment, but does involve the
reversible binding of the ribosomal subunit to, and detachment from, various points on the mRNA (Figure 40). The data presented herein would suggest that 40S subunits bind and are tethered to the 5′-cap, at which point they interact not with the AUG codon, but with various points on the S1 mRNA due to a mRNA-18S rRNA intermolecular interaction. Perhaps a fraction of the ribosomal subunits bound to the S1 mRNA 5′-cap that undergo the hybrid mechanism (ribosome handoff), interact with RBS1, thus bypassing the intervening sequence and continue on to the downstream initiation site, while the other fraction of subunits reversibly interact with RBS1 and an as yet unidentified second binding site located downstream of S1 nucleotide 580. This could explain why RBS1 did not efficiently promote bypass of the strong p17 start codon when present in the β-globin-RL construct (Figure 39). According to the clustering hypothesis, this second binding site may reside downstream of the translation initiation site (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006), an idea examined with the internal deletion experiments (Figure 34). The smallest internal deletion, encompassing the σC AUG codon and the 3′-proximal 122 nucleotides (Δ628-751RL), enabled efficient translation initiation of an internal reporter ORF, which suggests that if a second binding site exists, it would have to reside even further downstream than nucleotide 751. This is an unlikely situation, however, since the clustering model also proposes that translation decreases progressively at AUG codons located at increasing distances upstream or downstream from the ribosome recruitment element (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006). Regardless of the exact mechanism of ribosome handoff, it does appear that ribosomal subunits may scan at least part of the 308 nucleotides between the p10 termination codon and the σC AUG triplet, thus making the negative selection of AUG codons in this region advantageous not only for context-independent leaky scanning, but also for the ribosome handoff mechanism.

Although the role of the 3′-end of a mRNA in ribosome tethering or clustering has yet to be examined or discussed directly, the models were devised upon examination of polyadenylated mRNAs (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006), and so it seems appropriate that mRNA circularization would also be a factor in the tethering and clustering models. Even though the virally transcribed S1 mRNA is non-polyadenylated,
Figure 40. Schematic representations of the ribosomal tethering and clustering mechanisms of translation initiation. **A.** Representation of the hypothesized ribosomal tethering at the cap structure. The 40S ribosomal subunit can be tethered to the mRNA, for example to the 5′ end of the mRNA at the cap structure (m7G). Here tethering occurs between the 40S subunit and the cap structure via the eIF4F complex of initiation factors and initiation factor eIF3. In both A and B, the range and probability of interaction between the 40S subunit and the various AUG codons is indicated schematically by the shaded yellow regions; brighter yellow indicates a higher probability of binding to an AUG codon in the vicinity (bold arrow). Pale yellow and dashed arrows indicate lower probabilities of binding to an AUG codon. **B.** Schematic model of translation initiation by means of dynamic ribosomal clustering. Clustering of the translation machinery (indicated by the double-headed arrow) involves binding to and detaching from sites in the mRNA (indicated by red bars), increasing the probability of binding to an AUG codon in the vicinity. Adapted from Chappell, Edelman and Mauro (2006) *PNAS* 103(48):18077-18082.
it may still play a role in mRNA circularization and translation initiation, as is the case for other, non-polyadenylated viral mRNAs (Guo, Allen, and Miller, 2001; Piron et al., 1998; Polacek, Friebe, and Harris, 2009; Wang, Browning, and Miller, 1997). Translation enhancement of the Dengue virus mRNA is postulated to involve PABP interaction with the A-rich sequence that flanks a secondary structure shaped like a dumbbell in an eIF4G-dependent manner (Polacek, Friebe, and Harris, 2009). Additionally, the uncapped, non-polyadenylated mRNA of BYDV possesses an extensive 3′-UTR that contains a translation enhancer element that is capable of binding eIF4G with high affinity (Treder et al., 2008) and is capable of interacting with a stem-loop structure found within the 5′-UTR (Rakotondrafara et al., 2006).

The role of the S1 3′-terminus in internal initiation was examined using 3′-truncations. Interestingly, truncation of the 3′-terminal nucleotides did exert a negative effect on σC-RL reporter expression, although the level of inhibition was never greater than 35 ± 5% (Δ50; Figure 28), and the inhibition exerted by the smaller truncations was relieved by removal of the 3′-terminal 800 nucleotides. These results suggest that the 3′-end does exert some effect on translation, although it is still unclear whether this is a σC-specific or global mRNA effect because the level of p10 and p17 expression upon 3′-truncation was not examined. The relief in translation inhibition observed upon truncation of the 3′-terminal 800 nucleotides suggests that this region may be involved in folding of the mRNA. Improper folding may occlude either the RBS1 or the σC AUG codon itself, thus inhibiting translation. The extent of S1 mRNA circularization could be examined using atomic force microscopy (AFM; Wells et al., 1998). Well et al., (1998) demonstrated the reconstitution of an eIF4E/eIF4G/Pab1p complex with recombinant proteins, and showed by AFM microscopy that the complex can circularize capped, polyadenylated RNA. The ability of the parental or altered S1 mRNA to undergo circularization either alone, or in complex with one or more initiation factors could be examined by AFM. The requirement of the 3′-terminus in translation initiation adds to the importance of this region since it is well known that the conserved 3′-pentanucleotide 5′-UCAUC-3′ found on the plus strands of all genome segments of all orthoreoviruses is necessary for genome packaging and virus replication (Duncan, 1999; McCrae, 1981; Roner and Roehr, 2006).
The ability of IRES elements to function within heterologous mRNAs is a defining characteristic of these extensive secondary structures (Jang et al., 1988; Pelletier and Sonenberg, 1988; Wilson et al., 2000b). The nine-nucleotide element found within the 5′-UTR of the homeodomain Gtx mRNA can be considered an IRES-module (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2000), but due to its size, it cannot form an IRES-like structure. The Gtx element does, however, function to increase internal initiation when present within a reporter mRNA (Chappell et al., 2006; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2000; Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004). I determined whether the p17opt region could autonomously direct context-independent leaky scanning and/or ribosome handoff by inserting either 54 or 134 S1 nucleotides surrounding an optimized p17 start site in front of the RL coding sequence within the β-RL construct, generating β-p17opt#1-RL and β-p17opt#2-RL, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 39, both clones were unable to rescue downstream initiation even though clone β-p17opt#2-RL contains the putative RBS1 element. This demonstrates once again that outside of the full-length S1 mRNA, an uAUG codon with an optimized context is capable of severely inhibiting downstream initiation. The data also suggests that global mRNA folding may play a role in the proper functioning of the alternate translation initiation mechanisms, and that the S1 mRNA, potentially due to its folding, may recruit cellular trans-acting factors necessary for internal translation initiation. An alternative explanation for the lack of internal initiation from construct β-p17opt#2-RL is that this mRNA lacks an important second element. This second element may reside downstream of the σC start site, as indicated by internal deletion data, and thus may not directly recruit the 40S subunit, but may be necessary for stabilizing the RBS1-18S rRNA interaction.

Despite these results, the occurrence of context-independent leaky scanning and/or ribosome handoff may not be limited to the ARV S1 mRNA, as various other viral and cellular mRNAs appear to utilize similar mechanisms (Anderson et al., 2007; Qiu, Cheng, and Pintel, 2007; Rogers, Edelman, and Mauro, 2004). The abundant R2 mRNA of Aleutian mink disease parvovirus is functionally tricistronic encoding the nonstructural protein NS2 and the two capsid proteins VP1 and VP2. Expression of the capsid proteins requires the presence of a cis-element within the NS2 gene that is location dependent, but VP1/VP2 expression is unaffected by the improvement or ablation of the NS2 AUG
codon (Qiu, Cheng, and Pintel, 2007). Although VP1/VP2 production does not require translation of the NS2 ORF per se, it does appear to require ribosome transit through the NS2 region since introduction of a stable hairpin structure into various regions of the NS2 gene severely inhibited translation of VP1/VP2. These results would suggest that perhaps ribosomes are able to leak past the NS2 start site, even when present in an optimal context, and continue scanning the mRNA until they reach the capsid AUG codons. The cis-acting element within the NS2 region may be required for inducing context-independent leaky scanning either by interacting with the ribosome or one of its initiation factors.

A key issue that must still be resolved regarding the context-independent leaky scanning and ribosome handoff mechanisms is the location of ribosomal subunits on the S1 mRNA. The location of 48S initiation complexes and 80S ribosomes on the S1 mRNA could be detected using an updated version of the toeprint experiment (Shirokikh et al., 2010). The advanced toeprinting approach uses DNA primers directed to different locations along the S1 mRNA and labeled with different fluorescent groups. The cDNA fragments produced from primer elongation are separated by capillary electrophoresis and the relative amounts of each fragment can be quantitatively determined. The advantages to this procedure include the ability to examine multiple locations along the mRNA concurrently and to precisely determine the type of ribosome-mRNA complex encountered by the elongating primer (e.g. 48S initiation complex or 80S terminating ribosome). Unfortunately, the results of these experiments will most likely be complicated by the number of potential ribosome-mRNA interaction sites, a problem already encountered with MRV S1 toeprinting (Doohan and Samuel, 1992).

Another issue yet to be tested directly or discussed is the ability of a single S1 mRNA species capable of expressing an integral membrane protein (p10) and two soluble proteins (p17 and σC). Northern blot analysis revealed that S1 is in fact tricistronic and that σC expression is not due to a monocistronic version of the S1 mRNA. This issue may be resolved by the ribosome filter hypothesis. The ribosome filter hypothesis posits that ribosomes are regulatory elements that affect the translation of mRNAs by binding differentially to them (Mauro and Edelman, 2002). According to the hypothesis, the ability of a particular ribosome to bind an mRNA, and thus its ability to efficiently
translate the mRNA, depends on the ribosomal protein and rRNA composition of that particular ribosome. The cell type, stage of cell differentiation, and subcellular location of the ribosome are all factors that influence ribosome heterogeneity (Mauro and Edelman, 2007; Rodriguez-Mateos et al., 2009; Tseng et al., 2008). I would expand the filter hypothesis by suggesting that not only does the type of ribosome bound to the mRNA affect translation efficiency, but the type of ribosome may also affect the translation initiation mechanism used by the ribosome to reach the start site. For example, one particular sub-set of 40S subunits when bound to the S1 5′-cap might be able to undergo context-independent leaky scanning, while a second sub-set of subunits are capable of initiating translation via ribosome handoff. What causes one particular set of ribosomes to bind the 5′-cap over another is still unknown. Examining ribosomes from different sources can test the notion that ribosome heterogeneity may be responsible for selection of the initiation mechanism. This test would be best performed in vitro where the contents of the reaction can easily be manipulated. Depending on the composition of the ribosome and the S1 mRNA examined, the level of σC expression may vary. Evidence in support of my expanded filter hypothesis comes from the examination of the use of the HCV IRES element in mammalian versus yeast cells. In mammalian cells the interaction between the IRES element and the 40S subunit is mediated between specific IRES-ribosomal protein contacts, which promotes formation of a stable binary complex that correctly positions the initiation codon in the ribosomal P-site (Pestova et al., 1998). The inability of the HCV IRES to function in S. cerevisiae has been attributed to differences in 40S ribosomal protein composition between the two cell types (Otto et al., 2002). Thus, the use of a specific mechanism for translation initiation is dictated by the arrangement of ribosome components.

4.6 The mechanism(s)

I propose a dual mechanism of translation initiation at the σC start site, context-independent leaky scanning and a 5′ scanning-independent ribosome handoff mechanism from the 5′-cap (Figure 41), both of which are required for maximal protein production. Approximately two-thirds of the subunits undergo leaky scanning to express the p10 and p17 ORFs, while undefined features of the tricistronic S1 mRNA promote context-
Figure 41. Model of translation initiation on the tricistronic S1 mRNA. Model illustrating the two ways in which the 40S ribosomal subunit can reach and initiate translation of the σC ORF; A. context-independent leaky scanning B. ribosome handoff. A. The 40S subunit (large grey oval) binds to 5’-cap and can leaky scan to translate the S1 mRNA (AUG codons represented by black rectangles). B. Multiple interactions between the 40S subunit and the S1 mRNA, mediated by elements in the RNA (yellow ovals numbered 1-3), influence ribosome handoff downstream of the p17 start site. Subunits then scan part of the p17 ORF to access the σC start site. Element 1: RBS1 is required to promote ribosome bypass of uAUGs. Element 2: a hypothetical second interaction site (there could be more) downstream of the σC AUG codon that might stabilize 40S interactions with the S1 mRNA to promote handoff. Element 3: Element within the 3’-UTR that promotes pathway A and/or B translation of the S1 mRNA.
independent leaky scanning past the strong p17 start codon or other introduced barriers to scanning subunits. In ribosome handoff, approximately one-third of the 40S subunits that bind the 5′-cap do not scan the S1 mRNA, but are directly handed off downstream of the p17 start site. The putative RBS1-18S rRNA intermolecular interaction may be necessary for ribosome handoff, but as demonstrated by the insertion of an optimized p17 region into the β-RL construct (Figure 39), it alone is not sufficient for internal expression. As the model depicted in Figure 41 suggests, ribosome handoff is a complex process that may require the involvement of an additional element downstream of S1 nucleotide 751, as determined by the internal deletion constructs (Figure 34). The exact role this second element may play in the handoff mechanism is unknown, but most likely involves RBS1-18S rRNA stabilization rather than direct recruitment of the 40S subunit since translation efficiency diminishes with increasing distance between the subunit recruitment site and the initiation codon (Chappell, Edelman, and Mauro, 2006).

The reason for the evolution of this dual mechanism of translation initiation on the ARV S1 mRNA is unknown, however, several hypotheses are discussed below. The ARV S1 mRNA is unique in that it encodes three functionally different proteins; the integral membrane p10 FAST protein (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000), and the soluble proteins p17 (Costas et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005) and σC (Martinez-Costas et al., 1997; Shih et al., 2004). In the absence of transcription control to regulate expression of these three genes, this tricistronic mRNA uses translation control to regulate production of all three viral proteins. The minimal amount of p10 expressed, due to the weak start site, ensures that virus replication is complete before extensive syncytium formation occurs. The weak p10 start site also ensures that sufficient p17 is expressed via leaky scanning from the strong p17 start site. Although σC is an essential structural protein, only 36 copies are required per virus particle (Benavente and Martinez-Costas, 2007; Martinez-Costas et al., 1997), indicating that the mechanism(s) that regulate its translation can be relatively less efficient.

Expression of multiple proteins from a single mRNA may serve to regulate the production of proteins required only in minimal amounts, but this strategy may also be a way of expanding the coding capacity of a limited-sized genome. The ARV S1 genome segment maximizes its coding capacity by truncating the σC ORF by one-third compared
to its MRV counterpart, σ1, to accommodate the p10 ORF. Truncation of σC eliminated its ability to cause hemagglutination and altered its recognition by cell surface receptors enabling ARV to bind and infect both mammalian and avian cells, while MRV cannot infect chicken embryo fibroblast cells (Benavente and Martinez-Costas, 2007). It is also interesting to note that the orthoreovirus FAST proteins initiate translation of their respective ORFs at AUG codons in a weak context (Duncan et al., 2004; Shmulevitz et al., 2002), and are encoded by the S1 genome segment, except for the baboon reovirus p15 protein (Dawe et al., 2005), suggesting that like ARV p10 and σC, the other FAST proteins are required only in limited concentrations and the genome segment within which they reside could tolerate modification. I believe that both mechanisms of translation initiation, neither of which is overly efficient, may be necessary to ensure that sufficient and appropriate quantities of all S1-encoded proteins are produced during virus infection.

4.7 Conclusions and perspectives

Translation initiation on eukaryotic mRNA is a complex process that requires a multitude of factors and can be accomplished in a variety of ways. This report adds to the possible mechanisms by which ribosomes can access internal initiation sites and commence translation. The ability of ribosomes to undergo context-independent leaky scanning suggests that the presence of a potential downstream ORF should not be discounted just because an uORF resides in an optimal context. Start codon context is clearly not the only factor regulating the ability of the ribosome to recognize a potential initiation site. The discovery of the ribosome handoff mechanism also expands the repertoire of the ribosome for internal initiation mechanisms. This hybrid mechanism uses features found within the other alternate mechanisms, like cap-dependency and direct interaction between the mRNA and the 40S ribosomal subunit, to facilitate internal initiation without the need for sacrificing coding capacity. The ARV apparently requires the production of all three S1-encoded proteins, and as such, imposed a selection for a means to express all three proteins in the appropriate quantities. The use of these two distinct mechanisms must satisfy this requirement.

Despite the discovery that mechanisms like context-independent leaky scanning
and ribosome handoff are being used on viral mRNAs, it is unlikely that many cellular mRNAs would be regulated in this way since almost half of all human mRNAs are monocistronic (Davuluri et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2000). It is not entirely improbable however, since the cellular machinery is clearly capable of using these novel translation initiation mechanisms. Although it was initially believed that less than 10% of vertebrate mRNAs contained uAUGs/uORFs (Kozak, 1987a), it is now believed that ~40% of human mRNAs contain complex 5’-leader sequences with uAUGs/uORFs, thus renewing interest in the role these features play in post-transcriptional gene regulation. Examining S1 mRNA mechanisms could therefore have much broader implications. One must also be reminded that other alternate mechanisms, like IRES elements and ribosome shunting, were first discovered by studying viral translation and are now known to operate on cellular mRNAs. The ability of cellular ribosomes to utilize such diverse means of initiating translation raises the possibility that initiation at internal AUGs may be far more common than currently appreciated.

The work reported herein expands not only our knowledge of the mechanism(s) of translation initiation on the tricistronic S1 mRNA of ARV, but on the capabilities of cellular 40S subunits. At one time 40S ribosomal subunits were thought to be limited to cap-dependent linear scanning along an mRNA, a constraint that is clearly not adhered to. Aside from the discovery of two novel forms of translation initiation, the most remarkable, and possibly important, discovery described in this report is the realization that ribosomal subunits themselves are versatile complexes that should be regarded as translation regulatory factors that can be manipulated to fit the needs of a particular mRNA or cellular state (Mauro and Edelman, 2002; Mauro and Edelman, 2007). Numerous diseases have been attributed to both specific and global disruptions in translation (Mauro and Edelman, 2007, and references therein). It is therefore conceivable that disruption of the ribosome filter may be partially responsible for these pathologies and that a better understanding of the filter will lead to therapeutic applications.
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## APPENDIX B: Plasmid list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clone Name</th>
<th>Vector Backbone</th>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>5' End Restriction Site</th>
<th>3' End Restriction Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pARV-S1</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>wt</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pS1-Mono</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 1-4 AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10opt</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>cCAcCatgG</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>CcacCatgG</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pS1-Apaadd 299</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Apa added to nt 299-304</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10opt-Apaadd 299</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Apa added to nt 299-304</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt-Apaadd 299</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Apa added to nt 299-304</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pS1-FLAGp17</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>FLAG insert using Apa</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10optFLAGp17</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>FLAG insert using Apa</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17optFLAGp17</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>FLAG insert using Apa</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pARV-Δ19</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>truncation of 5' 19 nt</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pARV-Δ27</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>truncation of 5' 27 nt</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pARV-Δ79</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>truncation of 5' 79 nt</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pARV-Δ147</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>truncation of 5' 147 nt</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pARV-Δ303</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>truncation of 5' 303 nt</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10stp84</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>T to A pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10stp243</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>C to T and T to A pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEGFP-N1</td>
<td>S1 inserted using NotI</td>
<td></td>
<td>AgeI</td>
<td>BsrGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEGFP-S1</td>
<td>pEGFP-N1</td>
<td>S1 inserted using NotI</td>
<td>AgeI</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pS1-IRES-GFP</td>
<td>pEGFP-N1</td>
<td>Hind-S1-KpnI-IRES-AgeI</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>BsrGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppPV2A</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>poliovirus 2A insert</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>EcoRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poC-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>RL AUG to AGG</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10opt</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>cCAcCatgG</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>CcacCatgG</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phpoC-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>hp insert b/w nt 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
<td>Vector</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>Restriction Enzymes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-hp223</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>NheI-hp-NheI b/w nt 222 &amp; 223</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10opt-hp223</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>NheI-hp-NheI b/w nt 222 &amp; 223</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-hp579</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>NheI-hp-NheI b/w nt 579 &amp; 580</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10opt-hp579</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>NheI-hp-NheI b/w nt 579 &amp; 580</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt-hp579</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>NheI-hp-NheI b/w nt 579 &amp; 580</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>RL wt with 3' 898 nt S1</td>
<td>BamHI</td>
<td>XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pβ-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>β-globin 5’-UTR insert</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pβ-ORF-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>nt 54 T to A pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt#1-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>S1 nt 267-320 with p17opt int</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt#2-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>S1 nt 260-393 with p17opt int</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pβ-σCRL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>β-globin 5’-UTR insert</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pβ-p10opt</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>β-globin 5’-UTR insert</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pβ-p17opt</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>β-globin 5’-UTR insert</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M1</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 1 AUG to AUC pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M2</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 2 AUG to AUC pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M3</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 3 AUG to AUC pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M4</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 4 AUG to AUC pt mut</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M1+M2</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M1+M3</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M1+M4</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M1+M2+M3</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M5</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>All 4 AUGs to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M6</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>gcAaaAtGg (cap = pt mut)</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M5</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>ttaacatGg (cap = pt)</td>
<td>HindIII</td>
<td>NotI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Insert/Modification</th>
<th>Restriction Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-M7</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>caacaAsg (cap = pt mut)</td>
<td>HindIII, NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pS1-RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>AUG to AUC b/w nt 632 to 732 T to G pt mut nt 520</td>
<td>HindIII, NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pσCRL-stp517</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>T to G pt mut nt 520</td>
<td>HindIII, NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10opt-stp517</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>T to G pt mut nt 520</td>
<td>HindIII, NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17opt-stp517</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>T to G pt mut nt 520</td>
<td>HindIII, NotI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ628-751RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>nt 1-627 int upstream p-RL nt 1-592 int upstream p-RL nt 1-482 int upstream p-RL nt 1-422 int upstream p-RL nt 1-392 int upstream p-RL nt 1-365 int upstream p-RL nt 1-311 int upstream p-RL</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ593-751RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 3 AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ366-751RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>Met 3 AUG to AUC</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ423-751RL</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>int 114 nt b/w nt 365 &amp; A of RL</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ423-751RL-RCR1.1</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>TTcatT (cap = pt mut)</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ423-751RL-RCR1.2</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>ccTctT (cap = pt mut)</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔ423-751RL-RCR2</td>
<td>pcDNA3</td>
<td>atTTct (cap = pt mut)</td>
<td>HindIII, XbaI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX C: Primer list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer Name</th>
<th>Sequence (5' to 3')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opt</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hind ARV p10 opt Fwd #2</td>
<td>ACTACTAAGCTTTGCTTTTCATCCTGGTCCACCATGCTCGTATGCGTACCCTCCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV p17 opt rnd 1 Fwd</td>
<td>gttcggttaacgggtg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV p17 opt rnd 1 Rev</td>
<td>gtacgcttgagttcttgtaagcacaCtagGaatgctccgcatacAggttG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV p17 opt rnd 2 Fwd</td>
<td>CAAACGTGATGCGCGAGCCATTCATGGTGCTTACCAGAACTCAACGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV p17 opt rnd 2 Rev</td>
<td>gctgtgcttgatggtctgtaacCaccatggaagtgcctccgcatacAg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 Hind III Fwd #2</td>
<td>ACTACTAAGCTTGCTTTTTCATCCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 Kpn I Rev #3</td>
<td>ACTACTGTTACCAGATGAATAACCAAATCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG Kpn to Apa Fwd</td>
<td>gattgggttcatacGgCcCttttgtaegcgctg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG Kpn to Apa Rev</td>
<td>cagcgcctacaagGGgcCgatgaataaccaac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Met AUG to AUC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10 G27C QikChg Fwd</td>
<td>ccctgtgtctgatCctgcgtatgctcc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10 G27C QikChg Rev</td>
<td>gggaggcatacgcagGatcgacgaacaaaggg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10 G36C QikChg Fwd</td>
<td>gtagatgctgctatCcctccgggtcctg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10 G36C QikChg Rev</td>
<td>caacgaccggaggGatagcgcacgcgmcac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17 G295C QikChg Fwd</td>
<td>gttctgtgaagecaaatCcaatgctccgcatac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17 G295C QikChg Rev</td>
<td>gtaggcccggaccaattgGattgtgctaccagaac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10 G300C QikChg Fwd</td>
<td>gtaagcacaatgctcgcctccgcatac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10 G300C QikChg Rev</td>
<td>gtagatggtggcgacGattgcattgtgctac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10G36Cp17 QikChg Fwd</td>
<td>gtagatCctgcgtatCcctccgggtcctg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10G36Cp17 QikChg Rev</td>
<td>cagcgcctacaagGGgcCgatgaataaccaac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10G300Cp17 QikChg Fwd</td>
<td>gtaagcacaatCcaatCgctccgcatacgc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
p10G300Cp17
QikChg Rev
Met 1 + 2 pt mut Fwd
gttcrgatCtgcgtatCcctcccggttcgtgtaacg
Met 1 + 2 pt mut Rev
cgttacacgaaaccggaggGatacgcagGatcgacgaac

**p10 stop insert**
p10 stop insert nt 87
gttaaagtccattgAacaggcagctcaaaac
Fwd
p10 stop insert nt 87
gttttagctgcctgTcaatgaacgttacc
Rev
p10 stp int nt 244+246
gtcaaggeggacgcgtcAgAagtcttccatcg
Fwd
p10 stp inst nt
cgatggaagacactTcAtgcagctccgcttgc
244+246 Rev

**3' truncations**
ARV del 25nt 3' Rev
tacgcacggtaaggacgaatgttgc
#2
ARV del 50nt 3' Rev
cgtgagattttccccgtagacatataaatcagtgc
ARV del 300nt 3' Rev
cgtgagattttccccgtagacatataaatcagtgc
ARV del 500nt 3' Rev
CGC GTG CAG CGA CAC TAA GCG GAG

**Hairpins**
S1 5' Nhe add step #1
gGGAGACCCAAGCTTgctAGttcaatcccttggtgctg
Fwd
S1 5' Nhe add step #1
cgacgaacaagggattgaaCTagcAAGCTTGGGTCTCCc
Rev
S1 5' Nhe add step #2
gGGAGACCCAAGCTTgctAGCtaatccttggtgctg
cgacgaacaagggattgaaCTagcAAGCTTGGGTCTCCc
Fwd
S1 5' Nhe add step #2
cgacgaacaagggattgaaCTagcAAGCTTGGGTCTCCc
Rev
ARV Nhe add nt 223
cgagctacgtcgcgttcgttcgtgc
Fwd
ARV Nhe add nt 223
cgagctacgtcgcgttcgttcgtgc
Rev
ARV Nhe add 579
gtttctctctctctctgcgaaACTACTgctAGCattctgtctgttttggggattgcaag
Fwd
ARV Nhe add 579
gtttctctctctctctgcgaaACTACTgctAGCattctgtctgttttggggattgcaag
Rev
Nhe hp Fwd
ACTACTgctAGCattctgtctgttttggggattgcaag
Nhe hp Rev
ACTACTgctAGCattctgtctgttttggggattgcaag
T7 ARV 5' hp Fwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAgctAGCattctgtctgttttggggattgcaag
Rnd Primers
ARV Hind III Fwd #3  ACTACTaagctttttaatcccttgttgctc
Not I ARV S1 end  ACTACTGCGCCGCGatgaataaccaatcc
Rev  
S1 end Rev #2  GAT GAA TAA CCA ATC CCA GTA CGG CGC C
RL end Rev  TTATTGGTATTGGAGAAACTCGC
Xba RL Fwd #2  ACTACTtctagaAgGgACTTCGAAAGTTTATGATCCAGAA
CAAG
Xba RL Rev #2  ACTACTTCTAGAAaTTATTGTTCATTTTGGAGAACTCGC
TCAAC

qRT-PCR
RealTime Actin Fwd #1  ccagccatcttttcttggtta
RealTime Actin Rev #1  atgccagggtacatttggtt
t
RealTime ARV S1 Fwd #1  tgtataactggggctgacc
RealTime ARV S1 Rev #1  cacggtgaccctacaaggtt
qRT-PCR RL Fwd  ATCGGACCAGGATTCTTTT
qRT-PCR RL Rev  ACTCGCTCAACGAAGATT

S1-RL
ARV Met 5 pt mut #2  cttgttttatgttcatcattggatCgcgggtcatcattccacgc
cag
Fwd  
ARV Met 5 pt mut #2  cgctgcagttgatgtgacccgcGatcccataactataagacaag
Rev  
ARV Met 6 pt mut  gacttcgaacgtagactataagtcatCgcgatttgacccgcatcattaacg
Fwd  
ARV Met 6 pt mut  cgttcatagatccgctcaaatcgcGatgacttatagttcagttcagtc
Rev  
ARV Met 6+7 pt mut  gtcatcgcgattgacccgcatctagatacggcctgaccaatctagaagc
g
Fwd  
ARV Met 6+7 pt mut  cgtttctagattgtgctcaacgcgtgtGatagatcggcgtcaaatcgc
Rev  
Xba RL ATG Fwd  ACTACTtctagaATGACTTCGAAAGTTTATGATCCAG
ARV p17 stp 517  ggggtctgtgccggttcgctctctgtaacattgctgatattcctattgc
cag
Fwd  
ARV p17 stp 517 Rev  CGTACTCACAATAACTTGACAATGTGACTAGAGACGCAAACCC
CGAG

Internal Deletions
ARV Bam add nt 633  cttgttcttagtctctgggatCCgggtctcaatccacgcgcagc
cag
ARV Bam add nt 633
Rev
cgcgtgcagtagttgagacccGGatcccaatgaactataagacaag

ARV Bam add nt 592
Rev
ACTACTtgatccAGGCAA TGG AAC GAT AGG GTG TGG GGA
GAA T

Bam ARV nt 483 Fwd
ACTACTggatccTACAAGGTTGAGATAACAGAGTAGGCA

Bam ARV nt 483 Rev
ACTACTtgatccTACAAGGTTGAGATAACAGAGTAGGCA

ARV Bam nt 422 Rev
ACTACTggatccCAATGTTAAAATACTGTGATGGGATGATGAG

ARV Bam nt 392 Rev
ACTACTggatccCAGTTATAGCAGTAAATGATGGGATAG

ARV Bam add nt 371
Fwd
gctataccttcgcgaacctGGatccatctttactgctataac

ARV Bam add nt 371
Rev
gttatagcttaaatagttggaatCCcaatgcttcgaagtagatagc

A371RL add G rest site Fwd
cgctaticcttcgcgaacctGGATCCgGAATGACTTCGAAAGTTT

A371RL add G rest site Rev
CTGGATCGTAATTAATTCGATAAACTTTGAAATCCGGATCCCAAGTTCGCGAAGTG

A488RL add G rest site Fwd
gctactcttgttcatccacctttgaGGATCCgGAATGACTTCGAAAGTTT

A488RL add G rest site Rev
CCT TTG TTC TGG ATC GTA AAC TTT CGA AGT CAT TCC

Bam HI nt 389 Rev
ACTACTtgatccatatagtagttggaatCCcaatgcttcgaagtagatagc

ARV Bam add nt 311
Rev
ACTACTGGATCCCTAT GGC GGA ATT GCA TTG TGC

5' truncations

ARV
del19ntT7LongFwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAgtcgatgctgtcgatgctgcgcgcgc

ARV
del27ntT7LongFwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGActgcgta

tgcctcccggttc

ARV
del79ntT7Long Fwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAttcattgtcaggcagctcaaaacac

ARV
del147ntT7Long Fwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAtggccttatctagcggcgg

ARV
del302ntT7LongFwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAtccgccatacgacgtttgaagtg

T7

T7 B-GlobinUTRRLFwd
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAATACAAAGCTTGCTTGT

TCTTTTTGAGAAGCTCAGAATAAACGGCTCAACTTTTGGCAGGc
tagcATGACTTCGAAAGTTTATGATCCGAACAAAG
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAGAATACAAAGCTTGCTTGT
TCTTTTTGCAAGACGTGACGACTAAGCTCAAGTGGCAGgc
tagcATGACTTTGAAAGTTTATGATCCAGAACCAG

TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAGCCTTTTTCAATCCC
TTGTTCG

**p17 FLAG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apa FLAG Fwd</td>
<td>ACTACTGGGCCGggtgccggagactacaagagcatg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apa FLAG Rev</td>
<td>ACTACTGGGCCCAAG CTT GTC ATC GTC ATC CTT GTACATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARVwtApaaddnt302 Fwd</td>
<td>gttctgtaaagcacaATGcaaGggcCccgccatacagctttgaaagtczaag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARVwtApaaddnt302 Rev</td>
<td>GTTGCACTTTCAACGTCGTATGCGGCCGCGCCCTTTGCATTGTGGTTACCCAGAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARVp17optApaaddnt 302 Fwd</td>
<td>gttctgttaacacactgagaGggcCccgccatacagctttgaaagtczaag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV p17opt Apa add nt 302 Rev</td>
<td>GTTGCACTTTCAACGTCGTATGCGGCCGCGCCCTTTGCATTGTGGTTACCCAGAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xba del MCS Apa Fwd</td>
<td>GAC ACT ATA GAA TAG GGC TCT CAA GAT GCA TGC TCG AGC GGC CGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xba del MCS Apa Rev</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B-globin**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-Globin UTR RL Fwd</td>
<td>ACTACTAGCCTTGCCACCTTGGCAGGAATACAAAggtagcA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Globin UTR RL Fwd</td>
<td>ACTACTAGCTTGCTTTTGGACACAACTGTTTACTTGCAATACCCAAAAACAGACAGCCTCCACCTTGGCAGGAATACAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Globin UTR opt pt mut RL Fwd</td>
<td>cCCAAAACACAGACAGCCTCCACCaTGGCAGGAATACAAAggtagc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Globin UTR opt pt mut RL Rev</td>
<td>GCT AGC CTT TGT ATT CCT GCC ATG GTG GAG CTG TCT GTT TTG GG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-globin UTR ARV rnd 1 Fwd</td>
<td>ACTACTggatccAGCTTCAACAAATC akkaAAGAGGATCCAGgetttcaatcccttggtc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-glo opt ARV add “G” UTR Fwd</td>
<td>CAGACAGCTCCACCATGGgCAGGAATACAAAggtaccc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-glo opt ARV add “G” UTR Rev</td>
<td>GGA TCC TTT GTA TCC CTG CCC ATG GTG GAG CTG TCT G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-glo p17opt add G Fwd</td>
<td>gaatggctccgcatacgacgtttgGggatccGAATGACCCATCCGAAAGTCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-glo p17opt add G Rev</td>
<td>GTAAACTTTTGAGATCCATTCGGATCCCCAAAACGTGATGCGG AGCCATTTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bam p17opt region
Fwd
ACTACTggatccggtgctgagttctgtgaacacc

Bam p17opt region
Rev
ACTACTggatccCAA ACG TCG TAT GGC GGA GCC ATT C

ARV Bam nt 260 Fwd
ACTACTggatccgctgagctggtagcgttgagttctggtaaccacc

ARV Bam nt 393 Rev
ACTACTggatccCGAAGTTATAGCAGTAATGATGGGATA GCAAGTTTCG

Met add p17 ORF
p17ORF Met add #1
Fwd
cgatattaattcttgcgtatcacttgcgAaaAtgctatcccctacatatttactgctat

p17ORF Met add #1
Rev
GGCCCAAGTTATAGCAGAAATGATGGGATAGCCATTTTGCAGAG

p17ORF Met add #2
Fwd
gggctgacccatcacagtattttaacatGgagctcccacacactcactcctc

p17ORF Met add #2
Rev
GAGAGGATGAGTGATGTGGGAGCTCCATGTTAAATACTGTGAT
GGGTACGCC

p17ORF Met add #3
Fwd
ctgattgcgggtctgctctattcaacacaAtgGcaagtatttgtgtatcagattgtgc
tc

p17ORF Met add #3
Rev
GAGCACAAATCTCAGTACTCACAATATTGGCTATGGAATAGAGA
GCCAACCGGCGAATCAG

Δ366-751intRL
Bam GFP int Fwd
ACTACTggatccCAAGCTAGCCTGAACCTGGATTCG

Bam GFP int Rev #2
ACTACTggatccCGGGGTAGCGGCTGAAGCACTGCA

A371GFPintRL add ‘cg’ Fwd
CTTTCGAAGTCAATTCCGGATCCCCTGAGGTGACTCGA

A371GFPintRL add ‘cg’ Rev
CG

RBS1 & RBS2
ARV nt 370/1 pt mut
Fwd #2
gtccgctatcactttcggaacttgctatTTcatTatttactgctatgccgatcc

ARV nt 370/1 pt mut
Rev #2
GGATCCCCAGTTATAGCAGTAATAATGAAATAGGAATAGTCTGGGA

ARV nt 372/3 pt mut
Fwd
ccgctatcacttgcggaacttgctatccTTtactttactgctataactgggctg

ARV nt 372/3 pt mut
Rev
CAGCCCCAGTTATAGCAGTAATGAAATGGGATAGGAATAGGTCTGGCG

ARV nt 388/9 pt mut
Fwd
AAGTGATAGCGG

cctgctatCccatcatattactgctatTTctgggctgacccatcacagtatttac
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARV nt 388/9 pt mut Rev</td>
<td>GTTAAAATACTGTGATGGGTAGCAGCCGAGGGTGCAAGCAGATGTAAATG ATGGGATAGCAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mini ORF1 &amp; 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apa 1X FLAG Fwd</td>
<td>ACTACTGggeCcgattacaagggAcGacgAcGacaagegccatacagcgttt gaagtg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apa 1X FLAG ATG Fwd</td>
<td>ACTACTGggeCcgattacaagggATGacgATGacaagegccatacagcgttt gaagtg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV WT Apa p17 Rev</td>
<td>ACTACTGggeCcTTGCATTGTTGCTTACCAGAACTCAACGCTACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV Apa p17opt Rev</td>
<td>ACTACTGggeCcTTCCATGGTGTTACCAGAACTCAACGCTAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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